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Improved Balin.. Pre...
L, the levers, M, and the spirally-grooved wheels, N, so as to break the force· of the shock. 'l'he inside of
The advantages which result from compressing these latter are on the same shaft as tht. wheel, L. the press-box, at the top where the greatest compres
bulky substances in a smaIl compass are very great, The levers are not attached to the brace, 0, but work sion takes place, is not Square, but the sides iacline
for by this operation a great deal of space is econo- on a shaft;, P, that passes under the front platform. towards each other ; by this arrangement a square

mized, and more of the material may be stored within

The follower has a plate outside of the press-box to bale is produced, the inventor stating tha t it is not
a limited area; for purposes of preparing hay, cotton which the chain, Q, Ie fastened. This chain runs possible to make a square bale in a square box as the
or like substances for transportation, or even for the over the pulley, R, is taken by the ends of the levers, upper part is' not as perfectly r'lmpressed as the
convenience of farmers or warehouse men, machines M, and from them proceeds to the spiral-grooved lower ; with a box constructed in the manller dewheels, N. It is easy to see that when power is ap- scribed the result ls as set forth.
which accomplish this object are indispensable.

It is stated that these presses are rapidly super
The press herewith illustrated is-it is claimed by plied to the large whel.'l by attaching a horse or an ox
the inventor-a most convenient and powerful one. ! to the rope, and turning it by driving the animal, the, seding all others on the Pacific coast, on account of
The operating machinery

the advantages mentioned

is all on the outside, leav-

iDg the interior

heretofore. A patent on
this invention was grant-

of the

press-box unobstructed ;
the press is
compact

ed, through the Scientific
American Patent Agency

small and

on Sept. 1st, 1863, to Jacob Price, Jr., of Petalu-

in comparison

with the size of the bale
it will make, as it is or-

dinarily but

eight

ma, Cal.; for further information address the inventor at that place.

feet

loaded on

high, can be

any wagon by two men.
and drawn by a single

___

Colt'. Arlnory.

team of horses or oxen.

It is

also

The loss of machinery
by the burning of Colt's
Armory is estimated at

conveniently

arranged as regards the
door-fastenings, the at-

$800,000. There were six
miles 01 steam pipe in the
building, and the scene

taching 01 strings to the

bales, etc.; these features,
together

with

the

im-

presented by the ruins as
they relIlain resembles the
ancient cities unearthed

mense strain imparted by

the

levers,

press a

render this

most

desirable

by modern explorations;
there are nothing ex-

The following description will enable our

one.

cept crumbling fragments
where a SPlendid building

readers to understand its
construction and mode of

so recently existed. The
question is now Bsked-

operation:The machine has three
doors-one on

who

top and

opening where

the Armory?

supposition of
an emissary coming from

one on each side; one of
them may be seen at A,
and another at B, this is

the

fired

That the

the rebels to fire the build-

ing is not preposterous,
is shown by the fact that
not long ago a workman

the

material to be pressed is
deHvered to the press-

did come there with the
piteous story that he was
a deserter from the reb-

box, C, which is merely a
strong square structure

of wood firmly bolted toThere is also a

els, and he was employed.
But when the fire broke
out-it was during the

gether.

follower outside the box,

wnich consists of a stout

only

wooden or metallic par-

half-hour in
the
twenty-four whenaw�h-

PRICE'S BAtING PRESS.

tition on which the sub-

man was not present ;
stance to be pressed rests; this follower is carried chains will draw down the lever and elevate the fol- there being an interval of half an hour in the morn
up by the chains and levers Been at the side in a lower, thus pressing the substance inside. In the ing between the going-away of the night watchman
mann&' which will be shown hereatler. There are. engraving the levers are shown in the act of press- for that floor and the one below it, and the coming

Ii

also platforms, D and E,where the material is de- ing, for when the follower is down they stand -verti- of the day watchman. It could not have been fired
Jvered and discharged, on the platform, D, there is a cally; it will be observed also that one of the chains in the night, because then the watchmen were an

spring catch, F, which holds the door above in a fa- is attached nearer to the center of thA lever thlln the

vorable position for loading the press.

On top of the

upper door, B, there are two strong beams, G, which

hold the top door down, and take the strain of the
machinery below; these beams are themselves held

It was kindled in the wing connecting the two main

tage In other respects.

destroy the rifle as well as the pistol shops.

center, makes it start easier, and is a great advanThe leverage also constantly

buildings, so that it was likely to take both aDd

It

increases as the rope is drawn out, for it will be seen started where the patterns and much choice dry wood

down by the eccentric rollers, H, worked by the han- that when the lever is vertical only a portion of its
dles attached to them. The door, A, is kept closed length is actually available, this is all that is required

by the curved bar, I, and the tever, J; when this bar
Is turned in the mauuer shown in the ·engraving; and
the lever moved over it, there is a projection on the
latter which keeps the bar in its place; there is a
slmUar fastening on the opposite side.

about, and no one could have got into the building.

other ; this prevents the lever from getting on the

were stored, which would readily kindle.

It is

0;

great mystery how it could have caught fire itself,

when the substance to be pressed is loose ; as the and no one but a rebel sympathizer could have de
mass becomes more compact the mechanical efficiency sired its destruction.
of the levers is increased.

When the pressed bale

is to be removed the pawl in the ratchet wheel, S, is

withdrawn ; the levers then fiy up aud are received

The power to press the bale Is given by the wheel, I by the check pieces, T,. which are faced with leather,
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THE Stark Mills, Manchester, N. H., are running

about one-third of their machinery, consuming 100

bales of cotton per week.

Iht

162

'ritutifit �mmtau.

T. B. PHELPS has completed a" Pea Factory," at
Manufacturing Itflm8.
Detroit. The building is of brick, 40 by 80 feet, and
ex
most
(a
Boston
of
Bulletin
Commercial
THE

JllISCELLANEOUS

SUlDU.BY.

A GOOD INVESTMENT.-Within the memory ot some

" splitting"
of the older merchants of New York, Robert Lenox
and grinding of peas, the raw material being obtained purchased a farm on the eastern side of thl:J "Central
from Canada, and the kiln-drying of grain prepara Park" fur the sum "f $30,000. That property now
tory to its consumption for manufacturing purposes. belongs to his son, James Lenox, a resident of this

is devoted to a two-fold use, viz : the

cellent weekly journal by the way) says that the
manufacture of flax into fabrics of cloth and twine
has been steadily advancing at L ockport, N. Y. Th e
company engaged in the business have employed 30

The machinery is propelled by a neat engine of 15 city; and he hus recently put it upon the m!IXket for

hands in a large building where, to make the white
fabric from the raw JruIt,erlal, abo ut flve days are re
quired. Twine is made in less than two days. In
the third story, Race, Mathews & Co. are about put

horse-power, built at the foundry of J. B. Wayne &

sale. According to a map now b efore us, the old
Co. , and the whole affair is the handiwork of Detroit farm contains 404 city lots, each 25 feet by 100. At
artisans. Among the most noteworthy items of the the rate which some of the property has recently been
machinery is an ingeniously contrived screening ap sold, its entire value cannot fall much short of.
ting in new machinery for the more extensive manu
paratus for dividing the peas into two sizes, prepara $2,500,000. This may be regarded as a good invest
facture of twine and rope. The second story is filled
tory to splitting them. This was arranged and put ment.
with such machinery now, which is running every
up by John Babillion. The mill has capacity for
day. The company have been very fortunate in se
THE " GREAT E ASTERN."-The fate of the Great
turning out a barrel of peas ready for market every
curing the services of Joseph Taylor as superinten.d
Eastern see ms to trouble the Englisj:J. people greatly.
designed
five
is
apparatus
kiln-drying
The
minutes.
eTl�, a gentleman recently from England, whose life
A correspondent of the Mechanic's Magazine suggests'
has been devoted to this business. Under his effiCient chiefly for cargoes of damaged grain, and shippers that the side wheels and their engines be removed
and
sus
to
as
unfortunate
so
are
who
underwriters
management the enterprise will gather new life.
altogether and that new and simpler screw engines,
They have on hand a large supply of flax, but are tain damage to cargoes, will find it a great convenience working sieam expansively, and capable of accom
in being thus enabled to obtain a market.
still buying all they can get at $15 per tun, and the
plishing a higher rate of piston speed than the old
farmers are preparing for a much more extensive
FLAX is getting into extensive use in Wisconsin for ones, be introduced; equal at least to a total of
crop for the coming year.
At Milwaukee there are 10,000 horse-power. The correspondent thinks- that
manufacturing purposes.
exhibited specimens of flax white as snow, and also
THE following stave and barrel works are in opera
colored with the most brilliant hue ; calico made of
tion in the Saginaw Valley, Mich. :-0. A. Ballou &
fifty per cent. of flax ; cotton flannel, one-half flax ;
Co. , Kaw-kaw-lin, own stave and heading works
felted cloths, and a variety of other manufactures of
which cut 20.,000 staves daily ; cooper shop in con
which flax is a component part. As handsome an
&
C.
day.
per
up
put
are
nection, where 100 barrels
article of broadcloth is manufactured from this cotE. Ten Eyck, East Saginaw, general machinery ; cut
tonized flax as could be desired.
in 1863, 2, 500,000 staves, with requisite heading ; caTHE number of cigars made by one firm in Detroit,
pacity, 3, 500,000 ; cooper shop in connection. Fisher
& Lee, East Saginaw, general machinery and saws Mich., in 1862, was 1,500,000. The tobacco is all im
for cutting tight barrel staves ; cut in 1863, 400,000 ported from New York, and is the growth either of
staves and 20,000 sets heading ; capacity, 4, 000, 000 Havana or Connecticut, mostly of the latter. Cigars
staves, 200,000 sets heading. Curtis & King, Salina, are all m ade by hand. Attempts have been made to
own stave and heading works ; capacity, 3, 000,000 bring in the aid of machinery in their manufacture,

with this arrangement the increased cargo-room and
augmented speed of the ship would make her not
only popular but profitable.

A MAMMOTH HOTEL. -The Lindell Hotel, St. Louis,

is the largest hotel in the United States.
stories high, exclusive of basement.

It is seven

Its height trom

sidewalk to cornice is 112 feet. Beside marble floor
ing and other flagging, 300, 000 feet of flooring boardS

have been laid, requiring 300,000 feet of carpet to

cover them.

Thirty-two miles of bell-wire are used,

and three water-tanks,

or reservoirs, into which
30,000 gallons of water are taken up and distributed

to all parts of the house, rest upon the roof. The
whole property will have cost nearly a million and a
pieces staves and heading. Empire Barrel Company, but they have proved futile.
Carrolton, made in 1863, 16,000 barrels, 500,000
T HE Nova Scotia grindstones are now largely su half of dollars.
staves; and 30, 000 sets heading ; they have general perseded by those obtained in Ohio, which for all the
MECHANICS EXCLUDED.-At one time the rich mer
machinery and stave-sawing machines for tight work ; different varieties of grit, either for wet or dry grind chants and professional men of Philadelphia
pro
annum.
capacity for cutting 3, 000, 000 heads per
ing, are pronounced equal, if not superior, to the posed to form themselves into a social circle, trom
best English stone.
which all mechanics were to be excluded. The
THE New Bedford Copper Company's mill was in
THE Amoskeag Company's Machine Shop is fully in papers were drawn up for this purpose and presented
operation 275 days in 1863, during which 2, 113t gross
tuns of metals were melted, and about 2, 500, 000 Ibs. operation, employing over 400 hands upon arms tor to Dr. Franklin for his signature. On examining its
of yellow metal sheathing, heavy yellow metal plates
for Government vessels, and bolts, were turned outa daily product of 9, 091t pounds, and an increase of
nearly 33 per cent. on the daily production of the prececling year. The cost of manufacturing was about

the Government and steam fire-engines (turning out contents he remarked that he could not consent to
on an average about two a week of the latter), as well write his name, inasmuch as by excluding mechanics
from their circle, they had excluded the Almighty,
as doing other miscellaneous work.
who was the greatest mechanic of the universe.
- THE Ame5 Plow Company, with $400,000 capital,
SILVER DISCOVERED IN MICHIGAN.-There is great
has been organized in Boston, to manufacture agri
the same as in 1862, the improved facilities and in- cultural implements.
O. Ames, President ; E. Tas excitement in Michigan over the discovery of silver
near Lake Superior. Speculation has already c<>m
creased skill being countervailed by the enhanced ker, Treasurer.
0
cost of material. Five per cent. of the metals melted
menced. Men who have taken lands at one dollar
THE Manch es ter pOt
rm 0 Work-s are as usuaI IU IiuII
are Iost -passing off through the chimneys. Most
and twenty-five cents an acre, are selling out at
' blast. Many valuable Improvements have recently
O
0
if not all, this waste WIIl b e prevented by a new apbeen made by thIS company, and probably no estab- advances of thousands of dollars upon the original
0
_ .
.
of
partIcles
moltthe
flymg
the
ts
s
arre
which
paratus
cost of their tracts. One tract has been sold for six
O th e whi
rIS Ilmen t m
0
0
0 e coun try IS
superIor
t0 I't•
en metal.
thousand dollars ; the owner bought it a few weeks
THE 'l'aunton Locomotive Company are building an
ago from Government for two hundred dollars. The
THERE have been manufactured at the Armory in
extensive improvement to their works .
specimens of ore contain liberal quantities of lead and
Springfield, during the last month, 25, '700 muskets
silver.
a larger number than ever before fabricated in a single
FARMERS' CLUB.
ARTESIAN WELLS IN THE DESERT, -Modern science
month. The last two weeks 6, 000 were turned out
The
gest
ar
l
day.
each
000
1,
is literally making "the desert to blossom as the
each week, averaging
At the meeting of the Farmers' Club on the 1st of
number ever manufactured before in one week was
rose." In the_ great desert of Sahara in 1860, five
March, a long digcussion was had on miscellaneous
artesian wells had been opened, around which vege
5, 040. When the last month's work is completed,
subjects, valuable for the most part to farmer's only.
tation th rives luxuriantly; thirty thousand palm treea
there will be in siore at the Armory over 200,000 -guns,
We select two items as being perhaps of general in
of which 40, 000 are packed ready for shipment. The
and one thousand truit trees were planted, and two
terest.
month
present
the
will
made
e
b
to
guns
of
number
thriving villages established. At the depth of a little
Acommunication was received from a man in Illi
probably equal the last month.
over five hundred feet, an underground river or lake
nois, giving an account of some experiments made
THE Haydenville Brass Works have been estab by him to ascertain the quantity of pork which could was struck, and from· two wells live flsh have been
lished some fifteen years, and now employ 150 hands be produced from a bushel of corn, fed in different thrown up, showing that there is a large body of
in manufacturing brass work for plumbers, engine states. As young pigs require food other than corn, water underneath.
builders, and machinists. They have a high reputa he took for experiments swine more than four months
VAN DUSEN'S whip factory, in Westfleld, turns out
tion for perfection of flnish and manufacture. The old. He says that, with hogs in clean comfortable 300 dozen whips per week.
business of plumbers' supplies has increased so much pens, sup lied with plenty of dry strawONE of the vE'rdicts against New York city, for
of late that their Boston agents, Messrs. Dalton &
riot and damages, is the Bum of $55,000.
liO Ib.o 6f eorn, whole and raw, will make 10 lb.o
Ingersoll, 1'7 Union street, have given up a large
. ..

p

� ::

��. :g��

�

and fermente

::

� ::

hardware trade and are now engaged entirely in these flO u
21 u
do. cooked BDd fermented
specialities.
the
application
of magnesian limeThe jJUbj ect of
MILWAUKEE already manufactures more leather stone� being introduced, Mr. Thompson remarked
than any city in the West. The Wisconsin Leather that while it was well known that magnesian soils
Company alone last year produced more than half a are very poor for most crops, he had observed that
Ther� are now
m:llion dollars' worth of leather.
they were very favorable for melons. He had planted
building near the canal, in the Sixth Ward, two large
water-melons on rich, strong land; and the fruit was
tanneries-one for Mr; Zohrlaut and the other for Mr. hardly larger than oranges and almost tastel
ess;,
Neumann, both men of large experience in the busi- while at the same time he had seen water-melons
ness.
growing on almost barren magnesian soils, and the

TllE flanne l mill of John Townsend of Milton Mills
Rochester, N. H., Is now in full blas , and turns ou

-about

13,000 yards of

t

flannel per week.

tI

I

THE ATLANTIO MONTHLY.
Fields, Boston, Mass.

Published by Ticknor &

The March number of this excellent magazine is as
The contents embrace continua

welcome as ever.

tions of several articles which were commenced in the
February number, such as the "ConvulsioniBts of St.
Medard," " Relation of Art to Nature," which is be
coming tedious; and the "House and Home " papers

of Mrs. Stowe, of thesono one could ever tire, so
pleasingly
are they written. A tribute to the Quaker
I
melons were very delicious, and some of them weighed po.et, Whittier, and also Qne to the memory of Thack
r. Thompson asked an explanation eray, by a friend of his, render this number an ex:
forty pounds.
.
ceedmgly valuable one. For sale by all booksellers.
of this, b\lt received no answer.

�
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:be•• I'D. for 'l'extlle .Fabric..
with ·the right hand only; and we must take into ac- not mention that it is the universal opinion of all the
It is by no means creditable to American art that count the gravity of the iro�, which is near allied to English officers serving in the Confederate army, with

it has done so little to render our textile industries that of steel, and the reductlOn that must take place
independent of European designs. We have cotton in the rod to reduce it to a proper size required to
mills producing goods worth $100,000,000 per annum, another size fit to drive into a horse's foot. For inand woolen factorie3 manufacturing $100,000,000 stance, a workman takes 15 Ibs. of rods to make a

whom I have conversed, that England is behind
America in the weight and power of the gnns sent by
both nations to sea. It is still a matter of the gr eat

est surprise to those who are cognizant of the endless
of woolen fabrics; and yet for the printed designs thousand of say 12 lb. counter-sunk horse-nails (which experiments in guns and projectiles which are every
in the former and the woven in the latter we are is the weight allowed), the size will be 11-32, or a day made by the Federal and Confederate States,
almost exclusively dependent on patterns imported little less than 3-8. He must reduce that in every that England has not thought it worth her while to
from England and France. It is true that our print- nail to I-12th of an inch. For example, the 151bs. of attach to the armies of both nations such a commis
r
ers of calicoes and delaines have their employed de- rods will measure (before commencing work) 35 feet sion as McClellan had in the C imean war, with a
signers who produce patterns creditable to their to 36 feet, as the case may be, and when the work view to their gaining such scientific information with
taste; but with slight exceptions they are accustomed is finished it will measure, in the form of nails, fully regard to ordnance and projectiles as at this moment

It is my con
viction that from both sections such commissioners
would receive nothing but courteous and unreserved
information upon all that is important for them to

to follow the lead of European fashion, and their pro- 208 feet 4 inches. So that a workman in doing an can be gained nowhere else on earth.

ductions are mere accommodations of foreign styles, ordinary day's work has drawn the iron about 173 feet
not always altered for the better. In the manufac- so that horse-nail making is all work. He must work
ture of fancy woolen goods we are still more depend- 8 hours per day, and draw the iron, as above stated,
ent on foreign invention. There is scarcely a manu- 22 feet or thereabouts, every hour, or over 4!- inches

know. It is scarcely creditable to our Government
facturer in the country who makes any pretentions to every minute. It will be seen the force required from that they should be blind to the opportunities for
fl
origiuality. The principle mills have their agents the body, shoulder, and arm, in order to accomplish gaining information which this gigantic con ict
abroad who forward specimens of all new goods, such labor, is very great; hence the bent shoulder, the affords, or that from old-world pride they should
which are either copied, or produced in a modified curved arm, the contracted muscles, &c., which are
and too otlan less desirable form. One reElult of this almost invariably seen in the horse-nail maker of
abject dependence on European taste and invention fifty, who has followed it from his youth."
These men get about $1 per day and they ask a
is that our fabricants are always a season behind

The samples of E nglish or French shilling more, which it is doubtful if they will get.
•••
products do not arrive here in time ,to be reproduced

refuse to avail themselves of the experience to b e
derived from a continent destined henceforth and
evermore to play no secondary part in the drama of
the world."

European fabrics.

for the current season, they consequently are copied

here some months later, when the foreign products

A. Charlatan UBUlasked.

The Colorado Gold Mines.

At a recent sitting of the members composing the
The Oommercial Bulletin says :-" It is only within Academy of Science the following resolution wali

a re here to compete with them, having probably been a few years that much has been known about Colora passed :exported from Europe as old styles at a reduced price. do, and now principally from its gold product, which
"Resolved: By the National Academy of Science
Large amounts of foreign fancy goods are sen t to this has run up to millions annually, the product of the that, in the opinion of this
Academy the volumes eu
country after having been refused by European ensuing year being estimated at over twenty millions, titled 'Sailing Directions,'
heretofore issued to navi
buyers. They are bought as unseasonable goods at a and with the improvements now brought to bear upon gators from the New
Observatory, and the 'Wind
reduction of from ten to twenty per cent from the the extraction of gold quartz the same amount of and Current Charts,' which
they are designed to
original price, and come upon this mark(>t just as we labor is iucreasiug the yield three or four fold. The illustrate and explain,
embrace much which is mi
are producing the same class of styles. The reduced attention of New York and eastern capitalists has sound in philosophy
and little that is practically use
price at which they have been purchased has enabled been attracted to the mines of Colorado, and heavy ful, and that, therefore,
these publications ought no
the importer to compete much more closely with the amounts have been invested in claims. About a mil longer to be issued in their
present form."
domestic manufacturer than he otherwise could. Had lion and a half has been invested since September
This is all very well, but does it not strike these
we the designing talent that would enable us to last, and eight or ten new companies started, which worthy savans that
their protest is· a little too late 1
originate our fashions and produce our own styles, if honestly managed, must pay largely.
After years of laudation from every one high and low
Instead of affording foreign fabricants an opportunity
"The Excelsior Company, which started in the from Queen Victoria down to nobody, it is now 'firs
of throwing their old goods upon our markets to spring of 1863, has made considerable headway, and published to the world under,
the sanction of scienti
compete with our new productions, we should compel owns a valuable property; at the rates paid for fic men, that the "Wind
and Current Charts" an.
them, if they would produce for us at all, to follow claims now it could be'soldso as to net $10 or $15 a wrong. The Academy
of Science will be called an
our own inventions, which course they would find to share; the management, however, think the results old fogy institution with some
truth if it never makes
a considerable extent impracticable; for in order to justify developing rather than selling; its market any predictions until they
are verified by practice.
produce, for instance, fancy cassimeres following price now is about $71 per share.

�

t

styles of our own, they would have to walt until our
"The Colorado Gold Mining Company, of Boston,
Loss of the "BoheUllan."
own styles appeared, when it would be too late for one of the most prominent and profitable of these
steamship
The
Bohemian, of the Montreal Steam
them td manufacture and send them across the Atlan companies, which is owned principally by New Eng
Company's line, was lost at sea on the 22d ult.
ship's
fancy
foreign
Thus
market.
season's
tic for the
land capitalists, and which has a large amount of im
goods would be practically excluded from our mar proved machinery in successful operation, is now she struck a rock off Cape Elizabeth when going at
half speed, knocked a hole in her bottom and went
ket.
running a large mill, the building of which, with its
down in about an hour and a half. There were a
Manufacturers may be assured that a far more machinery, cost over one hundred thousand dollars,
large number of passengers on board, of whom twen
effective protection than high tariffs may be estab while the application of scientific invention is very
ty-six in the steerage are supposed to be lost. The
lished by their paying liberally for the best designing largely increasing its yield of the precious metal."
night was perfectly clear. This company is very un
talent; so as to enable them to produce distinctive
1 ••
fortunate, having lost no less than eight vessels since
American styles and be the authors of their own
A. Broadside froUl the "Ironsides."
1857, or over one a year. The Bohemian is said to
fashions. This is not to be achieved at once, nor
be the twenty-fourth steamship lost at sea since the
cOf].'espondent
of
A
the
London
TimeB,
writing
from
without a concerted and vigorous effort to develop
commencement of ocean navigation.
under
date
of
Dec.
Richmond
21st,
thus
discourses
of
the latent art of the country. Our painters and sculp
tors are acquiring a world-wide fame, proving that naval armament:
KNOWLTON'S SAW-lIIILL.-This excellent mill, which
"Again I feel tempted to raise a warning voice
the genius of art inheres in the intellect of our people.
we illustrated on page 128 of the present volume, ill
It is for our mauufacturers to found and foster insti about the disparity of the armament on board of the
meeting with great success. A number of the most
tutions calculated to bring out the taste of our young English and American vessels. It is impossible for
prominent ship-building firms in Philadelphia are
men, and to ally art with industry. A school of de those who have been many months absent from Eng
employing it; and one establishment-that of Messrs.
sign founded in this city, placed under th� guIdance land to be well informed as to the actual state of
Wm. Cramp & Sons-·are sawing monitor beams
opinion
at
public
the
present
moment
upon
this
vital
of the best artists in the country, and offering its ad
with it; these beams are of white oak, 46 feet long,
YaBtages at a cheap rate, would in five years develop subject. But, judging from the officers of her ma
14 inches deep, have 19 inches spring, and require to
navy
who
have
at
rare
intervals
jesty's
brought
ves
industrial art to an extent that would go far towards
be beveled. Two men saw these beams with ease
r�ndering ns comparativel) independent of foreign sels of war into Confederate ports, it appears still to
at the rate of 62t inches per minute. The mill i
taste and deSigns, and place our manufacturers upon be held, that the 68�pounder, or 8-inch smooth-bore,
adapted to saw any kind of ship or boat timber with 
of
offense
England's
against
best
weapon
is
iron-clad
a footing, In respect of art, commensurate with the
out any alteration or adjustment whatever, and· is
r
immense capital ihvested in iheiI industries.-lT. 8. vessels. The experience gained at Cha leston enables
me confidently to affirm that as well might you pelt also self-feeding; it will do all that the common saw

�

Economist.

The Grea.t Labor of SiUlple Work.

one of the Yaa.kee monitors or the Ironsides with peas will do, and has all the advantages we named. Par
as to expect them to be in any way damaged by 8-inch ties interested are invited to call on the above-named
shot. Another disagreeable question forces itself builders and see the machine in operation.

..
upon an Englishman's attention when he is cognizant
of the terrible broadside thrown by the eight ll-inch
TH E NEW YORK "CENTRAL PARK."-More than
guns of the Ironsides-one of the most formidable 79,000 trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plants
were
"The horse-nail maker'S hammer averages ,3Ib., broadsides, in the opinion of the defenders of Char-_ planted in New York Central Park last year. The
and the average amount of blows required to make a leston, which has ever been thrown by any vessel carriage-drive now completed is about eight miles in'
Jlail is from 36 to 38, so that in making one nail he upon earth. Have we any ship in ex istence which length; bridle-road fivl' miles, and walks twenty
must lift 112 Ibs.; consequently in making a thousand, could SUCCEssfully resist such a broadside, and re- miles. Dver 4,000,000 per-sons visited the park in
wb�b quantity is considered a fair day's work, he spond to it with anything like commensurate weight 186� and in one day over 8) 000 oamageb entered 1lbe
has lifted the· enormous weight of 50 tuns, and that and vigor! I should be faithless to my duty if I did drives•.

That a man's labor mnst not be estimated by the

character of his 'Work is evident from the following
paragraph cut from an English paper:
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third,this would give 4,000 tuns of steel for the hull. but the Inventor affirms that It is so,and at the same
Now, with this reduction In the weight of the hull, time warrants the excellent quality of his steel. In
lb. BESSEllER has addressed the following letter to we ma y employ 9in. armor plates in lieu ot the 4! in. the present method of obtaining steel,good iron must
armor plates now employed. This would give 2,700 be used,which is cpmented,and the cemented iron,
the Edltor of the Lo n don Times:" SIR:-Under the head of 'Naval andMilitary In tuns of armor and 4,000 tuns or hull, equal to a gross that is the steel is smelted in crncibles. By Cazan
telligence,' in your impression of the 14th,you have weight ot 7,700 tuns, or 150 tuns less than the weight ave's method cementation of thc iron is avoided,so
given a most interesting account of the experiments of the vessel as now constructed; and it must be that the cast steel may be obtaincd in unlimited quan
made with Bessemer steel spherical shots fired trom a borne in mind that the resistance offered by the armor tities. If this new method turns out practicable,it
smooth-bored gun agaInst5tinch armor plate; their plate is equal to the square of its thickness; hence a will be possible to work up the whole daily produc
destructive effects,as compared with projectiles made vessel constructed in the manner proposed would tion of a blast-furnace into steel. For this only the
of cast or wrought iron,entirely confirm the: Views I bear a blow of four times the force that the present apparatus is required,which is not very costly,and
which would be erected near the blast furnace and
structure is calculated to withstand.
so long I\dvocated in vain.
"It is now just three years since I obta ined a
" These weights given in round numbers are suffi stream of pig iron. The stream would be divided
patent for producing cast-steel spherical shot by a ciently accurate to explain the principle of construc into rays of the necessary strength, and each one
peculiar arrangement of the rOlling_mill,by means of tion ,which I propose and the important advanta..:,aes directed into an apparatus. By Bessemer's process
about ten tuns of steel are obtained per day at Shef
which spherical steel shots may be made with rapidi whiola it holds out.
"'1t must not be supposed,however,that such a field; while by Cazanave's method sixty and seventy
ty and correctness. I also exhibited a spheric�l steel
cannon ball at the International Exhibition of 1862 , change would entail any of those difficulties which tuns per d1iy could be obtained,and a blast-furnace
for the purpose of giving further publicity to my views attended the change trom wooden ships to iron ones, is being erected at Charleroi which will produce about
on this important question; but it is only aner this for what I propose is merely to employ a very strong seventy-four tuns per day I The samples of stelll fur
lapse of time that a trial is made of them in England, and tough material in place of a much weaker one, nished by this new process are reported to be very
although a delay of ten or twelve days,and an expen so as to reduce the weight of the ship in nearly the good. They were obtained trom pig iron smelted
dlture ot £50, would have given us as full proof of their same ratio. Such artisana as are now employed can with coke, but it is supposed that charcoal pig iron
efficiency three years ago as we have to-day. Mean work this metal with facility; the same machinery would give better results."
while, however,many hundred thousand pounds have will cut a nd fashion it,and,indeed, all the present
Economy i. Wealth.
been expended in building iron-plated ships,which appliances of the iron shipbuilder will remain perfect
the3e long neglected steel projectiles will riddle as ly the same as at present. Already two ships are
There is nothing which goes so far towardll placing
8asily as t he cast-iron s80t found its way through the being built in foreign waters entirely of Bessemer young people beyond the reach of poverty as proper
wooden w all s of our old men-of-war. It Is marvellolis steel,and the plates for a merchant vessel to be built economy 10 the management of household. affairs. It
how the advantages of using such a material for pro in England have been ordered. It surely,thllretore, matters not whether a man furnishes little. or much
jectiles did not force itself on the attention of every wonld not be premature in our Government to in for his family, if there is a continued leakage In his
practical artillerist,irrespective of any efforts on my vestigate this subject most fully,for if a ship can,by kitchen or parlor; it rnns away, he knows not how,
pal't, for there is scarce a school-boy to be found who the means I have pointed out,be enabled to carry and that demon Waste cries "More I" like the horse
does not know that a snow-ball dung with great force 9-1n. armor plates,we may rest assured that other leech's daughter,until he that provided has no more
is perfe(ltly harmless. while a stone or other solid sub nations will not be long without them.
to give. It is the husband's duty to bring into the
stance of equal weight would inflict a severe injury,
" Thousands of Bessemer steel projectiles are now house; and it is the duty of the wife to see that none
simply because the snow-ball will fall. to pieces on being made for Russia,and trom undoubted sources goes wrongfully out of it. A man gets a wife to look
striking the object,while the stone would remain en I learn that other orders for steel shots have been aner his affairs, and to assist him in his journey
tire, and, consequently, administer .the whole force given to the extent of £120,000 in value. Have we a through life; to educate and prepare their. children
with which it ,was thrown. Now, the way in which I single ship a1l0at that can keep out these simple for a proper station in life,and not to dissipate his
cast-iron shot is broken and scattered In a shower of round steel shot 1Ired from a common smooth-bored property. The husband's interest should be the wife's
small fragments, on striking an armor-plate, bears a gun, if ever directed against us T This is a grave care, and. her greatest ambition to carry her no
very strong analogy to the snow-ball in the c ase sup. quelition,and deman ds a speedy answer."
further than his welfare or happiness,together with
posed. Indeed,it must he obvioll. to every mechani
that of her children. This should be her sole aim,
cal mind that when a cast-iron shot is shivered to THE PBODVeTION OF CAST STEEL D
IBECTLY nOJ[ and the theater of her exploits in the bosom of her
atoms aga inst an armor plate,the force expanded In
family, :where she may do as much toward making a
PIG moll'.
the disintegration of the solid spherical mMS must be I
fortune as lie can in the counting-room or the work
considerable; and it is equally clear that the force 10
The :Jolltery Guardian (England) says:-"None sMp. It is not the money earned that makes a ma n
expanded is not a new force created for a speclal pur- of the foreign pa pers seem to have noticed the at wealthy,it is what he saves from his earnings. Self
pose,but is part of the original force imparted to the tempts of Cazanave to obta in cast steel directly trom gratification in dress,or induigence in appetite, or
IIhot, and that the amount of force so expanded on pig iron. The idea itself appears to be very inge more company than his purse can well entertain,are
the shot must consequently be deducted from t he nious,but of course t he question Is whether it is ap equally pernicious.
available force to be expended on the armor plate, plicable in practice. The foundation of this new
... ,
and hence the great inferiority of cast-iron as com- method is the induence of steam on a thin stream of
BUSINESS RULEs.-An Enstern paper gives the fol
pared with steel shots,since the latter are not crushed pig iron. If we take an iron tube of a certain diame
lowing seasonable and excellent rules for young men
by the force of the blow.
ter with sidell of the necessary strength,form a ring commencing business :"It is not less remarkable that while our firm has out of it, and fix on its circumference, towards the
The world estimates men by their success in life,
manu facture d at Sheffield some 150pieces of Besse- centre, three or more tubes,we have a tube ring with
and,by general consent,success is evidence of supe
mer steel ordnance for foreign service,guns made of -three or more radii. The radius is made fast to the
riority.
this material are still untried by our Go vernment, tubular pipe; the ends of these tubes,which are open,
Never under any circumstances assume a respon
although it is well known that the strength of this do not quite r ea ch to the centre of the I-jng,and have
�lbility you can avoid consistently with your duty to
metal Is double that of ordinary iron, while such is therefore,between the ends au empty space, in which
yourself and others.
the facility of production that a solid steel gun block the pig Iron I s allowed to dow In a stream of a certain
Base all your actions upon a principle of right;
of 2 0tuns in weight can be produced trom fluid c ast- strength. The stream led into the boiler from the
preserve your integrity of character,and in doing thili
iron in the short space of twenty minutes,the homo- tubular pipe dowe out of the openings of the three
never reckon on the cost.
geneons mass being entire and tree from weld or tubes,and operates directly upon the pig iron. It is
Remember that self-interest is more likely to warp
joint.
said that the oxygen of the steam oxidizes the carbon your judgment than all other circumstances combined;
"My object,however,in addressl ug you,sir,is not of the pig iron, t he silicium,a portion of the sulphur,
therefore,look well to your duty when your interest
10 much to point out that which has not been done phosphorus,and other impurities in the pig iron; the
is concerned.
as to call attention to what I believe to be of vital 1m- hydrogen combines with the carbon,sulphur,phos
Never make money at the expense of your reputa
portance for the future.
phorus,arsenic,and other bodles,with which it forms tation.
"Our armor-plate system has certainly received a combinations of h ydrogen. The carbonized and puri
Be neither lavish nor niggardly; of the two avoid
severe shock,and it behoves us now to see- how far fied metal falls into a crucible or other vessel placed
the latter. A mean man is universally despised,bllt
it be possible to increase the resisting power of ships immediately under the apparatus. The metal obpublic favor is a st�pping-stone to preferment; there
10 far as to keep paoe with the advances made by tained contains impurities,and must, therefore, be
fore,generous feelings should be cultivated.
ateel Shot. �t l onger ago than the 12th of Decem- smelted in crucibles in a blast or reverbel'atory fur
Say but little-think much $nd do more.
ber t he fine ship M�... was launched trom tM nace. Thls is the essentb\l part of the proc ess; the
Let your expenses be such as to leave a balance in
dock or her bullderd at BlackwalL She was all that simpUelty of the method and the cheapness of the
your pocket. Ready money is a mend in need.
excellent workma.nship and the best iron could make product are evident.
Keep clear of the law; for,even if you gain your
her, but stillilhe was only iron.
"Now arises the questions :-Is it possible to obcase,you are generally a loser.
"It ha s been stated that the hull of this vessel taln steel in large quantities by this method; will it
Avoid borrowing and lending.
weighs 6,000 tuns,and her 4 tin. armor 1,5
8 0 tuns, be of the same quality as the small quantity obtained
Wine-drinking and smoking cigars are bad habits;
maki ng a gI'O.i!.i! weight of 7,850tuns. Now,had the on trial; and, if it is possible, at what price can it be
they impair the mind and pocket, and lead to a Wll8te
hull of this ve3sel been built of a material possessing obtained f
of time.
double the strength of ordinary iroD,her weight might
"In answer to these questions,Cazanave asserts
Never relate your misfortune,and never 6P'Ieve over
theoretically have been reduced to 3,000 tuns, but that byais method steel can be obtained in great
what you cannot prevent.
practically it would be wise to estimate more liberal- quantities, not I n ferior to the best steel, and propor
ly, so that, while we admit a double strength of ma- tionately cheaper; for his best quality steel can b
e
SollE hearts, like primroses,open most beautifully
te"4,,1, SUpp03Q we only r.mu� the weight by one- obtained tor £18 per tun. This lil ditDcult to believe, in the shadows of life.
SPHDICAL 8TDL SHOT.
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DE ties previou,:: mentioned, are made at times by poor is a very bad drill-it is almost unnecessary to say
workmen j and as there is no effect produced in the that ; it is stubbed &nd blunt, and could not drill an
We have received the following official communica natural world without some cause, so also may the inch with decent feed without getting so hot as to
tion, which defines with accuracy the objects for which phenomena above mentioned be traced in mechanical draw the temper. The eection is octagon, which is

PEBKANENT COItItISSION OF
PARTltENT.

THE NAVY

the Permanent Commission of the Navy Department operations to the omission of some important point the worst possible form, because the chips catch at
is instituted ; also the correct names and titles of its in the construction of the drill which has been over the angles and, not being able to get out, arc ground
looked, and which is essential to its perfect operation. to powder, requiring more power to turn the drill
members :than Fig. 1 ; the ed�es
To drill a straight, true hole in metal of any kind,
" On the 11th of February, 1M3, the Navy De
are sloped directly from
partment organized a Permanent Commission, to excepting lead or copper perhaps, is just as easy as
the cutting edge to the
which all subjects of a scientific character, concern to make a wretched " apology " which runs in every
back of the drill and
ing which the Government might require information, direction but the right one, and is remarkable for
the point is thick and
could be referred. The fundamental rules governing nothing but its unworkmanlike appearance. Neither
square. With such a
does it take more time to make a good hole, but on
this Commission are ItS follows :drill as this a hole
" ' 1st. There shall be constituted a Permanent the contrary a properly made drill works . ninch
like this one, at the left,
Commission, consisting for the present of Commodore quicker and better than one badly constructed. We
would be made, and for
(now Rear Admiral) Davis, Professor lWpry and have no means of ascertaining whether drills of the
these reasons : the thick
Professor Bache, to which shall be referred questions present form were used by the ancients, for in all the
of science and art, upon which the Department may hieroglyphics disclosed by the ellorts of Layard at point with its quick angles cuts unevenly ; first
Nineveh, the tombs of the kings of Egypt, and in the point bores down, and then the labor comes on
require information.
the edges, and the drill-point
" ' 2d. This Commission shall have authority to more modern discoveries at Herculaneum and Pom
works loose, making a cone
call in associates to aid in their investigations and in peii, we have seen nothing at all corresponding to
center in the hole like this
the modern drill. There must have been some means
quiries.
diagram ; the consequence is
" ' 3d. The members and associates of the Com at the command of these people for working metals
that the hole is untrue. The
mission shall receive no compensation for their ser in the manner mentioned, but their precise form is
sharp edges sloping so quickly
unknown to us, and their nature undisclosed. We
vices.'
toward the back are also a
" Such matters as are presented to the Depart imagine, however, that to the American mechanic of
disadvantage, because they
ment, and come within the scope of this precept, are """'____ the present day it matters little whether
referred to the Commission for examination and re �"'::::�� the eye socket of a bronze pagan idol afford no support to the cutting edges, which go
was drilled in, or cast " cored out ;" and astray in consequence.
port. Since the Commission was first created, it has
(To be continued.)
whether the nostrils of the Sphinx,
been enlarged by adding to it Brigadier-general Barn
which sits forever in the sands of the Destruction 01 a United I'Itates Steamer bT "
IIl'd and Mr. Saxton ; subjects are occasionally re
Torpedo.
desert gazing steadfastly into the future,
ferred to it from the War Department. The present
The sloop-of-war, Housatonic, one of the new ve�
were chipped, cast or rimmed with a rose
members of the Commission are also members of the
bit is not pertinent to this article. The sels, lYas recently destroyed while on the blockade off
National Academy of Sciences ; and the Commission
work of the past in a majority of cases the Southern coast. The circumstances of the disas
itself would probably never have been created if the
lies hidden ; let it be the aim and object ter are these :Academy had been in existence at that time, since
"About 8 : 4 5 p . M. , of the 17th ult. , the officer of the
of the artisans of to-day to strain every
they both have the same objects, and are designed to
deck, Actin� Master J. K. Crosby, discovered some
effort for improvement.
perform similar duties ; it is not impossible that the
To drill a simple straight hole in any thing in the water, about 100 yards from tbe vessel,
former may at some future time be resolved into a
metal we have the orc1lnary drill as here moving toward the ship. It had the appearance of a
Committee of the latter.
with illustrated.
This seems a very plank moving on the water, and came directly toward
" The following is a correct list of the members of
simple tool to make, but it is Burprising the ship. The time when it was first seen till it was
the Permanent Commission of the Navy Depart
to see what apologies and substitutes for cloee alongside was about two minutes. The torpedo
ment :it are to be found in almost every ma struck the Housatonic forward of the mizzen-mast, on
" C. H. Davis, Rear Admiral and Chief of Bureau
chine shop ; below is the drill as usually the starboardiaide, in a line with the magazine. The
of Navigation.
and improperly made.
In the first aft er-pivot gnn being pivoted to port, they were un.
" Professor A. D. Bache, Superintendent of the
figure
it
will
be
seen
that
the tool is a able to bring a gun to bear upon the torpedo. About
U. S. Coast Survey.
thin fiat steel bar for a proportionate one minute after she was close alongside the explo
" Professor Joseph Henry, Secretary of the Smith
distance, which should be so far as it is sion took place ; the Housatonic's sinking stern first
sonian Institution.
proposed to drill in the work ; that the keeling to port as she sunk. Most of the crew clung
" Brigadier-general J. G. Barnard, Lieutenant
cutting edges are at right angles with to the rigging, and a boat was despatched to the
colonel of Engineers.
each
other or square, that the section Oanandaigua, which vessel gallantly c-'tme to their
of
Superintendent
" Joseph Saxton, Assistant
shows the drill to be slightly rounded on assistance and all were rescued but the following
Weights and Measures.
its edges, and lastly, that the extreme named officers and men : Ensign E. C. Hazeltine,
" The head-quarters of the Commission are in
point is as small and fine as it can be Captain's Clerk C. O. Muzzy, Quartermaster John
Washington ; and all communications should be ad
Williams, landsman Theodore Parker, second-clal'\s
dressed to Ron. Gideon Welles, Secretary of the made consistent with strength. This is a plain, fiat
fireman Jno. Walsh, who are missing and supposed
drill
without
"
lips."
Now
the
object
and
design
of
Navy."
so constructing it is this ; the drill should be made to be drowned. "
THE WAY BOILER SCALE IS DEPOSITED.
The rapidity with which this torpedo approached
tIat and straight, so that the bor
ings may escape freely and not be the vessel would seem to indicate that it was pro
Carbonate of lime is scarcely soluble at all in pure
crushed or broken in trying to get pelled by some machinery. Vessels lying at anchor,
hot water, is a little soluble in pure cold wnter, and
out ; neither carried round and on blockade duty, should be protectea by rafts or
quite soluble in water containing carbonic acid. Cold
round for several revolutions with booms projecting from the side, having lines rove
water, exposed for a long time to the atmosphere,
out rising to the surface, for in through the ends all around the ship. In this way
always absorbs its own bulk of carbonic acid ; and
doing
so they impede the newly those incendiary machines woulu be prevented from
if, while thus mixed, it comes in contact with car
The arrangement could be
formed chips below from rising doing much mischief.
bonate of lime, a portion of the stone will be dis
out of the hole. The point should made very simple and yet effective.
solved. Hence the hard water of our springs and
be made thin so that it will always
wells. If this water is placed in a boiler and heated,
Delay in raisin", the Monitor "Aquila."
work true to the center, and not
the first action of the heat is to drive off the carbonic
Our California exchanges are in tribulation over
tend to run out, or make a crooked the delay in raising the sunken monitor ; one corres
acid ; and this action, with the raising of the tempe
hole ; and the cutting edges are pondent writes as follows :- " The delay in raising
rature, deprives the water of its power of holding the
square for the reason that with the monitor by some one of the feasible plans before
carbonate of lime in solution.
The salt is conse
this angle they cut equally from the public, .because it cannot be determined which is
quently precipitated, and deposited as a hll,rd scale in
point to corner and no part works the best, may subject the city to the fate recorded by
the boiler.
faster than the other.
the poet of an ancient worthy, to wit :
THE DRILL AND ITS OFFICE.
Let us take the badly-madll
The great Bomfogus, who of old
drill, as shown in the second
Wore his legs bare, and died of cold.
The office of the machinist's drill is to bore a true
figure, and see what its defects Because he could not decide whether to put the right
hole of a certain size in any metal. The conditions
are ; these can readily be noticed or left leg first into his breeches, and therefore went
thus imposed upon the tool are sometimes fulfilled,
where they depart from the well breeches-leSs, and met with the catastrophe recorded
but oftener not, and the reasons for this are to be
formed drill. This drill is not ex of him. The lady Bomfogus urged him by all femi
found in a want of knowledge of the principle of a
aggerated in the engraving, being nine entreaties to put one Ie:,: or the other into his
drill in those who made the tool, and sometimes from
far short in reality of some IIpeci inexpressibles, no matter which. " But how can I, "
causes beyond the control of the mechanic ; for good
mens of handiwork we have seen replied the great Bomfogus, ' when I have not yet
work cannot be made with bad materials. Three
kicking about on machine-shop decided which is the proper limb to take the pre
Bided holes, holes crooked in the length, holes small
1I00rs. The dotted lines of the dence l' And so he died of cold. And so our fair city
at the top and large at the bottom, and the reverse,
point and cutting edges show the lies out in the cold, defenseless, while our Bumfogi
ridgy holes, or those which appear to have been made
with a coarse-threaded tap, oblong holes, nonde various angles it is ground to, and the section and are seeing whieh is the proper plan to raise the
script holes, compounds of each and all the bad quali- point in straight lines will now be noticed. This Aquila. "

'&1 J
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the same number for the hammer and rolls as in the it I" &c.

malleable iron department.

Some of my correspondents have been con -

You could have mallea siderate enough to enclose a postage-stamp to prepay

ble iron or steel with any per-centage of carbon you

a reply, (and to all such I have replied) ; but the ma

please, and with any amount of tensile strength re jority neglect that obvious rule.
quired, up to 70 tuns per square inch.
been found that iron, containing from
Ten Thonsa.nd Dollars for a Substitute for

of carbon,

Then it has

t to t per cent.

All this is needless.

Let those who feel interested

in the matter understand that the thing desired is

and capable of bearing from 90, 000 to not easily accomplished.

The solution of this prob

100, 000 lbs. per square inch, is most suitable for lem will be quite an achievement, but it cannot be
MESSRS. EDITORS : -On page 135 present volume of steam boilers, as it will stand punching and flanging done in a dozen or fifty different ways, and all of them
A few of my corre
the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, we observed an article with like a sheet of copper. For instance, such boilers " safe, simple and effective. "
Ivorv.

the above caption, in which our willingnes s to give

as are in use near Manchester, England,

This statement, which appeared in the Tribune, is per

Iff in

and are spondents desire me to pack up my carpet-bag and go

$10, 000 for a suitable substitute for ivory, to be used working under a pressure of 100 lbs. to the square inch ; directly and see them-a proceeding which, however
in the manufacture of billiard balls, was announced. they are 30 feet long by 6 feet 6 inches in diameter, and agreeable to the parties, would be both expensive
fectly correct, and was authorized by us, and as its

thickness.

Where lightness and great strength

are required, this process should not be overlooked.

and very uncertain in its results.

If those who have taken the trouble to write to me,

re-publication in your columns may probably have the With the proper use of this metal we should not have will attentively read the original proposition, go to
affect of stimulating the inventive genius of some of any of those heavy useless iron-clads of which the work and accomplish the job, if they can ; testing it

your numerous readers, we wlll give a brief descrip United States, England, and France seem to be so
qualities required in the proud.

tion of the indispensable
desired substitute.

The material or composition of the artificial ivory of' different kinds of steel,
Woolwich, England :-

experimented upon at
lbs.

per square inch.

hardness; facilities for being easily turned of a per
Capt. Uchatlus's cast steel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90,000
Ordinary cast steel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 28,000
fect spherical form in the lathe, and for being readily
Krupp's steel gun . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 129,000
colored and polished. It must not shrink, warp or
Mersey puddled steel . . . . . . . " . . . . . . . . . . 94,000
crack under the ordinary variations of atmospheric
Be.st Sheffield cast steel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 130,000
Bessemer's hammered steel . . . . . . . . . . . . 160,000
temperature. Its specific gravity must be equal to
Mr. Mushet's gun metal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 103,500
that of natural ivory, so that billiard balls of the
The tensile strength of Bessemer's iron, experi
same size formed of the two materials, may be .of pre
cisely similar weight. Its cost as comp 'lred with mented on by Col. E. Wilmot, at Woolwich, England,
that of ivory, must be at leastfifiy per cent less. In is as follows : the discovery of such an artificial ivory

8.'l we have indicated, and the above amount of

$10, 000 being claimed by the discoverer, we should
require the right and title to its manufacture and use

done .it, and without fear that others will do it before

The following is a table showing the tensile strength them and thus receive the premium-then tbey can

must possess the qualities of elasticity, density and

the event of

thoroughly and patiently before claiming they have

per square

Ibs.
inch.
Cast or unhammered Iron . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41,242
Hammered or rolled Iron . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72,643

Flat ingots, rolled Into boller-plate iron . . 68,319

The tensile strength of the best Lowmoor or best

to be conveyed to us, excluSively, by the transfer and Staffordshire iron is 64,, 200 lbs.
Although Bessemer's iron is perfectly malleable, it
possession of the patent right.
If you should deem the subject of sufficient import is nevertheless in a crystalline state, and ought to be

communicate actual results to me and will be duly

attended to.

The proposition was made in good

faith ; but the terms must be exactly and literally
complied with.
EDITOR OF THE " NATIONAL EAGLE . "
Claremont, N . H. , Feb. 2 0 , 1864.
What is Sound

1

MESSRS. EDITORS : -Would there be such a thing
as sound were there no ears for the vibration of the
air to act upon ?

As this has been discussed a great

deal in our little circle, without any definite conelu
sion, your answer would be 0ratefully received.
Cincinnati, Ohio,

E. L.

Feb. 13, 1864.

[In all discussioDs, the first point to be settled ill,
whether the matter in dispute is a questioned fact or

statement, or whether it is the meaning of a word
ance we will shortly give a succinct sketch of the b-:ought under the hammer or rolled, as the table
If the latter, the question is to be settled by a re((I,r
will
show.
The
hammering
and
rolling
have
the
various attempts hitherto made to invent artificial
ence to authorities. No man can affix a new, arbr
ivory, and the causes of their failure. This may pro effect of adding one-half to the strength of iron, or
trary meaning to any word. Words have the mean
bably have the effect of saving much 10S8 of time, ex in the ratio of 18 to 32. One 17-feet converter will
ings which have been assigned to them by the usage
convert 2 1 tuns of iron into steel in 30 minutes.
pense and disappointment to inventors.
of good writers, and they can be properly used only
W. G.
PHELAN & COLLENDER.
with the significations thus established. By referring
LitchfIeld, Conn. , Feb. 20, 1 864.
63 Crosby street, New York City, Feb. 25, 1864.
to Webster you will find that the word " sound" haa
[We should be pleased to receive the article alluded
two meanings. It means the impression made on
A. Mountain of Salt in Louisiana.
lio.-EDS.
the ear by certain vibrations in the air, and it is also
MESSRS. EDITORS : -I notice that, on page 103, of
used to signity the vibrations themselves. There
Improvements in making Steel.
the present volume of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, in
would, therefore, be such a thing as sound were there
MESSRS. EDITORS :-On page 20 of the present speaking of " Mineral Salt, " you say that " no other no ears for the vibration of the air to act upon. 
volume of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, I noticed an ar country yet known yields this peculiar product. " EDS.
ticle on the making of steel, by what is called " the Enclosed I send you a specimen from the celebrated
Of late years great im Salt Mountain, situated about six miles west of New
process of cementation. "
provements have been made in the manufacture of
steel in Europe ; and I cau uot Bee anything in the
way of Americans benefiting themselves by those in
vention s. First and foremost is M1". Bessemer's pro
cess, also Capt. Uchatius's, M. Bugeuy's, Mr. Hurst's,

the " Steel Puddling Process, " and many others.
Each, iu its peculiar character, is an improvement on
the old way-especially that of Mr. Bessemer's.
Crude iron contains 5 per cent. of carbou ; malleable
" Why
iron none ; steel from 0. 5 to 1 . 5 per ceut.

Iberia, La.

It was only discovered in August, 1862 ;

but it was the source ii'om which the rebels of the

Steam on the Tow_path.

MESSRS. EDIToRs :-In this progressive age, it would

Southwest supplied themselves.

I assisted in de appear singular that there has been no efforts made
stroying their machinery for mining and a large quan to substitute the iron horse for that raw-boned animal

tity of salt that had been mined, of which the en
closed is a sample.

that slowly drags his life away upon the tow-paths of

The rebels were sending about our numerous canals.

300 barrels per day into the Confederacy.

that the whole mountain is one pure lump of salt ;
there being but very little soil over it.

A very slight modification or

It seems alteration would be necessary, before this revolution
could be accomplished, and I think we may look for

I saw larger its fulfilment at no distant period.

quantities or it at Vicksburg and Port Hudson, when

Along the line of

the present tow-path the iron rails could be laid, and

then cannot crude iron be purified aud the desired they came into our possession. I have no doubt for convenience the heel path or opposite bank can be
per-centage of carbon left, without raisiug its market that, when the war is over, this mine will be worked similarily accommodated, resulting in what is now
considered the par excellence of rail-roadin -a double
v.alue to 16 times that of cast-iron Y" I presume it to great advantage by whoever secures it.
track, and with all itg well-known advantages. The
E. S. HULBERT.
cau.
Bernardswwn, Mass. , Feb. 17, 1864.
same system of stations, switches, and time-tables,
To illustrate the subject :-Suppose that a blast

g

&c., which exist on our inland railroads could be in
fnrnace yields 200 tuns of iron per week ; to bring
The Call for a Horseshoe.
troduced, and instead of the one solitary boat now
that into malleable iron, ready for the blister steel
MESSRS. EDITORs :-The extensive infiuence and s�en creeping along at a snail's pace, the twin relic of
converter, it would take 120 men aud 20 boys, 2 re
fining furnaces, 15 puddling furnaces, 9 heating fur circulation of your invaluable journal has been made the stage-coach of the past, they would number the
naces, 1 train of puddling rolls and hammer, 1 train strikingly apparent to me during the past few days. capacity of the engine to carry them along at a rate of
of merchant bar rolls, with shears, &c. ; also 600
tuns of coal for fnrnaces. It would cost for' the erec
tiou of the above $ 1 00, 000. Theu we would have to
put the merchaut bars into the blister steel pots for
nine or ten days, until they attained to a white heat ;

My proposition to pay a premium for a horseshoe ten to fifteen miles per hour, at a cost of not exceed
which any person accustomed to handling horses, ing that of the single boat with the horse-flesh pro

shall be able to put on and take off without the aid pelling power of to-day. The difficulties of 8.'lcend
of a smith-which shall be light, simple, safe�which ing grades, or the passage of locks, could be easily

shall remain firm in its place While the horse is strik
then we would have to cut them up and melt them ing a 2 '40 gait, and yet not hurt his foot-was copied
in the cast steel pots, to bring them into cast steel from my own paper into the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN.
ingots. It would require 4, 750 crncibles, with their ( See page 88, present volume. ) In about a week

overcome by having a boat in the van of the train

which we might call the tender, provided with

a

k

trac

on its deck, upon which the engine could be placed,
and rise to the succeeding level through the lock.

},

stands and lids, 200 men, 60 boys, 700 tuns of hard afterward, I began to " hear from it ; " at this pre turn-table would be necessary below and above each
oven cokp., and 760 separate melting furnaces, at a sent writing I have a file of some fifty letters on the lock and the tender with its track on deck, should be
subject, hailing all the way from Montreal to Tenn sufficiently low to correspond with the level of the
cost for their erection of $160, 0.0 0.

Now contrast this with Mr. Bessemer's process, essee, and " still they come I "
T w o only o f the tow-path, to facilitate the loading and unloading
where it would only be necessary to have two 7-feet whole number contain drawings in the rough, show of the engine. This system has the advantage over
converters, made of boiler plates line : w;th fire ing the idea. The others variously say : " Eureka I  the introduction of propellers, from the greater
bricks, and a hammer or a train of rolls) as ;,he case I have found i t I " " I can d o it I " "I a m doing i t I " amount of tunnage that an engine on the raft can

may be.

It would take 8 meu for the converters, and " I shall soon do i t I "

"I

am

experimenting upon draw, which
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is impracticable for the propeller in such

�ht

Jdttdifit �mtritan.

shallow water, without washing the embankments incline to the left.
away by the great agitation of the water.

The amount of divergence,

1 67
in

I think if yards, can be found (to a near degree of approxi

Photo graphic Items.

The art of photography is so simple and so easily

you were to snggest some ideas bearing upon this mation) by multiplying the range, in yards, by a acquired that it seems to be especially adapted as an
subject, it might lead to some important results.
fraction whose denominator is 3, 600, and whose nu employment for women. Its manipulations require a
JOHN LIPPINCOTT.
merator is equal to the number of degrees of inclina certain delicacy of touch, gentleness and quietude

27,

tion of the trunnions, multiplied by the number of which are the natural attributes of females. No part
For example : Let the re of its attpndant labor is rough ; many of its opera
eminently the age of wonders, it is not impossible quired range be 1, 200 yards ; the angle made by the tions may be done in a sitting posture. It is by no
Pittsburgh, Pa. , Feb.

1864.

[Our correspondent's idea is not new, but as this is degrees of elevation.

that the revival <tf the idea will meet with favor from axis of the trunnions with the horizontal plane, 6 de means as difficult or laborious as ordinary needle
some one interested. -EDs.
grees ; and the elevation 5 degrees ; then 1, 200 yards work ; while its various operations and processes
X :rWo=10 yards-an amount too great to be over present to the mind objects of unceasing interest.

Packin g SteaID Pistons .
looked; 'l'he above method is deduced from the fol In England there are many women engaged in the
MESSRS. EDrroRs : -1 recently read in the number lowing formula, which is exact when the line-of-sight art, both professionally and as amatllurs. The ex
of your valuable journal, published on Jan. 16th, is horizontal, to wit : " tan. a sin. b=tan . .T. ". In hibition gallery of female photographlC artists, Pall

(page 43 of the present volume) an excellent article this formula a represents the angle of elevation, b Mall, London, is one of the finest establishments in
But the tile angle of inclination of the trunnions, and .T the that city.

on the errors of packing steam pistons.

barbarism of setting the packing out too strongly by angle included between the vertical plane of fire, and

The " tannin" dry-plate process is now extensively
employed for taking landscape pictures. The London
When representing to an officer, lately, the neces Photographic News notices (in its last number)
use there, which
slightly conical ; sity for a more general introduction of the pendulum some splendid samples done by this method ; size of
to fit this cone, hausse, for the above reasons, he argued that that the pictures 16 X 18 inches. The deepest shadows
The follower is would not remove the difficulty ; " for, " said he, " in are very transparent and there is a complete abo

springs is far exceeded on many boats on Western the vertical plane of sight.
waters by the plan in very common
is, to have the piston head turned
and the rings finished on the inside
on the outside to fit the cylinder.

then screwed home with all the leverage of a two-feet the ' Instructions for Field Artillery, ' which were pre sence of chalkiness in the lights. The editor says
wrench, and there fastened with temper screws. pared by a board of artillery officers of the regular that he hail rarely seen any architectural photographs
When the packing gets leaky, the literal " mashing army, you will find-immediately following a minute so fine.
up" or "upsetting" of the metal, to use a. technical description of the pendulum hausse, as the usual in
The dry process is particularly adapted for ama
term, t ogether with the increase in size from being strument for pointing field guns-an enumeration of teurs, because the plates may be prepared during
forced further upon the cone, is depended upon for the causes wbich disturb the flight of a projectile ; leisure time, either by day or evening, and stowed
ob viating it. Here, the inclined plane, the screw and it is stated that one cause of deviation is the in away, ready for future use. Pictures may then be
and the lever are employed to produce a tremendous clination of the plane on which the wheels of the taken, by simple exposure of the plates in the came

pressure, which is altogether unnecessary.

Although I replied that it was evi ra ; after which they may be again stored until leisure
permits their development and printing. For excur
much misconception, as of the amount of pressure re in not modifying the statement to suit circumstances, sionists nothing can be more admirable than a camera
quired to render a piston steam-tight. I remember he would not be convinced.
and a stock of these sensitive plates. What treasures
In no part of mechanical engineering is there so

carriage stand. "

dently a mere oversight on the part of those officers,

to have seen the piston of a cylinder-twelve inches

I trust that the influence of the SCIENTIFIC AMERI of art and beauty are yet to adorn even the cottages
bore, and thirty inches stroke-moved freely back CAN will be brought to bear in this matter ; and that of the lowly, when this wonderful art becomes gener
and forth with one hand, when unshipped from the we shall leave our camp-of-instruction with appliances ally employed ! To the young it presents a wide field

connecting rod, and the packing removed from the which will enable us to profit by what we shall have for instruction and absorbing amusement.
A recently suggested improvement in the tannin
campaign with pointing instruments which are al- process is as follows :-20 grains of gum arabic ; 20
of seventy-five pounds to the inch.
In packing piston-rods, I have found it an excellent most worthless.
JOSEPH SPOR,
grains sugar ; one grain carbonate of soda, dissolved

piston ; it was perfectly steam-tight under a pressure learned there ; and not to pass through another

plan to cut a strip of thick, heavy rubber ; in width,

in 1 ounce of distilled water ; 20 grains of tannin, 1
grain carbonate of soda, in another ounce of dis
tilled water. Keep in separate bottles, and in s um
between this and the rod. The constant spring of
THE TRAITOR'S " COAT-OF-ARMS. "-Joseph Scho mer add to each a few drops of spirits of wine.
the rubber keeps the packing close upon the rod, field (an Englishman by birth, but an adopted citizen Equal parts of the above are mixed, for use, and
with less pressure from the gland than is ordinarily of the United States, now residing in Iowa, and who merely poured once over the washed plate from an
required. It also compensates for any slight varia justly boasts of having two sons in the army, one of upper to a lower corner and run off to waste, drained
a little more than the depth of the box, and in length,
just sufficient to H ne it. The packing yarn is placed

Battery H, 1st Penn. Art.

Camp Barry, D. C. , Feb.

20,

1864.

tions from a true line in the engine-a great advant whom has just re-enlisted to fight for the flag of his and allowed to dry. The time of exposure in the
..ge when boats are built so slightly that the loading country) sends his annual subscription *0 the SCIEN camera is rather more than for a wet plate.
Faded yellow photographs may be restored in a
and unloading is constantly deflecting them, as is the TTFIC AMERICAN for another year ; and at the same

case here.
time he soundiy berates those who do not stand up few minutes by immerSing the prints in a bath com
In conclusion, allow me to express the pleasure I for the Government. He closes his letter with the posed of 1 grain of bichoride of mercury to the ounce
of water.
have received from a perusal of the sound mechanical following pungent remarks :M. Disderi, of France, rccently brought snit for
views you have expressed on the above and kindred
" The traitor's ' coat-of-arms' consists of a flea, a

topics. They cannot fail to do good wherever read. fly, a magpie and a side-of-bacon. Explanation : damages to the amount of $12, 000 against certain
My fervent wish is that your valuable paper may yet A flea will bite either the quick or the dead ; so will a publishers who had copied some of his most popular
have ten times the circulation that it already has, traitor ! A fly ' blows, ' corrupts and contaminates photograph portraits. The court held that photo
among mechanics and engineers.
all it comes in contact with ; so will a traitor ! A graphs were the result of mechanical processes only,
AN ASSISTANT E NGINEER.

[We thank our correspondent for his compliments,
and also for the information he has forwarded us.

magpie is always chattering, talking and lying ; so is not the fruits of the thought, intelligence and genius
A side-of-bacon is' never ' cured' till it is of the producer, and consequently not subject to the
protection of the law, like paintings and other works
lt ung; neither is a traitor ! "

a traitor !

of art ; hence the reproduction of such photographs
AGAIN. -The was not an act of piracy, and M. Disderi was accord
letter will be the means of suppressing the evil that iron-clad Galena, which was so riddled at Fort Darl ingly non-suited. In England there is a sort of copy
we publish it. We hope that all engineers, wherever ing (Va. ), has had her armor removed, and is about right law for photographic pictures. They may be
situated, will expose the abuses of the profession by to go into commission. With her armor on, the Gale secured by registry and the selling or production of
na made eleven knots, and it is expected that a much copies, except with the consent of the photographer
writing us such sensible letters as the above.-EDs.
higher rate will now be obtained. She is 215 feet or publisher s, is illegal. There ought to be such a
The barbarism he mentions cannot be too strongly

condemned, and it is mainly in the hope that this

THE

" GALENA"

READY

FOR

SEA

long, 35 feet beam, and draws 11 feet of water. She law in this country.
Mr. Winfield, an experienced English photograph
MESSRS. EDITORS :-Please to call the attention of has 2 engines, with 48-inch cylinders and 3 feet stroke,
inventors, through the columns of your well-known driving a screw 11 feet diameter and 22 feet pitch. er, is said to excel all his compeers in the art.
paper, to a very annoying defect in the breech-sight, The stroke is m ultiplied by the plan of the engines so He does not require immobility in the sitter, but
Breech•• i&,hts for

Field Gnns.

One that the crank has 1 foot more stroke, or 4 feet
altogether.
of the primary objects in using a breech-sight is to
--------�keep the line-of-sight either in, or parallel to, the
THE London Engineer publishes a long aecount,
vertical plane of fire ; that is, the vertical plane
accompanied by tabular statistics, of the number and
passing through the gun's axis. But with the excep
character of the boiler explosions occurring in En
tion of the pendulum hausse (which practically ful
gland in 1863. These tables are the result of the
fills the required conditions) all varieties of the breech
labors of the Manchester Association, and are of very
sight keep that line in a plane perpendicular to the
great value as regards exhibiting the physical charac
axis of the trunnions ; the gun's axis being either in,
ter of the ruptured boilers. We shall shortly publish
or parallel to, this plane. Now, it is very evident
a condensation of this report, believing that it will
that, when the trunnions are not horizontal-which
prove of great interest to the profession.
is generally the case with field guns-the line-of-sight
THE droppings from stove-pipes, where wood is
will make an angle with the vertical plane of fire.
now in common use with field guns in our army.

directs him to move slightly, so that all the lines and
boundaries of his form shall be modified and soitened.
The ugly features of a photographic likeness are by

these simple modifications entirely removed.
not new to take photographs " on the move. "

It is
With

paper prepared to the proper degree of sensitiveness,
even the dashing wave and its scattering spray are

caught in the act. As for ordinary portrait photo
graphy, we believe it to be generally acknowledged
by Europeans tha:", for softness, brilliancy and artistic
effect, the American pictures are not surpassed in the
world.

SOME farmers of Vincennes, Ind. , wish to flnd
If the right trunnion is the lowest, the plane of burnt, leave very persistent stains. Oxalic acid will
fire will incline to the right of the line-of-l'Iight ; remove the iron, and when the spot il! then well a market for flax lint. Who can inform them of tha
pri ce paid and disposiUon to be made of tl:\e lint !
if the left trunnion is the lowest, that plane will washed, ammonia may take up what is lIolu]}le.
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�ht
Improved Cultivator.

This form of cultivator is one that materially aids
the farmer in his labors, for by the use of it a great

lritutifit �mtritau.
keenest of the Gothamites will be invited to expose

A HINT WORTH RElIEMBERING.

It consists

the humbug, if such they can prove it.
No better illustration of the value of simple inventions

of a wheel seven inches in diameter, to which are

deal of hand labor is dispensed with. At the present can be found than one afforded by an instance which attached twelve arms at right angles, and to each
I
tim 3 this feature is of much importance, for farm lately came to our notice. A gentleman who was a . arm a ball weighing half an ounce. These arms are
'
hanJs are scarce as well as expensive. The cultiva large manufacturer of furniture recently called at this all connected by twenty-four cords, two to each arm,
of
the
growing
crops
is
effected
by
this
cultiva
tion
office with a small wooden block in his hand, which and are so arranged that the falling of one ball affects
tor in the following manner :-The frame, whieh is was a certain portion of a bedstead. This block, or the other immediately behind it, and so on apparently

!

suspended on the two Wheels, carries two hanging model, he desired to patent.
bars, A, on its axle ; these

We

I
expressed our in- I till the machine is worn out."-Exchange.

[We have been looking

are jointed to the beams

for the

of a gang of cultivators,
B. The cultivators do not

of going to press he had

other, but alternate so that

not arrived at our office.

they embrace either side

A self-operating machine

. of the crop ; or they may

is something we have never

be adjusted so as to pass
one

slde

seen, and we are very de

alone,

sirous to have our curios

should such a course prove
desirable.

ity

tors have, from their be

Bring

on

-Ens.

ing suspended, a swinging
motion, or are capable of

HoW' to insure Defeat.

being moved from side to
as

gratified.

your " perpetual motion I "

These cultiva

side accordingly

' , perpetual

days ; but up to the time

follow in line with each

upon

new

motion" man for several

In the late disaster at

the

Olustee, Florida, whereby

operator directs them ; the

the Government lost a bat

draught is directly on the

tle and

cultivators, as the whifile

were killed and wounded,

1, 200

brave men

trees are connected to the

one regiment at least was

bars, A, by brace rods, C.

demoralized before the en

The two gangs of cultiva

gagement by a

tors are both connected to

folly on the part of some

each other sideways by a

officers whose names are

bar, D ; this keeps both at

MITCHELL'S

the same distance apart,

not given.

As related by

a correspondent of the Tri

CULTIVATOR.

but permits the operator
to elevate one gang in case of meeting with any ob credulity at such a trivial matter being worth patent
struction, while the other is continued at work. There ing, and asked how much he would probably save on
are also two staples and hooks, E and F, in both the each bedstead by adopting it in lieu of the parts now
cultivator and the frame on the wheels ; by these used.

piece of

bune, the case was as fol

lows : - " The '7th New Hampshire had so deadly a fire
poured into them that they broke and fell back in
confusion.

Dissatisfaction had been created among

the men by depriving them of the ' Spencer repeat

staples the cultivators are raised if desired, so that
" Well, " he said, "possibly three cents on each bed ing rifie' and by issuing, in lieu of this formidable
the machine may be transported from one place to stead. "
weapon, Springfield muskets in a damaged condition.
another without any trouble.
" What does that amount to, in the course of the Unable to protect themselves with such guns, one
This cultivator will be found useful 1'n all places, year. "
wing j ef the regiment gave way and could not be
and it is a desirable addition to the already long
" Why, sir, " the gentleman replied, " this simple rallied, while the other wing, which still retained the
list of machines for farmers' use. It was patented thing that seems so unimportant to you is worth hun repeating rifle, maintained its position until the ammu
through the Scientific American Patent Agency on dreds of dollars to me annually, and I have just such nition was exhausted, when it too was obliged to fall
Dee. 1st, 1863, by Samuel H. Mitchell, of El Paso, another little matter in my mind now, that will only back."
m. ; for further information address him as above.
save five minutes' work on a thing that is extensively
Such a record as this-if the above account is true
Improved

used ; and I anticipate as much profit from it. "

Kulfe_cleaner.

This convenient little utensil will be found

a.

-is disgraceful in the extreme ; when Government

Such testimony as this is most valuable to invent goes to the expense of providing these weapons for
great ors and patentees. When a manufacturer voluntarily the soldiers, what business have dolts in gold lace
to deprive them of the means of seU

improvement over the ordinary method

of cleaning knives, which is, we be
lieve, to use a rag, a board, and, as

defense !

we are told by an exchange, some

times the half of a

potato.

These

for the war, there has been a great

purpose much quicker and better, with
soiling

LABORERs.-For

has been so thoroughly drained of men

simple device which accomplishes the
without

OF

the last year or two, since the country

make-shifts are all superseded by this

less labor, and

.------------.
.��
..

THE SCARCITY

scarcity of laborers.

the

Farmers have

not been able to get half enough to

In auu�.ion to these virtues

put in or harvest their crops ; and in

blade, thus sharpening it as well as

there has been the greatest difficulty

hands.

it always cleans the knife across the
imparting a high polish.

every kind

The method

of mechanical business

in getting operatives, and those who

of using it is fully shown by the en

are obtained, even the most unskilled,

graving ; the utensil itself consists of

will work only for the highest wages.

a light ca;;t-irun box, A, having re

The supply of laborers by immigration

cesses, B, thr0ugh which a rubber bar,

is not sufficient to meet the increased

C, passes ; the knife sets on a base
under the l'u' r;er, D, which is made

look to Canada for a stock of labor

found the best for the purpose ; the

the demand, increased by crowds of

demand.

of hard wood ; that substance being

ers ! The supply is greater there than

rubber is then drawn rapidly over the

cowards who have fled there to avoid

knife in an obvious manner. The knife

itself remains stationary, except to be

moved so as to bring all parts under

military service ; and wages are low.

A NEW KNIFE· CLEANER.

the action of the rubber. The box is lilled with a solu comes forward and pays the fees necessary to secure
tion of bath-brick and water so as to cover the knife, a patent on so simple an improvement in his business
and as no waste takes place with this cleaner, one that he knows can only save three cents on each piece
bath-brick will last ten times as long as by the old it is applied to, he not only shows his own sagacity
fas3ioned and wasteful methods heretofOl'e practiced. but gives convincing proof that small things are not
The whole affair weighs but half a pound, and is an to be despised because they seem commonplace.
excell\lnt thing for the purpose. An application for a
patent 13 n : w pelJJing through the Scientific American

In this emergency why not

A. N e"W Fallacy.

The

prospect of steady work and

higher wages would induce many of
the Canadians to
facts

could

emigrate to

the States,

be put before them

able effort made.

The Canadians

if the

and

some suit

are

intelligent,

good-natured and valuable workmen in every
spect.

re

We don't want to invade Canada, but if an

army of Canadian laborers would invade New En
gland they would meet with a

warm

reception.

The women may come too , and would find abund

Patent AgenJY.
For further information address
" Leache's perpetual-motion machine, which has ant employment in the factories and kitchens while
Egbert P. Watson, Bex 773, New York City. See turned the heads of all the mechanics in Northern their brothers were at work in the shovs or on the
advertisement on another page.
Vermont, has been sent to New York, where the farm.
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generally acquiesced in this opinion, and we do not
propose to dispute this point ; it is not at all necessa
ry for our present purpose. The Goodyear patents

169
AIR-P'UlIPS AliD

CONDEliSERS.

The great est confusion of ideas concerning the

functions of air-pumps and condensers exists in the
one being for an improvement in processes tor the
minds of machinists and engineers unfamiliar with
manufacture of india-rubber, and the other being for
Very
the construction of low-pressure engines.
•
cotton
with
india-rubber
felting
in
an improvement
MtrNN &; (JOMPANY, Editors &; Proprietors. were originally granted on June 15th, 1844 ; re-issued many individuals of this trade have worked all their
lives in places remote from seaports, or large manu
•
on Dec. 25th, 1849 ; extended for a term of seven
facturing establishments, and have never seen a con.
PUBLISHED WEEKLY
subsequently
;
1858
15th,
years from and after June
densing engine, or even so much as an engraving of
NO. 1fT PARK ROW (PARK BUILDING), NEW YORK.
re-issued Nov. 20th, 1860 ; and will expire on June
•
one. To such persons the following details may be
coaxed
be
can
Congress
unless
Then,
1865.
15th,
of some value.
o. D. MUNN, S. H. WALES, A. E. BEACH.
inven
and cajoled to favor a further extension, the
The business of the air-pump is first to remove the
- - ---_.---===
tion 'Will belong to the public on and forever after the
air from the condenser so that the injection water for
VOL. X. NO. 11 . . [NEW SERIES.l . . . . . . Twentieth Year. last-named date. Like all other valuable patents,
condensing steam can enter, and ultimately remove
they have been made the subject of extended litiga
the water of condensation from the condenser, also
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, MARCH 12, 1864.
this
in
granted
ever
patents
other
no
indeed,
;
tion
vapor and air which leak through the joints, or en
-- .�-.. ---.:::. - - --------�courts.
country have so often appeared in our Federal
ter with the injection water. Between the air-pump
Vontents :
Daniel Webster and nearly all the great legal " lights
and the condenser there is a channel-way or passage
india
the
at
(Illustrations are indIcated by an Asterisk.)
pull"
"
strong
a
had
of the day" have
in the bed-plate on which the machinery sets, and in
. 161 A Monntain of Salt In LoulBia·
*Prloe'. Baling Pre.. . . .
rubber patents ; and, if we mistake not, the present
this channel-way there is a valve opening toward the
Colt'. Armory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 161 na. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 166
Manufacturing Item.. . . . . . . . . . . 162 The Call for .. Horseshoe . . . . . . . 166 able Chairman of the House Committee on Patents air-pump. This is called the "foot"
valve, presuma
Farmers' Club . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 162 What Is So d I . . . . . . . . . 166 Hon. Thomas A. Jenckes-has employed a large
m
n
bly because it lies at the foot of everything, there is
Jj!':i�:����e��w. :griC8: :: ��\'l'n�
::
and
Day
of
defence
in
power
forensic
of
amount
167
.
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.
Guns
The Great Labor of SImple Breech·slghts for Field
no other propriety in the name. At one time this
Work . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .163 Photographic Items . . . . . . . . . . . . 167
The Colorado Gold Mines . . . . . . . 163 *Mltcliell's Cllltlvator . . . . . . . . . . 168 others who have been caught in this legal elastic valve was made of brass, it is now, in nearly every
168
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Knlfe·cleaner
New
*A
Broadside frOq1 the lro..
web, as infringers of the rights of Goodyear. At the
I
e
case, supplanted by square sheets of india-rubber
� �����:
time the application was made for the first extension
168
S
fe
t
r
about an inch and one-fourth thick, resting on per
t,�:�u"t,?; 'M:i:i;,n·sioii
�t�e �::��\, ho"r Cast ' sieeil64
brought
was
of the patent, a powerful opposition
direetly from PIg Iron.. . 164 Case . . . . . . . . . . .
forate:! brass seats ; these valves work without noise
Beonom;",s Wealth . . . . . . . . . . . . . 164 A1rIitumr. and OOndensers . . . . 1 against it ; and a dray-load of testimony-pro and
and are much better otherwise. For marine use the
n
perw:� � ��::1��. . t.he1M �re�t:lo��tird:��or the
con-was brought before Commissioner Holt, who
air-pump is cast-iron lined with brass, but when fresh
e
r
I
O
l
� . �I . . :IM Ho:'ih'; St;,;.ns 'Of Screw Siiip. 70 decided, arter a patient examination of the case, to water is employed for condensation,
the
ass lining
r
1:fr���Ste';iD;,/M Revl"-:!t �� t'h� Coiton: Maiiufac:.l70 allow the extension. His opinion was strictly a is generally omitted. Condensers are of twa kinde ;
heard,
patiently
were
M
judicial act ; parties opposed
the' 'Monitor1 Ree;;:f"AiDerlca.;l Patent;': :
. . . ' " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IM PRtent Claims . . . . . . . . . 171, 172, 173 and there was no reasonable ground of complaint. the jet and the surface ; the jet condenser is most
I
n
usually employed, and is merely a cast-iron vessel of
���. :�166 ���s� 'tv�;:3�:�.asli· Stop: : : :
flO'ry .
Improvements In ma.klng Steol l66 Improvement In Engraving . . 176 We then thought, and still think, that the Commis any desired shape, being made to conform to circum.
sioner did right in allowing the extension, and if any
stances, sometimes forming a portion of the engine
of our readers have a curiosity to read the Commis
THE INDIA-RUBBER EXTENSION CASE.
frame ; at others entirely independent of the engine
Vol.
350,
page
on
it
find
sioner's opinion, they will
and placed on one side. For beam engines it is
On page 152, present volum e of the SCIENTIFIC XllI. (old series) of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN.
round, and of the same diameter as the cylinder
in
possible
itself-what
presents
now
question
The
AMERICAN, we alluded to the fact that an application
which sets on top of it and a little larger in capacity
was now pending before Congress for the extension terest has the public in opposing the further exten than the air-pump ; near the top of the jet condenser
of the Goodyear india-rubber patents. We stated sion of these patents ? We answer, most decidedly, there is a large thin plate full of holes about h alf
an
also tho.t we intended to oppose the extension. To that not only the Government, but also the great inch in diameter, this plate has a
rose-headed pipe
those of our readers who are familiar with the posi public generally, have a very large pecuniary interest running up through the center like a piston-rod ; it is
tion taken by the SCIENTIFIC AlilERICAN in the famous to prevent the consummation of ttis extension bent to an elbow about two or three feet below the
extension case of the Woodwl)rth planing machine scheme. A few facts will clearly demonstrate the plate and then runs through the condenser
to the out.
patent, it is scarcely necessary for us to explain the soundness of our position. The business of manu side where there is a valve to regulate the admission
Under
immense.
now
is
goods
india-rubber
facturing
reasons why we are opposed to such special legisla
of water to the condenser ; this valve is called the in
tion on the part of Congress in regard to patents ; the protection afforded by the Goodyear patents, the jection valve, and is controlled by a wheel in the en
various
into
sub-divided
and
divided
is
business
but for the information of those who are not so
gine room. This is the simplest form of condenser
fa)ll iliar with our views on this subject, we will briefly branches, all of which are under contribution to the and the one most used, although the surface condenser
explain the theory upon which we ground our oppo owners of the patents. In addition to the royalty is gradually coming into favor. The surface conden
paid to these owners, the public are compelled to pay
sition.
ser consists in exposing a large amount of cooling
It is generally admitted that the United States a large manufacturer's profit, amounting in the ag surface in the shape of tubes, to the action of the in
these
if
Now
annually.
dollars
of
millions
to
gregate
patent syetem is well modeled to afford all just and
jection water. The water does not come directly in
Under the patents are extended beyond the year 18 65, millions contact with the steam to be condensed, but the lat
reasonable protection to inventors.
amended law of 1836 a patent was' allowed for a more will be drawn out of the pockets of the people ter exhausts into the tubes and is condensed by
term of fourteen years, with the privilege of renewal to support these gigantic monopolists, not one dollar water circulating through the condenser outside of
for another term of seven years, making in all of which can possibly benefit Charles Goodyear, the the tubes. In this manner the boilers are always
twenty-one years. To those who look at the matter original iIlYentor and patentee. Goodyear is dead ; supplied, or supposed to be, with fresh water, for as
in respect to the interests of the inventor and the and the benefit of the extended term of the patent, the steam is condensed to a liquid form again, it is
public-always recognizing that the two interests though ostensibly for his heirs, will result in enriching, fed back to the boiler and thus used over and over
are interwoven and cannot be separated-it is be at the public's expense, those immense manufacturing again ; in this way salt water raised into steam and
lieved that the general law provides adequate pro concerns, not one of which had anything to do with then condensed becomes fit for drinking purpose"
Whenever the patent
tection for both ; and after enjoying the rights guar originating the invention.
after filtering.
anteed to the patentee by law, it is no more than ceases to protect them in the exclusive manufacture
These details and principles are well-known to
just and reasonable that the public should then be of india-rubber goods, they will still be able, in a marine engineers, but to others at a distance from
large
Their
business.
the
control
to
degree,
great
permitted to avail itself freely of the use of the in
seaports the information will no doubt be acceptable.
and well-ordered establishments-with the market
ve tio .
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We contend that Congress, having in its wisdom de under their control-can succeilsfully contend against
vis ed a most excellent code of laws for the protec opposition atjair remunerative profits, beyond which

tion of the rights of inventors, ought not, by special they could not presume, without danger of bringing
egislation, to over-ride those laws by the bestow competitors into the field.

l

ment of special rights, unless in case of extreme
That the people may more clearly see the magni
hardship, which cannot possibly apply to the Good tude of the case as applied to their interests, we enu
year extension case. If one patentee is to hold on merate some of the many articles which are now con
to his rights in perpetuity, to the exclusion of all trolled by the Goodyear patents, · namely-boots,
others who may wish to make additional improve shoes, leggins, buttons, combs, pencils, knife and
ments, then the door is effectually closed against all razor handles, watch-chains, all kinds of jewelry in
progress. There must necessarily be a limit to the imitation of jet, canes, balls, dolls, cups, straps for
term of all patents, else the field of invention is com

t

to the patents 0
Goodyear, now pending before Congress for exten
eion, the facts are someWhat peculiar ; and if there
ever were Any cases which deserved to be " turned
out of doors, " this is one of them. It has less merit,
if possible, than the famous Woodworth plan ing
machine.
We freely anll fully accord to Mr. Charles Goodyear
the originality of his inventions. The pubIlc has

pletely hedged about.

In resp ec

bills, washing-machine rollers, horse

and carriage

covers, car springs, hose, steam engine and other
packings, belting, all kindl!l of clothing, &c. Now

here is a chance for the people to save themselves
from at least one form of taxation. Let all feel it to
be their interest to oppose this patent extension.
Write protests to your Representatives and Senators
-circulate petitions-get local newspapers to write
against it ; and then, in the faee of a strong public
opinion, Congress will assuredly rej ect the claims.
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A MOST NOBLE PROJECT.

Everything relating to
chanics,

the improvement of me

both socially and intellectually, is of the

The welfare of
greatest interest and importance.
the whole community is most sensibly affected by the
degree of cultivation the working classes possess.
During the recent disturbance among the m achinists'
trade in this city, the proprietors of the principal

works of this kind came together for mutual protec
tion, feeling that the course adopted by the work
men to secure an advanced rate of pay was not the
proper one. This convocation was styled the " Me
chanics' Association, " and the liberal eum of $100
was charged each member as an initiation fee. So
soon as the men returned to work, these employers

set about raising the wages of the deserving men ;
Elhowing by this course that their action towards
them was not dictated by parsimony, but wholly

This iI!I not all that was none. Mr.
J. S. Underhill and Mr. George W. Qnintard, both

from principle.

1Jht
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proprietors of large machine-works in this city, con HOW THE STERNS OF SCREW SHIPS ABE BORED·
ceived the idea of founding a " Mechanics' Library"
The following are � ome of the most importa?t imMany mechanics are aware that the hole in the
one that should be such in reality-a place where all
for whIch Letters Patent were Issued
the best works relating to the advancement of the stern of a screw ship is bored out after the ship is , provements
the United Sta es Patent Offi�e ast week ; the
fro
charge,
of
free
workingmen,
by
studied
be
could
planked, caulked, and nearly ready to launch, so that
trade
�
claIms may be found III the officlal list .or at least at a merely nominal fee, for membership. no disturbance of the proper direction of the hole or
Foot Shield jor Skates. Straps are considered by
It is not intended to stock this library and reading bore may occur from the fastening of or strain caused
room with modern novels, but with the foreign and by the completion of the rest of the vessel. The experienced skaters to be the most efficient means for

domestic scientific journals and books relating to art operation of boring is thus accomplished : The hole
and the practice of it. Should the scheme be carried is first roughly cut out by the carpenter through the
out, as we trust it may, it will be of incalculable ad ., dead " (or solid) wood of the stern. The length of
vantage to the mechanical interests, and a credit to this dead wood varies according to the dimensions of
the energetic and benevolent originators of the idea. the ship. In this rough hole a long iron boring bar
The sum of $8, 000 has been subscribed already ; the
prinCipal engineering firms are directly interested in
the enterprise, for they will reap substantial benefits
in the future from the generations of educated men

which are sure to arise from such an advantage as
this institution will afford.
BREECH-LOADING RIFLES

FOR

THE

ARMY.

In reply, I am ready to urge the expediency of
hand
armiitg all the mounted troops of this army with the
"Spencer Repeating Riffe. " It is a most perfect weapon,
when used by cool men, and I have no hesitancy in say
ing (atler commanding a brigade armed with them for
nearIy a year) that men so armed can always defeat at
least double their number, and my command have re
peatedly driven three times their number of rebels.
Since using this arm my command has never failed to
break any column of troops they have attacked, and
have never been driven by any force, no matter how
heavily they. were massed against them.
At Farmington, Tennessee, in the late raid of the
rebel General Wheeler within our lines, four of my r egi
ments broke through and scattered two entire divisions
of mounted rebel infantry ; fighting on foot and formed
in three lines, my men captured their battery and dis
I would respectfully refer
persed their entire force.
you to Brigadler General Crook, commanding the sec
ond division of cavalry in this army, who witnessed this
fight, and can vouch for its correctness.
At Chickamauga on the 20th of September my brigade
of five regiments drove back the rebel column that had
driven the 20th army corps, and, alone and unsupported,
held the entire left of the rebel army for four hours,
and were withdrawn without being pursued.
I could enumerate at least thirty fights in which the
" Spencer RUle " has triumphed over other arms in such
apparently overwhelming numbers as to almost appear
incredible. They should be made with a ring In the side
of the breeCh-piece. so as to be carried as a carbine.
The ammunition being water-proof, is not worn out or
destroyed like other kinds.
I believe that If the Government would arm ten
thousand mounted infantry with these guns, and put
them under a good enterprising officer, they could de
stroy all the principal railroad line/! in the South, and
do more damage to the rebellion In three months than
fifty thousand ordinarily armed Infantry could in a year.
I wish I could see those having authority in this mat
ter, that I might impress upon them the great import
ance of using these arms.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. T. Wn,DER.
Nashville, Te nn . Jan. 7, 1864.

,

securing skates to the feet, as they insure a firm con
nectiol'l between the foot, boot and skate. There is
one disadvantage,however, attending their use, which
consists in the pressure of the straps upon the foot,

preventing the free circulation of blood, and thereby
the wearer has corns, causing a great deal of pain.

cular cast-iron wheel, driven from end to end of the

This invention is designed to obviate this difficulty,

hole by a screw ; the cutters are fixed in this head

and it consists in the employment of a shield con

and the bar is driven by a spur-wheel and pinion ;

structed of metal or other suitable material, and of

sometimes a small engine furnishes the power, at such a curved form that it will encompass the foot
other times " muscle " does it.

The time required to bore out the stern varies with

REVIVAL

OF

THE COTTON MANUFACTUBE.

In the debate which followed the presentation of
Queen's address, on the opening of the British
lowing letter from Col. Wilder, who has tried the guns· the
Parliament, on the 4th of February, Lord Derby en
in actual warfare :DEAR SIR :-Your letter of Dec. 25, 1863, is just at deavored to show that the distress in the manufac

.

-

is placed, supported by bearings at either end ; the bar causing cold feet-a great inconvenience ; and in case

has an ordinary boring head upon it, which is a cir-

the nature of the j ob. Sometimes the copper and
We have long been of opinion that one regiment of
iron through-fastenings of the timbers run into the
would
rifles
soldiers armed with good breech-loading
hole and cause a great deal of trouble. In the Dunbe more efficient than three regiments, perhaps su
derberg, the huge iron-clad now building by Mr.
with
armed
muzzle-loaders.
regiments,
ten
to
perior
Webb, the length of the dead wood is 24 feet, 'l inches,
With a breech-loader the soldier consumes but one or
and the diameter of the hole when finished is 25
two seconds of time in the labor of loading, and he
inches. This length is run in two hours, c utting o ll e
into
balls
the
of
stream
constant
can pour an almost
inch on a side at the ends ; inside the cut has to be
ranks of the enemy. It has been objected that when
lessened ali the bar springs too much to carry it.
a soldier could load with so much facility, he would
This is remarkably fast work-about 2t inches, lineal
we
throw away his ammunition in careless firing ; but
speed, per minute for the cutter. After the hole is
have never doubted that this difficulty might be over
bored, the shaft pipe, made of brass, is inserted ; on
I
soldier
the
where
case
the
n
drill.
proper
come by a
the inboard end of this pipe there is a stuffing box
can load so quickly, he may be taught to make all of
and gland, and out-board the pipe has a lining of
his movements slowly and to take a much cooler and
liginum vitre inside of it, constituting a bearing on
the
through
hurries
better aim than he will when he
which the main shaft works ; the shaft is also fitted
operation of loading.
with a brass sleeve, shrunk on where It p asses through
anew
subject
this
to
called
been
has
attention
Our
the pipe so that it may not be corroded by the action
by the reception of a pamphlet written by W. C.
of salt water leaking through. In iron ships, of course,
Dodge, Esq. , Acting Examiner, United States Patent
the construction is different and no hole has to be
Office, in which the advantages of the breech-loading
bored ; these details relate only to w00den vessels.
rifle for army use are very ably set forth. Mr. Dodge
cites more than forty officers in our army, including
Major-generals McClellan, Hooker, Fremont, Rose
crans, Burnside and Sigel, who approve of the in�ro
duction of this class of arms. He also gives the fol

!

�

I

like an arch, while its ends will rest upon the edges
of the sole of the boot or shoe, and the strap or straps
pass over the shield and press thereon when the skate

is secured to the foot, thereby relieving the same of

all pressure of the strap or straps.

De Witt C. Wi

nans, of New York city, is the inventor of this im

provement.

Machine jor cutting To bacco. -The obj ect of this
invention is to produce a simple, compact and cheap
machine for cutting tobacco or other material of any
desired fineness, so that every small manufacturer is
enabled to cut up his own tobacco to suit himself and
his customers.

The invention consists in the appli
cation of one or more OSCillating adjustable levers
acted upon by eccentrics or cams, and acting on ris

ing tappets in combination with the cutter wheel and
with a lever spring catch which acts on the teeth of
a ratchet wheel secured to the end of a screw spindle
which imparts motion to the follower moving in a
suitable box, and through it to the tobacco or other

material to be cut,in such a manner that, by the com
bined action of the adjustable lever, tappets, ratchet

wheel, screw spindle and follower, an intermittent feed
motion is imparted to the tobacco or other material

in the box, and said material is cut up to such a fine
ness as may be determined by the position of the os

cillating levers.

The invention consists, also, in the
employment of a laterally-sliding nut in combination
with the screw spindle, follower and box, in such a

manner that by imparting to said nut a lateral motion,
tnring districts had not been relieved to the extent as the end of the box is thrown open for the purpose of
serted in the address. But in the course of his re removing the follower and introducing a fresh charge
marks he made the following admission :of tobacco or other material to be cut. E. W. Rit

" I venture to entertain a hope that the worst and terhoff and C. A. Colquitt, of New York city, are the
heaviest of the pressure is at an end, and that in the inventors of this improvement.
course of a few months we m ay date a considerable
Machine jor stamping Carpenters' Squares.-This

increase in the indu�try of the manufacturing dis invention consists in the employment of one or more
tricts. [Hear, hear.] I may be permitted to say rollers, each provided with a series of dies represent
that the anticipations which were formed last year of ing the figures and the graduation of the squares or
the expected supply of cot'on have been realized to other articles to be stamped, in combination with a

the letter, and therefore we may look with greater smooth reciprocating bed, in such a manner that by
confidence at the anticipations put forth by those who the action of the dies the article to be stamped is
say that, towards the beginning of April or May, we pressed down flat upon the bed and prevented from
may calculate upon a supply of cotton which will be springing or bending. The invention consists, fur
sufficient to maintain the mills in working order for ther, in the arrangement of a bed resting in a semi
five days in the week throughout the manufacturing circular cavity or otherwise supported in such a

districts. . . . . I may venture to say this is a proof manner that said bed is rendered self-adjusting in a
of the hopeful spirit which animates the people in transverse direction, and the inequalities in the thick
these districts, that there are no less than one hun ness of the article to be stamped are compensated.
dred new mills in the course of erection and being The invention consists, finally, in the employment of

prepared for a start on the revival of the cotton trade,
and one of these mills will have no less than 5, 000
looms in it. "

The same revival is taking place in this country.
The Woonsocket Patriot, which is publisbed in the
heart of the manufacturing district of New England,
remarks that there is great scarcity of labor to supply
the mills which are resuming operations.

It seems that the high prices of cotton, caused by
the war in this country, have so stimulated the culti
vation in other places that, in the course of only

an eccentric cam acted upon by an adjustable weight
or spring, in combination with the reCiprocating bed
and stamping rollers, in such a manner that the ar

ticle to be stamped is pressed up against the rollers
with a uniform yielding' pressure, which can be regu

lated according to th e nature of the work to be ac
complished. H. K. Jones, of Kensington, Conn . , is
the inventor of this improvement.

Plates jor Bank-note and other Engraving and
Printing.-Much of the engraving on bank-note plates

is produced by what is called transferring impressions
three years, the product is sufficient to supply five from the surfaces of hardened steel rollers, the face
sixths of tbe machinery of the world.
of the plate being passed unner the roller or the roller
A PLAN is being rapidly matured for the establish
In tbis country, as well as in England, the oppor passed over the face of tbe plate several times back
ment of a woolen factory in Milwaukee, on a scale tunity of the suspension of manufactures has been and-forth, while applying a heavy pressure. To en
heretofore unknown in the North-west. Such a man employed by mill-owners in the repair and extension able this to be done successfully it is desirable that
ufactory, besides being a profitable in vestment for the of their works, and in the construction of new mills
manufacturer!!, will greatly aid in the development of and machinery. The cotton manufacture will soon be

the plate be hard and I!trong enough to resist the

betlIIer market.

time!! ulled are frequently I!!O stretched

the face of the plate have a mellow softness and yet

agricultural relources by furnishing farmem · with a in full activity, and on a larger IIcale than ever be- heavy prel!!!!ure.

fore.
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The plate!! made of fine iron . llome
in the roll-

�ht �ritntifit
ing operation that,
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nOT, A, aU constructed and operating in the manner and for the pur
pose substantially as herein shown and described.
[This invention consists in a slotted link secured to a lever which ia
suspended from a rock·shaft in combination with an ordinary ball.
governor and with a friction wheel, which works within the slotted
link in such a manner that when the balls of the governor fly out;
the slotted link is pressed up against one side of the friction wheel,
and the steam-valve is closed or the effective surface of the sails at"
the wind wheel decreased, and when the balls _sink down, the link Is
pressed up against the opposite side of said friction wheel, and the
steam valve Is opened, or the effective surface of the sails increased,
and by this means the speed of an engine and wind-wheel can be
rendered self-regulating.]

in the successive passages of the

rollers the lines of the impressions do not come exact
ly in the same place, and impressions produced are
rendered imperfect ; and steel plates are so hard that
a good transfer is only obtained by many repetitions
of the operation of the rollers, and the rollers soon
wear out.

It has been attempted to decarbonize the

faces of steel plates to ' give them the requisite de
gree of softness,

but this has not been successful.

The object of this invention is to obtain plates which
have a desirable softness of surface, and the requis
ite hardness or strength of body to resist the heavy
pressure'to which they are subject ; and to this end
it consists in combining a layer of steel and a layer
of fine iron, by welding, casting or any other suitable
method of uniting the iron forming the face and the
steel forming the back of the plate;

Alfred Sellers,

of New York city, is the inventor of this improvement.

Life-boat and Pontoon

Bridge. -The object of this

invention is to obtain a life-boat which may, when
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not required for use, be compactly folded antI stowed
away in a small space and still be capable of being 41,668.-Packing Projectiles for Ritled Cannon.-John
readily adapted for use, and possess the advantage of
always righting itself if thrown into the water.

The

invention consists in having a series of air chambers
formed of india-rubber,

gutta-percha or any other

suitable air-tight and water-proof fabric,

provided 4l, 669.-Manufacture of Gun Barrels.-Waiter Baker,

with infiating tubes so arranged that the chambers
may be readily filled with air and the latter retained
therein, and having a metallic keel attached to the
central air chamber,

the upper surface of the boat

being provided with a netting and the under surface
having a rope applied to it ; all being arranged in
such a manner as to etrect the desired end.

Edward

L. Perry, of New York city, is the inventor of this
improvement.

Fastemng jor

Breast-pins. -This

Absterdam, New York City :

I claim, first, Constructing a projectile for rifle cannon with one or
more bands or bearings of an anti-friction metal that expands in
�l � or that does not shrink in cooling, for the purpose herein de�g �� .
Second, Sawing the end of the expanding cup in several cuts diag
onally to the axis of the projectile, sub:;;tantially as described.

invention con

sists in a single or double U-shaped clasp hinged to
the under side of the breast-pin, stud, button, or other
similar article, in combination with a point projecting
from the under surface of said breast-pin, buttGn or
other article, and passing through all but one of the

Ilion, N. Y. :

I claim as a new article of manufacture the forming of a solid cone
seat upon a hollow gun barrel, from the metal at the butt of the
same, withoutwelding, in the manner substantially as shown and de
scribed.
4l,670.-Feed Ba�-Joseph Becker and Wm. Tustin,
Philadelphia, l'a. :
We claim, first, The strap, A', running obliquely under the throat
of the animal and fastened by a loop upon the rear top side of the
bag, substantially as and fQr the purpose described.
Second, The sieve or ventilator, F, fig. 2, or its equivalent, at the
bottom of the bag, as herein described, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

4l,671.-Machinery to aid in puddling Iron and Steel.
-Henry Ben n et t , W o mbridge, England. Patented
in England May 18, 1863 :

I claim improved apparatus or mechanism to be used in the pro
ccss of puddling iron, steel-iron or steel, and constructed substantial
ly as herein more fully set forth and specified.

41,672.-Water Elevator.-B. B. Bignall, Owego, N. Y. :

I claim the reel, B, having the spurs, k k, of nearly the same trans
verse thickness at the base and top, and the bearings, 1 1, respective
l� on each side of the spurs, for the support of the chain, substan
tially as herein set forth.
I also claim the toothed reel, B, constructed as described, with the
main chain, C, auxiliary chain, C', and bucket, D, all arranged and
operating substantially as and for the purpose herein specified.

4 l , 680 . -Sugar-cane MIll.-W m . H. Clark Cincinnati,
Ohio, aud Walter E. Edgerto n , Spicelan d, I n d. :

e
So
ca�e �m�i �!�tthe �r�����fs �iyC���1���dga�aa��r\�J �i�t��l:
faces nearly Iin contact, for the pur
ose herein described.
a
w
t
b��e����i��faby� !��tf�:ll;, B�b��arit�in�l���I!s��r����n oil-tight cup
h
g
h
Si� Jr�e�f���, !��n� ?�;�h:���g�8�0���Crfi:'d�c., obliquely i!l 0ppo.
i
co
re��r�;;�e lolJ:he ���f�� ��d�? fo���fe����s�fd���r�g��:ers, h h, in
Fifth, The false plate, E, adjustable to the lower ends of the un
tlan ed rolls. B C, and resting against the circumference of the tlange
�
lr
�ta�trarfila�d!�c�fu���nation with the adj ustable rolls, A B C, Bu
4l,681. -:- Sugar-cane Mill.- �I!l. H. Clark, CinCinnati,
OhIO, aud R. R. James, Rlsmg Sun, Ind . :
c
n
n
ro1Ib, ��dd�I���r� r�W:l�: �I;�o�s:�rt���tit�l£U}:d ��l�-�e:�:�
arranged and operating in connection with the former in the man
ner and for the purposes herein
described.
o
l t
wg�� �;e l!�e� �!�o �rin���gt�3�nJ'13a;re� ig�hEI��tea�:t�aE;�
in connectio� therewith a plain face on the inner Side, as and for thQ
purpose speCified.
Third, We claim the vibrating or self-adaptinFt conductor, G, in com
with either a plain or fluted feed ro I, for the purpose de����!��
Fourth, In combination with the ?uice channel, j, extending into
}g: :ra����� s;��� ����een the ro Is, we claim the bridge plate, k,
e
e i
t
i
n,�� t�e���d��?1�!l�Jlf��it�e�'e�it��:er;�r)����gi���i�:����t8e
purpose described.
4l,682 . -Sofa Bedstead.-Fran cis
Cotton, Brooklyn,
N. Y. :
First, I claim tightening the sacking, B, substantially as descrlbe11
for the purpose specified.
Secon?, I clai.m �he u�e
hinged levers, constructed &s
shown, m combmatIOn WIthofthethe
sofa, A, sacking, H,E,secondary
frame
�o:e�����i��d:pringS, h h, in the manner and forthe purpose or pur:
41,683 .-Door Bell.-Nathan F. Cone, La Crosse Wis. :

First, I claim, in combination with the bridge or bar, B, 'the screw.
r d t
�� �;gi� o� ���t!�'n��u;e�lg�ec:�; �p���¥!er: t�!t�a�ae �:l��' s�b:?ari.
tially as described.
n
ia
fr�:����nId o;��� ��:�h:�::'!��� te¥;'�i rcl�t�nlhesg���'li, �clos�d
within the be�l and el!lployed for the attachment of the latter, in the
manner herem explamed.
[This invention relates to that class of door bells in which the strik
ing mechanism is operated by rotating the knob, and the present im
provement consists in dispensing with all external appliances M a
means of attachment.]

shanks of said clasp in such a manner that when the
clasp is turned back, it can be readily hooked over 4l,673. -Street-sweeping Machine.-H. S. Blood, New 41, 684.-FiX!l d Ammunition for Fire-arms.-George Con
over, MIddletown, Conn . :
Orleans, La. :
one or both ends of a dress ; or the ends of a sleeve
I claim the combination with the shell, A, of the chamber B disk
or other part of a garment can be readily entered be
tween its shanks, and on closing it down the point
penetrates the fabric between its shanks, and the
breast-pin, button or other article is firmly retained in
the desired place ; it consists, further, in the applica
tion to a button or other similar article of a double
clasp, the main clasp being hinged to the under sur
face of the button, and the secondary clasp to the last
shank of the double U-shaped main clasp in combi
nation with two points, one projecting from the under
surface of the button or other similar article, and the
other from the inner surface of the secondary clasp

in such a manner that one end of a shirt sleeve, or
other part of a garment, can be secured in the

I claim. first, The rotating brush, .J, in combination with the dirt
plate, K, provided at its lower end with the elastic strip, M, arranged
to operate in the manner substantially as and for the purpose speci
fied.
Second, The endless apron, N, placed in the box or dirt-receiver, L,
for the purpose of discharging the dirt therefrom when used in com
bination with the brush, J, for the purpose set forth.
t
s
d
ri n
w���f. F��� ������1 t�[e ��:��� �, ����r�g;(liQ �,l�n� ��l
less belt, V, as described.
Fourth, The operating of the door, W, from the lever, AI, simul
taneously with the throwing in and out of gear of the pinion, P, with
the wheel, GI, substantially as described.
Fifth, The combination of the rotating brush, J, endless apron, N,
and dirt-plate, K. all constructed and arranged tg operate in the
manner substantially as and for the purpose hereh'l set forth.
[This inventIOn conSIsts 1n the employment of a rotary brush
placed in an oblique position in a mounted frame and used in con
nection with a curved inclined dirt plate and a dirt receptacle pro
vided with a dirt-discharging apron, all arranged to operate in such a
manner that the dirt will be cleanly swept up from the pavement of
the street, and discharged at suitable or desired intervals in piles.]

main 41,674.-Working and using Sugar Evaporators. -Luke

clasp and the other end in the secondary clasp, and

W. Bodwell, Ann Arbor, Mich. :

l�e:3.ussion cap, i, substantially as and for'the pur=
go��Fc}:ei�' :;e�
[This invention relates to the use in fixed-ammunition cartridges, for
loading in front of the chamber or chambers of or at the muzzle of
a fire-arm, of a second charge of gunpowder, for the purpose of ex.
pelling the case or shell of the cartridge through the barrel and out
at the muzzle of the fire-arm, in which the cartridge is used ; It eon
sists in a novel mode of applymg and igniting such second charge.]
4l,685.-Mode of manufacturing Alcohol from Oletlant
Gas.-E. A. Cotelle, Paris, France :

I claim forming alcohol from olefiant gas and water by means of
diluted acids acting only by their presence without reconcentration or
revivification, substantially as herein described.
41 686.-Gang Plow.-F_ R. Crothers, Sparta Ill. :
r claim, first, Hinging the axletree t.o the frame of the machine so
t
l
���Io��ih�l�� ���u���1:g�:���; �ciJ�i���hcg:dn��t!�����o���
windlass, p, all applied and operating- substantially as described:
Second, 'rhe use of a stiff rod, N, III combination with a windlass
axle, D, operating substantially as and for the pur:
d
�o:� d:s��g:3.
a c
o
to
sut����tT�Ty�:���f�� :�: :��go��; ����rbJj: P, the plow beams,

c
h e
h
c
for destroyi ng Vermin.-John W.
aJd �:� i !, ����!¥;r�� ��ge;[�:gf��i;n�fE: �le �����: Slr3i�ft 4 l , 687.-Preparation
Dodge, New York City . Ante- dated Feb . 21. 1864 :
plate,
f,
opening,
T,
enlargement,
S, in connection with the arCh, :;:
other part of a garment is fastened, can be regulated combined and arranged as and for the uses and purposes set forth in
n
l
h
e
inh��l�t� �e;�f:�p��i'if:�? �g��Eti�I\��n����;��:���d <;{b���
at pleasure. Gaspard Buhler, of Newark, N. J. , is the foregoing specification.
in the proportion set forth.
4l,675.-Protecting Lead Pipe against the Action of Wa[The object of this invention is a composition which will, in every
the inventor of this improvement.
ter.-Leopold Bran deiS , Brooklyn, N. Y. :
ease, kill all kinds of vermin that Infest the human head or body, and
e o
t
i c i
ti;n��t�s��:E¥�ci:��:�Jr���:�� �roJ:C?�g � ��fpi�:e �f re�3, �� also cattle and plants, and which fA equally effective on bedbugs and
Bindinrr the .. Scientific AlDerican."
which water cannot act, and thereby do away with any dan�er of
It ift important that all works of reference should be well bound. ;�� y.oisOning, even if water should be kept standing in such pIpe or lIeas.J
�
The SCn.:NTIFIC AMERICAN being the only publlc.ation in the country
4l,688. -Machin e for making Spli nts for Barrel Hoops.
which records the doing!! 01 the United States Patent Office, it Is pre 4l,676.-0pening and closing Iron Blinds or Shutters.-John B. Dougherty, Rochester, N. Y . :
William H. Brown, Worcester. Mass. :
I claim the within-described machine for preparing at one opera
Berved by a large elaas of its patrons, lawyers and others, for refer
n
a d
ln
s
tion, hoop splints ready for market, said machine being constructed
enee. Some complaints have been made that our past mode of bind co��1�\Yi;gfi���, ��[e;����r��� b�;�, a�� !a�i�� �h��t:�� :,\�� . i�S and operating substantially as set forth.
ill , arranged and operating together, substantially as and for
lng in etoh is not serviceable, and a wish has been expressed that we gear,purposes
4 l , 689.-Rocket.-Isaac Edge, J ersey City, N. J. :
set forth.
I claim a telescope tail to guide and rotate a rocket in i�s flight by
"ould a.dopt the style of oinding used Ion the old series, i. heavy theSeconp,
The combination with a sliding blind of the lip, e, spring,01, means
of wings fixed to rods held at each end by rings
Doard Fiides covered with marble paper, and morocco backs and ratchet wheel, 0, and pawl, t, for the purposes stated.
close on the rocket and be partly withdrawn and made totoshde
or
the
4l,677. -Cu1tivator.-C . J. Buchner, Paxton, Ill. :
end of the rocket when in use, the wings being thenfastened
expanded and
comen.
om spreading by means of ties or straps, substantially
I claim the combination of the horizontal connectin� plate, pen
as
Believing that tile latter style of binding will better please a large dent
slotted plates, b b and f f, beams, g g, rods, i bracing foot �������e�
portion of our readers, we commenced on the expiration of Volume bars, G G, and transverse bars, K K, aU as herein shown and de
4l, 690.-Refrigcrator.-John N. Ehrsam, Hoboken , N.J.
VII., to b1nd the sheets sent to us for the purpose in heavy board scribed.
[This invention relates to a corn-planter of that class which are
Ante-dated Feb. 12, 1864 :
sides, covered with marble paper and leather backs and corners.
The price of binding in the above style is 75 cents. We 15ha11 be un� mounted on wbeels and arc provided with a driver's seat. The object wloy�a���I�f ���abft�ri�notft�fe�1ri;:;:i���r:gg�bTria���e��� ��:
er t
t
able hereafter to furnish cover8 to the trade, but wm be happy to of the invention is to obtain a plow of the class �peciqed which may
}��� fat� l��cK��b��, ��f�:1:�i:��0�da��
receive orders for binding at the publication office. No. 11 Park ROW, be manipulated by the driver with the greatest facility and be com ����1����:�i�h:�te
described.
pletely
under
his
control,
and
also
have
a
draught
equalizer
of
simple
New York.
[This invention consists in the application to a refrigerator of a salt
construction to insure an even pull of the team and an uniform water
reservoir in combination with the ice chamber and with a ser
BackNDDl.bers and VolulDes of the "Scientific draught movement of the machine.]
pentine metal pipe conducting the ice water through the salt-water
ADJ.erican."
41,678.-Fastening for Breast-pins.-Gaspa rd Buhler, reservoir in such a manner that the temperature of the salt water is
Newark, N. J. :
brought down to and kept at a low temperature by the action of the
VOLUMES I., III., IV., VII . , VIII. AND IX., (NEW
l
d
s
n O o
f. J!RIES) complete (bound) may be had at thi!5 office and from periodi u�d����in�:!'s��ta�� 3�·ea b�ea���i�- t�f:o�� :t�d �� �\h�� st:it��� ice water passing through it, and thereby an additional refrlgeratlna
in
h
e
cal dealer8. Price, bound, $2 25 per volume, by mail, S3-which
o��:r Pa�ll�ic�'sJb.�i.i�i��f- agent is obtained..]
��������f�����:;!�_�i:��
cludes postage. Every mechanic, inventor or artisan in the United t����h:Y��lr
and described.
ly as and for the purposes herein shown
41, 69L-Lime-kiln.-Edward B. English, Philadelphia,
reference.
for
publication
i co
this
of
set
s
complete
a
have
a
should
States
C
Pa. :
p��!�s� f :,����atfiu1��s.r'o�'ot�er ;g�W::i�� First.
w�� �h�1 ��in �r�!��t��
subscribers should not fail to preserve their numbers for binding ticle,
I claim the arrangement at or near the base of the chimney
A, arranged and operating in the manner and for the purpose of the damper,
a, or its equivalent, as and for the purpose set forth:
VOLII. I1., V. and V!. are out or print and cannot be supplied. We are substantially as set forth.
Second, The chambers, W and X, when formed and &lTanged
In
nnable to supply any of the Jlrst six numbers of the current volume. 4 l , 6 79. -G overnor.-J ohn P. Burnham, Chica�o, II! . :
sa f h
p
t
re
cla.im the lever, E, with the !lotted link, h, and friction wheel, G, ���j, �:�����:e:: F F�, �tt �g�� �r�J:�des when eom.
Tlleretore all new 8ubocrlptlon8 will bl!jJln hereafter with the time the InIcomblnatloll
wl1Jh the rocking ebart, C, and sleeve, g, of the gover- blned with the chambe!', W, as and for tM purpose d...,rtbed.
money \II received.
the degree of tightness with which the shirt sleeve or

e.,

1,
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n,692. -Turn-over Shirt-collar.-Nathaniel Evans, Jr. ,
Boston, Mass. :

claim a turn-over sbirt-collar with a concave bottom and turned
over on a line parallel with said bottom, substantially as set forth and
for the purposes described.
n,693 .-Churn.-S. D. Frazier, Tekonsha, Mich . :
I claim the combination and arrangement of the central dasher,
provided wi.th the a.rros.) i, �nd angular
G and outer dasher, H,same
and are
revolve In OpPOSIte dIrectIOns
wings K I( when the of the
churn, substantially as herein set
suspended from the top
o
central
combination with theBame
! r�iso claim the slotted :J?late, I, Inpinion,
�, whereby the holdmg
adjustable
dasher shaft, a, and the purpose
.de�
shaft and
of suspendmg the herein
vice answers the doubleout
described.
as
substantially
gear,
of
the pinion either in or
.n 694 .-Skate.-Heury Getty, Brooklyn, N. Y . :
i claim the means of adjusting the parts, E and E/, as herein fully
described.
I

41 , 695. -Tool for clipping and clinching Horse-shoe
Nails.·-Joel E. Giles, Marshall, Mich . :

I claim the combined arrange�ent of the clinching jaw8, a .b, and
e
h
e
D a
g
�h::I:��Vi!�p�Wv:f��o��e�t:d)� :�� wl��
f�!�� f��d B�io ����
the.fuicrum pin, C, substantia.lly in the manner and for the purposes
he:rein specified.
4l,69 6.-Rallroad Track-raiser .-Prosper Gillett, Hannibal, M o . :
. the plates,
.
w1th
in combin!"tlOn
I claim the lever, G, and pawl,c,F,and
and
lever, E, all cop.structedshown
rack,
b, and pin, a' and with theand
as
substantIally
purpose
for the
operating in the manner
and described.
The object of this invention is a combination of levers with
oothed rack provided with a suitable toe, whereby a considerable
power can be exerted on the track to be raised, said levers being so
arranged in relation to each other and to the toothed rack that by
the action of one lever said toothed rack can be released and dropped
to Its original position.)
S. Gray, New York City :

41 697.-Gas Stove.-.Tames
of the wick tube, the vapor tube
i claim, first, The combination
screw, and the h�ater-cap, with the central
the valves. the wire-gauze
air tube, substantially in the manner descnbed for the purposes set
fO
�;'nd, The central tube, K, combined with the outer tube, J, as
eet forth.
41 698.-Cloth es Frame .-.Tohn Greek, E vansville, Ind. :
r claim the combination of the po.st, A, the .h.ubs, C C the arms,D,b
b' jointed together at or near theIr extremItIes, and the cord,
of the
upper or lower member�
both theand
assed through or arounddescribed
for the purposes specified.
�ms, aU as hereinbefore
41,699 .-Rotatin� Valve for Steam
Greenlea Sliver Creek, N.Y . :

Engines.-W . R .

I claim first Constructing an oscillating valve with induction and
eduction passa,ges so arranged around its periphery that the steam
valve,
will enter at one end and exhaust at the OPPOSIte end of each
i
ial
valve having induction and eduction
BU�e���j 1:t���:l�� �i�onical
opened
are a�ternately
around its periphery', which
pa..�sages '8l'ranged
as descrIbed. .
ends of the valve,ofsubstantIally'
at opposite
g
end-receivmg and end-dlschargin
combinationB', constructed
Third Thetheir
circular induction and
with
shells, B
valves with
a a a b b b, substantially as and for the purposes
eduction passages,
de;����. I claim the arrangement consisting of the valves, F F',
i i, connecting rod, K, and handle or lever, L,
I!Icrews, G G,ly arms,
mbstantial as and for the purpose set forth.

41,700.-Self-feeding Blacking B � sh.-Gideon Hamilton & John Post, New York CIty :

a blacking brush, so
handle, H} ofand
The fountainliquid
We claim first be
it at
blackmg to discharge
filled with substant�ally
constructed as to the
shown and described.
tubes, m, stem, , theasthulD:b
pleasure through
handle, kt the
The valve, h, the valve
Second, spring
1
and stutfer, a, when used substantIally as ana. for
combined
the purpose described.

n,701.-Metallic Shank for Boots and Shoes.-Edward
Heaton New Haven, Conn . :

an auxiliary
I claim the �ombina.tion with a metallic shank of
spring, substantially in the manne,r and for the purpose specified.
:
n 702.-Lamp.-James Higgins, Cam�rIdge, Mass.
(g,
elhptical tubes,
!l of t�e two conc�ntrlc
r claim the combinati
d, and the Clr
eUiptlcal flange,g';1ard,
D prOV0Ided WIth anwith
the circular cup pl:"te,
all the
an elliptical lD thek,manner
A, provided
eular removableconstruct�d,
arr�nged, and employed
wd parts being
and for the purposes herem speclfied.
[By this invention a much larger and more brilliant flame may be
produced, and the lamp adapted to burn as brightly when most of
the oil is exhausted as when full.)
41,703.-Smut MilI.-Simeon Howes & A. Babcock, Silver Creek , N. Y. :
.

two stationary cylIn
a smut mill having
We claim so constructing
ther�of, shall be
of air from t�e bottom
a central draftthro�h
ders tha.t
SCOurll!g beaters,
of
thE!:
casmg
upwards
drawn
or
forced a draft between said casmg and thethe
outer caSlDg of the
and also
in a fan chamber directly at tbe top of the
mill both drafts uulting
and centrally thereof, substantially as described
scouring apparatus,
forth.
set
purpose
for the

41,704.-Turning Bayonet Sockets.-.T ohn Humphreys ,

I cr'!l�bt��y�o��f:�;lon and arran�ment of the rotary cutter
tool .carri�e, D, and
and the slide rest, F, Wlth the
bead or stock, G,the
wbole 1?eing to operate substantially In manner
C,
the mandrel,purpose
as specified.
and for the

41,705.-Machlne for washing Wool, &c. -James Hunter,
.
North Adams, Mass. :
.

D, havmg an oblIque
J?rovided with doats,
claim the cylinder, 0,WIth
the concave, B, and the box or tank, A,
position in combination
set forth.
.
for the purpose
I further claim the combination of the feed apron, F, cyhnder, 01
rollers, G G, at
D, and the discha�ge pressur�
provided with floats,operation,
substantIally as hereIn described.
arranged for joint
I

4l,706.-Machine for coping Sash.-Tisdil B. Jones, Paterson, N. J. :
I claim the combination of gouge1 F, slide, D, and lever,
constructed and operating substantially as described.

4l,707.-Saw-mill.-John

L.

Knowlton,

C,

when

Bordentown,

I crair: ·t�e em loyment or use in a sawing machine for sawing
ship and other timf;er in curved l!ond beveled form, c;>f a feed roller,
E arranged substantially as hereIn shown and descrlbed. so as to ad
mit of a. vertical adjustment and also of !LD.eoblique adjustment relatl1e!fs�\���:���grn!�roKU�t���g��� �Oller, E, thus arranged,
& swivel pressare roller, M, as and for the purpose set forth.
[This invention consists in a novel arrangement of a feed-roller,
whereby the same is:rendered capable of being thrown in contact
with or free�from the log, and also of being adjusted in such a man
ner as to cause the log or stuff to be fed to the saw In a direction cor
responding with the form of the cut to be made, whother the same
be straight or curved, thereby causing the saw to work in line with
the cut and avoiding much friction in the working of the former, as
well as much wear and tear. The invention further consilSts in a par
ticular manner of grooving the feed roller, whereby the log is pre·
....nted from slipping laterally while b.lng fed to the saw, and in
using in connection with the feed-roller a. swivel pressure-roller for
keeping the log ftrmly upon Its bed while being sawed.]

4l, 708 .-Washing Machine.-William Kyle,
City :

New York

I claim the relative arrangement of the axles and body or case,
&Ild combining the bars "" deSCribed, the whole operating in the man·
Uel' and for the purposes set forth.

keel, D, and rope, E, all constructed and arranged substantially al!l
I claim, first, The arrangement of the pivotal Dolts or pins, c and and for the purpose specified.
d, and the holes, a and b, the movable beams, A' and G, stirrup, I, and 41, 720. -Hook for fastening Umbrellas.-Wm. H. RichbaJ:C� �0�1���:b�� �i: ac?iitt!i�;� a o t e O
d
r� �: t�e �e� g� st�p, e, cona n
����h!:��}!��!fnhi��r���rellas and other articles of wearc
r, s, bow, T, pivotal bolts, c and d, with the movable beams, IngI cl:f
apparel, constructed an� operating Bubstantially as and for the
1� !:!8�
Third, The combination of the bars, H, stirrup, I, and chain, �I, purposes specified.
with the movable beams, A' and G.
.-Machine for cutting Tobacco.-F. W. Riterhoff
Fourth, Hinging the rear ends of the movable beams, A', betweeu 4l,721
& C. A. Colquitt, New York City :
the front and rear \llows by the pin, c, so as to move such front and
rear plows in oPPoSIte directions, all being constructed and operating We claim, first, The application of one or more o8ciUating adjust&.s
t
c
l
r
substantially as set forth and specified.
������r, ��c��t ����l��:��r���;fndre,1i, �El�ci;�er�b, t��: �� ���
41,710.- Separating and sorting Ores, &c.-Edward Law- cutter-wheel, D, all constructed and operating in the manner and for
the
purpose
substantially
as
herein
shown
and
described.
son, Island Pond, Vt. :
Second, The laterally-sliding nut, P, in combination with the !';crew
c m
a spindle,
n
o
M. and box, F, constructed and operating in the manDer and
in� �r!e B!�:�1l�lfl � ��fi�d�\��; g� ��t�� s���t�� ��t�d' :�s�l gi for
the purpose substantially as set forth.
k
a
a e
��i� 1fi�e1;;.rat;� �/�� ����;d �����u�e �} � �V�{�:n �F;;�t:r:na�3 41,722.-Baling Press.-Benjamin Roberts, Clintondale,
t
s
a c
i
N. Y . :
��/����1:!� :a����b��lt�:'fJ�� �:arO:t: ��d a\�;;:'�e l�s:i� T�' l��� I claim
the combination ol the levers, G G, links, F' F', props, H H,
er
t o
t r
a ti
k k, endless rope, n, drum, J, gearing, L L ' , and large driv
� ����;�faj� ��� e\���\��fo����'s���:a gr :J�ara:t:� o�e��· other pulleys,
mg
wheel,
]\[, all arranged and opera.ting substantiallv as described.
matter, within the vessel aforesaid, by means of a piston interposed
between the 6r� or other matter, and the ascending column of water 4l,723.-Apple Mill.-George S. Rust, Chester, Ill. :
d
s r r
n
p
r r n
r
u
I cJaim, first, Attaching the concaves, D D', of fruit mills to tIle
��e r:y�i� �� ;a:is JP�h� ��g����s �:: �� �tt�; ���\�� ��fl� t;;! ends
of pendant pivoted arms, d d', at an intermediate point betw(,pn
same are being discharged from the vessel, as herein described.
the ends of these concaves, substantially as and for the purposes de
scribed
[This invention consists in sorting or separating ores and other
Second, While not claiming broadly alternately vibrating con
matter through the agencies of hydrostatic pressure and specific caves,
I do claim supporting saId concaves or crushers, by means of
gravity. In carrying out this Invention a. cylindrical or other suitable pivoted vibrating arms, d d', In combination with a rototing drum or
shaped vessel of proper dimensions is employed, the lower end ot It��?��¥���:e�g�lt�tjaAl� ::�in�f�� tY�f�r���sa��;it��ddeVice8
which communicates with an elevated reservoir, the induction pipe to the concaves, substantially as described.
being provided with a valve and the vessel provided with a perfor 41,724.-Plates for printing Bank·notes, &c. -Alfred
ated plunger.)
Sellers, New York City :
I claim the manufacture of plates for engraving and printing pur4 1 , 7 1 1 .-Beehlve.-Horace Markham, Henderson, Ill. :
f e
a
d
I claim having the entrance slide provided with hooks, in com ��g�i���l::lf��� h��e�� a:�c�fb����h:��O: f�a;�fn� t�� ��c;��81���
bination with notches, n, in the hive-front, so as to regulate the size steel the back of the plate, as herein specified.
of the entrance aperture, as here shown and described.
cutter.-Michael M. Shellaberger ,
[This invention relates to an improved feed-chamber applied to the 41,725.-Button-hole
Randolph County, Ind, :
hive and arranged in such a manner that the bees may, when neces I claim the guide, e, and guard, d, in combination with a button·
sary, be supplied with food with the greatest facility, and the feed hole cutter, constructed and operated substantially as herein set
chamber at the same time made to serve the purpose of a robber 4forth.
of raising Sunken Vessels.-Joseph H.
trap. The invention also relates to an improvement in a slide applied 1 , 726.-Mode
Smith, Cohasset, Mass. :
to the bee-entrance, and arranged in such a manner that the bee-en- I claim
the application or arrangement of the fore and aft chains,
e t O
e e a
trance may be increased or diminished in area as circumstances may :f
require. The invention further relates to an improved means for � ���!e ;�b:t:nti�I�;1:��n�e: :njO;o � [o o��;v�t� !��:e�i�e�:
41,727 .-Fibrons Batting or Wadding.-John T. Stod
preventing insects from obtaining admission into the hive.]
dard, Plymouth, Mass . :
I claim my improved manufacture of fibrous battin�, as made sub�
41,712.-Mode of preserving Chopped Meats, &c. -W. C .
stantially in manner and for the purpose as herein
before specified.
Marshall N e w York City :
I claim, first, The use of cyUndrical tubes, A, of cotton or other 41,728.-Cultivator.-James Swart, Hoffman's Ferry,
m
t
N. Y . :
����f �����i::��r:�rM�s�u�� :!��:.rein described for the pur- I claim
the mould-board, A, constructed with flat-faced Win s, e c,
second, The application of elastic bands, B, to the bags, A, after
g l
the same have been filled and tied, substantially
as and for the pur �:�d�'!S�\ \����S�ot��:jd��t��W:��s��e� �lld �sh h!��rnS�h���
�;;d
pose set forth.
explamed and for the purpose specified.
[This invention consists In the employment or use of cyUndriacl 4l ,729. -Paint Composition.-William
Ten Eyck, Pike
tubes made of cotton or other textile fabric!';, and tied up at the ends
Township, Pa. :
like sausages in such a manner that said tubes take the place of the I claim
compounding and mixing together the aforementioned in·
to form a paint compOSition, substantially as herein de�
intestines generally used in the manufacture of eausages and that gredients
dry dessicated meat chopped or reduced to more or less fineness can scribed.
41,730.-Mosquito
Canopy.-M. L. Thompson, Brooklyn,
be preserved with a saving in labor equal to fifty per cent of that
N. Y. :
ordinarily required ; the invention consists also in the application to I claim
the folding canopy frame, composed of the x bars, a. and b,
said cylindrical tubes, after they have been f..lled with meat and tied and double cross
bars, d and e, to which are attached the cords or
at the ends, of elastIC bands made of india-rubber or other suitable li�e:ls����i� :�e �����rht�� f�JPg�:ds,s����fi��mblnation with said
material and embracing the tubes at short intervals tn Buch a man canopy frame, for the purposes specified.
ner that by the actIOn of the bands the covering tube is always drawn 41,731.-Machlne for -treating Compressed Cotton and
up tight to the meat and no retying of the bands is required as the
other Fibrous Materials.-Wm. Waukley, Albion
meat shrinks and Its bulk diminished.]
Mills, Bnry, England. Patented in England, July
30, 1862 :
n 713.-Grain Drill.-Anton Maschka, Chicago, III. :
of the closed steamIng
r claim in combination with the double oblique seed boxes, P T, ar I sclaim the arranfement and construction
ranged respectively in front and in the rear
of
the
seed
covers,
the
:!i�a;��g btt������gs{r�fl���t���\���::�e���fo�hth:t��pg:�
levers, A A', rope, x, and crank shaft, s', for the purpose of plantin i;!
set forth.
!����� ,��:���ti�11�t}� t�ed!o:n���������S�;r��d. of the see� 41,732.-Breech-loading Flre-arm . -.Tames Warner,
41,714.-self-acting Sled Brake.-C alvin E. Myers, BrisI Cl�Pn!,it�W�;!�:"'���s�� the seml.cylindr
rece"" f. of a diam.
tol, Vt. ..
eter corresponding to that of the flange of theicalmetallic
in
I clrum, mst, The combination of the sliding f'fame, E, �raf� pole, I combination
the semi-cylindrical breech-piece projeccartridge,
the
tion,soh ,that
F, and dOgBt H H, all constructed, arranged, and operatmg m the recess, I, andwith
the
hammer,
E,
as
herein
sbown
and
described,
manner ana for the pU1J>ose set forth.
when the breech-piece is open. the cartridge case will be guided in an.
Second, In combinatlon with the above, I claim the hook. I, and exact
Une
the barrel, both in loading and withdrawing the case
eye, h, for preventing the movement
of the frame, E, as explained. and wh�nwith
the bree�h-1?iece i.s closed, tbe. solid
portion thereof, o�
a
[The object of this invention is to obtain a simple brake for sled� �rd���ft?�hill[��e
i�if�f �h� E�:rit:f ,�i1t l��i �t� g:e���-;i���
. rendered inoperative, anN
which WIll be self-acting and capable of bemg
preyent it from being blown open by the accidental rearward
when desired by a very simple manipulation.]
bursting of the shell ; the premature discharge
striking of the
hammer upon the cartridge-pin being also avoidedor; all
as set forth .
4l,7l5. Hay-elevating Fork.-D.
41, 709. -Cultlvator.-J ohn Lacey, Chicago, Ill. :

ffi,

-;OhlO :

F. Neikirk, Republic,

I claim, first, A hay-elevating fork constructed substantially as
herein described and hinged to its handle
at a point about midwa of
e
h f i
controlled by means
of devices, g k rm,
!Yl f���re :; �:e� �:�'f��t� .
Second, X ;Fvotal connection, d, when passed through the fork at a
point about midway of the length of tbe tines, and supported by de
vices, e f, In the manner and for the purpose described.
n, 7l6.-Washing Machine.-.T. E. North, Candor, N. Y.:
I claim, first, In combination with the tub, B, the rubbers C C '
provided with cavities, c, operating in the manner
an'd em:
ployed in connection with the rod, D, roller, F, anddescribed
levers" G H sub.
stantially as and for the purposes specified.
Second, I claim the trough, J, employed in combination with the
shaft, D, and aperture, b, in the manner and for the purposes de
scribed.
Third, I claim the combination with the shaft, and rod, D, of the
segment, S, and rack, D', as aad for the purpose F,
specified.
[This invention chiefly consists in the employment of a novel sys
tem of levers by which the power required to operate the rubbers
may be increased or diminished in conformity with the strength of
the operator.]
n,717. -Connectlon for Barrel Rafts.-R. W. Park, Alle
gheny City, Penn. :

I claim combinI�-the bars forming the can hook by means of the
thumb-screws, P P, operating
the slots, M )01, when said bars are
provided wtth eyes, H H, at orinnear
their ends, in the manner as
herein shown and set forth.
a
aiai���t;! ��n��f ��!���fs,c��� �:l8in�'t�:�����;i��l �tft!nf:
the water, and' ;prevent abrasion by means of the crab and swivel
bolts, substantially in the manner as herein before stated.
41,718 .-Securing Bits in Braces.-Obed Peck, Windsor,
Vt. :

I claim the screw,�C,
Itransversely through the socket, B,
and provided with the nut,passing
c, and head, d, the latter being
notched to
t
��b��f�ff;���:d �:��� :��c;:'h�r��n �:t :g:th�' b, of the bit,
[This invention consists in having a. screw pass transversely through
the socket of the bra.ce or bit-stock, said screw beisg provided with ..
head which projects laterally from It, and has .. notch made in It to
form a projection which, by means of a nut on the screw, is drawn
into a recess in the shank of the bit, so a� to firmly secure the bit to
the brace or blt·stock.)
4l,719.-Boat and Pontoon.-Edw ard L. Perry,
York City. Ante-dated Feb. 7, 1864 :

I

New

claim the combination of the chambers, A A', bars, b, Swinging
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41,732.-Hay-elevatlng Fork.-Seth
N . Y. :

Whe eler, Albany,

I claim, first, A horse-fork for handling hay and other substance,
constructed with curved teeth or tines which converge
toward one
another and are united so as to dispense with the ordinary
head and yet afford a suspending loop or eye, substantially ascross
and
fO .
fo�:ge ��r s
on Xit:�b��� [�� tines, d d e e, to the tines, A a a, in the
manner described.
41,734. -Harvester. -Wm . N. Whitely, Jr. , Springfield,
Ohio :

I claim connecting the external or ground face of the wheel, B ,
with the internal gear, n by a convex side rim or projecting portion,
j, substantially as described, for the purpose set forth.
I,

41,735. -·Foot
City :

Shield. -Dewitt C. Winans, New York

claim the employment or use of a shield, D, construct.ed of metal
or other suitable material and of such a form as to encompass
the
foot while its ends rest upon the sole of the boot or shoe,
and placed
or ad.justed in such a position as to be interposed between
the
foot
and the skate straps to relieve the former of t.he pressure of the lat
ter, substantially as 5et forth.
I

41, 736.-Ba ttering or piercing Ram for Naval Offense and
Defense.- Jerome B. Woodrnff, Washin gton, D. C. :

I claim, first, The arrangement of the steam cylinder and a hollow
piston which ptlJMes througb a stuffing-box, in a sliding segment, the
same being fitted to move up or down tn a groove, water-tight, so
an
n, While in operatlon,
��6!�:tf!n�1:�t1e �:;�:�g��et� J;�C�?b���
e a
g
c ,I
i r
t��t��h :�C �;o�ro; ;rs���:If, :ri� �;�ua;e�h rei�;
e��� ��g p a�����
place, to be operated by steam-power in the manner described,rn for
the purpose of offense and defense in naval warfare, as specified.
4 1 , 737.-Bolting Flour, &c.-.T. Wright, St. Lonls, Mo. :
I claim, first, The spiral screen, D', one or more attached
tical rotating shaft, A, in connection with a spiral chute,toD,a ver
also
d h
h
i
t e t
: �:�, �, �:��fI :::a!g:81ri�;:�a��, a� aU;�' f�� �ft:����6s����J�
set forth.
Second, The hopper. F, attached to the shaft, A, above the screen,
�' l: �::����
� f't�� �g: ���Vg��� :����� ��r�fg s���o��.D iD g,
Third, The annular trouihs, I I, on the base, B, and underneath
the screen, D', and chute, D, when used in connection with the screen
and chute arranged on the shaft, A, and the spouts, J J/) for the pur
pose specified.
[This Invention consists in having one or more spiral screens and a
spiral chute attached to a vertical rotating shaft and enclosed by a
Imitable case, whereby the flour, beans, or other substance to be bolt
ed or screened, will be allowed to pas� down and over the !3Creen and
chute as the latter revolves, and be bolted or screened in the mo.s;t

horough manner. The invention also consIsts in using tn conneebon 1 legs of folding chairs. when the said arms are pivoted or hin ed to
with the spiral screen and chute aforesaid, a hopper, which is also �I��!�·���g�f ';:!C:�����r:�ett���tb��h�y ���::�f ���t�twg�er�:
attached to the screen shaft, bas an opening In its bottom, and is by the s�veral parts may be folded into a compact form without dis
arranged to operate with a scraper in such a manner that the flour connectmg the said curved arms from either back or legs.
or other substance to be bolted or screened will be fed properly to the 1 , 624.-Sash and Door Fastening.-Ross Johnson, Frederick, M d . Patented May 29, 1 860:
screens. The invention further consists in a means employed for I claim
the within-described implement, C j i, as a door and window
gh'ing a vertical and a lateral shake motion to the screen and chute, sash fa5itener,
substantially as set forth.
to ensure a perfect operation of the same, by preventi ng clogging, 1 , 6 2 5.-S e win g Machine.-A. B. & N. H. Shaw (assignees
and causing the article, while being screened, to pass freely over the
of A. B . Shaw), Swanton, Vt. Patented Dec. 16,
ocreen and chute.]
1862 :
I claim the combination of the lifting cam and pin, with the
41,738.-Lifting Jack. -Ebenezer Young, Camden Cen feed lever, and a spring applied to the said lever, to operate Bub·
stantially as and for the purpose herein specified.
tre, Mich. :
I _clai.m the lever, C, provided with oblong slots, c, having notches,
-Harvester.-Mitchell, Vance & Co. (assignees by
d, at its outer end, in combination with the bail, D, and a suitable 1 , 626.mesne-assignments
of John Powers & E. M. Smith),
fra.me in which the lever, e, is fitted ; all arranged to operate snb
stantially in the manner as and for the purpose herein set forth.
New York City. Patented Jan. 14, 1862 :
I
claim,
flrst,
The
combination
the upwardly curved arms, D,
4 1 , 739. -Potato-digger.-Peter Antonides, Freehol � N. and sliding bars, F, when united of
by a hinged join�, a, substantially
t
J., aSSignor to himself and George W. Mayher, .N ew as and for the purpose described.
Second, The combination of the outwardly curved arms with the
York City :
bearings or boxes. b, for the purpose o(.bracing the
I claim, first, The fork, F, attached to the front part of the bar, D, wide·spread
and finger bar to the main frame in the direction of their great
when used in combination with the share, C, and screen, E, as and shoe
est strain, substantially as described.
for the purpose specified.
Third, The combination of the sliding lever, N, with the lifting
Second, The hooks or curved terminals, d, at the ends of the segment,
and shoe, C, and their flexible connections, 0 q, for the
prongs, c, of the screen, E, substantially as apd
' for the purpose purpose ofK,raising
Ut. holding up, or lowering, the finger bar and
specilieo.
c
[This invention relates to an improvement in that class of potato U����:�l1�:��r:�d,s�:���l, g: :�:l!����el:�p��e������b�: for
dinal
pieces, r r, as herein represented and for the
diggers which are composed of a share with a screen attached to Its ��gle!��!��t��.
back erect. The invention consists in attaching to the front part of ��FIfth,
The guard fingers having ·backs, h, and ledges, k, extending
along the bar so as to present closed surfaces in front
a potato-digger of this kind a fork, arranged in such a manner as to continuously
be
and beneath, and formed with channels or grooves, i, extending
effect a partial separation of the earth from the potatoes, before the neath
the sickle bar, and partially around the bolt-holes, I, and 'open
latter faU or pass upon the screen, thereby relieving the screen or at the back to permit the ready escape of moisture, gum, or other
foreign
matter,
and
thus
avoid
chokin�
or
clogging,
substantially
as
greatly aiding it in its work. The invention also consists in the em described.
ployment or use of an inclined bar, attached to the implement in
such a manner that it will serve as a guard to protect the screen from
DESIGN.
weeds, grass, and similar trash, which prevent it from operating
perfectly. The invention further consists in having the outer prongs 1 , 903.-Stop-cock.-Henry G. MorriS, Philadelphia, Pa.
of the screen at each side formed with hooks at their ends in order
to level the ridges of earth formed at each side of the implement as
it is drawn along, and to separate the potatoes therefrom, so that
they will be left upon the top of the earth.]
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special search made at the United States Patent Office, and a report
set.ting forth the prospects of obtaining a patent, &:c., made up and
mailed to the inventor, with a pamphlet, giving instructions for
further proceedings. These preliminary examinations are made
through the Branch Office of Messrs. MUNN & CO., comer oC F.
and Seventh streets, Washington, by experienced and competent per·
sons. Many thousands of such examinations have been made through
this office, and it is a ve�y wise course for every inventor to pursue.
Address MUNN .I: CO., No. 37 Park Row, New York.
HOW TO MAKE AN APPLICATION FOR A PATENT.
Every applicant for a patent must furnish a model of his invention
if susceptible of one ; or, if the invention is a chemical production, he
must furnish samples of the ingredients of which his composition
consists, for the Patent Office. These should be securely packed, the
inventor's name marked on them, and sent, with the Government
fees, by express. The express charge should be pre-paid. Small
models from a distance can often be sent cheaper by mail. The
safest way to remit money is by a draft on New York, payable to the
order of Messrs- MUNN &: CO. Persons who live in remote parts of tile"
country can usually purchase drafts from their merchants on their
New York correspondents ; but, if not convenient to do so, there is
but little risk in sending bank: bills by mail, having the letter regis
tered by the postmaster. Address MUNN .I: CO., No. 37 Park Row,
New York.
Patents are now granted tor SEVENTEEN years, and the Government
fee required on filing an application for a patent is $16. Other chan;el
in the fees are also made as follows :On filing each Caveat . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $10
On tilin� each application for a Patent, except for a deslgn.S15
e
g�
���e�'f ��CSO:�i�:i��:� �;'piitexits: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :�
Re-issue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $30
On application for
On application for extension of Patent
$60
i
i
g�
�f:: !"bt�d��:� �.� : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ti8
On filing application for Design (three and a half years) . . . . $10
g� rul�: :�ll����� Ig� �::g (�gri���a;:�8):·::::: ::::::ti8
The Fatent Laws, enacted b y Congress on the 2d of March, 1861, are
now in full force, and prove to be of great beneflt to all parties who
4 1 , UO. -Horse Rake.-James B. Drake (assignor to A.
A T E N T S are concerned in new inventions.
B., E. F., S. E., & L. B. Spront), Pictnre Rocks. Pa. :
The law abolishes discrimination in fees required of forelgners, _�
I claim the application of the spring, A, to the tooth, B, spool, C,
G RA N T E D
cepting natives of such countries as discriminate against citizens .,
and staple, D, as herein described.
the
United States-thus allowing Austrian, French, Belgian, Englilll,
lThis invention relates to an approved manner of applying the
FOR SEVENTEEN YEARS ! Russian, Spanish and all other foreigners, except the Canadians. ..
teeth, whereby they may be elevated with great facility and returned
enjoy all the privileges of our patent system (except in casls oC de
automatically to their working position.]
MUNN &; COMPANY,
SIgnS) on the above terms. Foreigners cannot secure their in"entiou
In connection with the publication of by filing a caveat ; to citizens only is this privilege accorded.
41,741.-Lock and Latch.-H. H . Elwell (assignor to the
Norwalk Lock Company), iiouth Norwalk, Conn. :
the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, have act
CAVEATS.
I claim the employment or use of a sliding or adjustable pin, d, in
the lever, D, in connection with a recess, b, in said lever to receive ed as Solicitors and Attorneys for procuring " Letters Patent " for Persons desiring to file a caveat can have the papers prepared in �
the inner end of the latCh-bolt, C, substantially as and for the pur new inventions in the United States and in all foreign countries during shortest
time by sending a sketch and description ot the in.,ent_
pose herein set forth.
the past seventeen years. Statistics show that nearly ONE-THIRD of all The Government tee for a caveat is $10. A pamphlet 01 ad'f'lee ..
4 1 , 742.-Machine for stamping Carpenter's Squares. the applications made for patents in the United States are solicited
Horace K. Jones (assignor to Hart Manutactnring through this office ; while nearly THREE-FOURTHS of all the patents garding applicatIons for patents and caveats is furnished gratll, o.
by mall. Aadress MUNN .I: CO., No. 37 Park Row Ne"
Company), KenSington, Conn. :
It application
I claim, first, The combination of the loose and removable roller taken in foreign countries are procured through the same source.
York.
K, self-a.d.justing bed, G, and carriage, F, constructed, arranged, and is almost needless to add that, after seventeen years' experience in pre
EXTENSION OF PATENTS.
operating, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
specifications and drawings for the United States Patent Office, Many valuaole patents are annually expiring which might re&c.1U,
Second, The combination of a roller which carries the dies with a paring
perfectly
are
con
AMERICAN
SCIENTIFIC
the
of
proprietors
the
self-adjusting bed and a weighted lever, substantially as and for the
be extended, and if extended, might prove the source of wealth "
purpose herein shown and described.
versant with the preparatlon:of applications in the best manner, and their fortunate possessors. Messrs. MUNN &- CO. are persuaded th.,
41,743.-Cultivator.-John Lacey (assignor to himself, the tranaaction of all business before the Patent Office ; but they
many patents are Jl'utlered to expire WIthout any effort at extm
. Conrad Furst and David Bradley ), Chicago, Ill . :
pleasure in presenting the annexed testimonials from the three very
sion, owu. to want of proper information on the part of the pateD�
I claim the combination and arrangement ot the mOvable adjusta take
ble frame, B, P ivoted lever, D, segment pinion, C, and rack, h, with last ex-Commissioners of Patents :t
& : a
pulleys, a, rou, b, and foot levers, k k, the whole constrncted and
e tees, their relatives or asSignS, as to the-law and the mode of proce
th:E:��:. !}U�:mm��i�!; �f p������ !�:� i���r��::��R�: �� dure in order to ootaln a renewed grant. Some of the most valuable
operating in the manner and for the purposes herein set forth .
THE BUSINESS OF THE OFFICE CAME THROUGH YOUR HANDS. I
ALL
41, 7H.-Car Brake.-George S. Miller, Thompsonville, have no doubt that the public confidence thns indicated has been grants now existing are exte'11.ded patents. Patentees, or, if deceased,
Conn ., E. B. Peck, Bridgeport, Conn . , and William fully deserved, as I have always observed, in all your lntercourse with their heirs, may apply for the extensIOn of patents, but should &iTe
e of promj�::::i ��i�� ' � fidelity to the ninety days' notice of their intention.
e a
O lmsted, Thompsonville, Conn., assignors to said
e u�
r::eie�t� Of Y:�:!�I���:.
G. 8. Miller & B. B. Peck :
Patents may be extended andprellminary advice obtained, by eon
CHAS. MASON.
We claim the employment of the flanges, G H, upon the axle, B,
suiting or writing to MUNN & CO No. 37 Park Row, New York.
a t
a
l
nd
connecting
I,
rod,
O
�
�1h�d
O
:
J
�:
�
H���J�s�:: :oit���g:���i�ls��:t\c����� � ��[!�\ O�6:�� �o
��i�t�::'�t� � ��3 to��g� ���c;� : c
REJECTED APPLICATIONS.
distinguished that, upon the death of Gov. Brown, he was appomted
41, 745.-Watch-gnard or Safety Chain.-Edwin J. Morse to the office of Postmaster-General of the United States. Soon after
Messrs.
MUNN
&
CO. are prepared to undertake the investigation
(assignor to himself and Josiah D. Richards), North entering upon his new duties, in March, 1869, he addressed to us the and prosecution of rejected cases, on reasonable terms. The close
t
t
Attleborough, Mass. :
fOll�
.�� v:lfNw� g·���.!i� �'if�rds me much pleasure to bear testiI claim the sald watch-guard or chain as constructed of the two mony
to the able and efficient manner in which you discharged your proximity of their Washington Agency to the Patent Office alfords
i o ap
r
duties as Solicitors of Patents, while I had the honor of holding the them rare opportunities for the examination and comparison vC ref
t�ri:d, �:� �:r��:dan�g���e�� ��b�t���P�r;da:l��:{nm�:�r:o�: office
of Commissioner. Your business was very large, and you sus erences, models, drawings, documents, &::c. Their sl1ceess m the prose
plained.
tamed (and I doubt not justly deserved) the reputation of energy, cution of rejected cases has neen very great. The principal portion
41,746. -Harvester.-Edgar M. Smith (assignor to Mitch- marked ability, and uncompromising fidelity in performing your pro
of their charge is generally left dependent upon the tlnal result.
fessional engagements.
ell, Vance & Co.), New York City :
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
All persons having rejected cases which they desire to have prose
c
i
t
i
J. HOLT.
w�e;f: ���in:If��:e'��� i�:ir ��l��i j��;�:fs, ��� :fi�ort��
cuted, are invited to correspond with MUNN &: CO., on the subject,
wheels, D, running loosely on the hubs of said drive wheels, and �av Hon. Wm. D. Bishop, late Member of Congress from Connecticut, giving
a brief history of the case, inclosing the official letters, &c.
ing a ratchet and pawl connection with each other,
in succeeded Mr. Holt as CommIssIoner of Patents. Upon resigning the
the manne� and for the purpose herein described andsubstantially
represented. office he wrote to us as follows:
PATENTS.
I also claIm the arrangement .of the two setts of plates
and boxes, MESSRS. M UNN & CO. :-It gives me much pleasure to say that, dur Messrs. ]dUNN & CO., FOREIGN
are very extensively:engaged in the prepar....
a r
t P
s
the time of mf holding the office of Commissioner of Patents, a
��:3 g� ��ih� ��� :��t f�:t:.t the cutting appara- ing
very
large
proportion
of
the
business
of
inventors
before
'the
Patent
tfe°:���
��;claim
��Is also
tion
and
securing
of
patents
in
the
various
European countries. For
in combination wlth the two setts of plates arranged Office was transacted through your agency ; and tha' I have ever
the transaction of this busiDf�ss they have offices at Nos. 66 ChliUlcery
on opposite sides of the main frame, the curved bar
or
brace,
found
you
faithful
and
devoted
to
the
interests
of
your
cl1ents,
as
well
F,
ex.
g
t
e
fi to
ith lane, London ; 29 Boulevard St. Ma.l'tin, Paris j and 26 Rue des Eper
t�
f���c��� �i��:;���, �� �e��Jb:'� unobstructed space at I,
� ��:�;,W onniers,
f.����
Brussels. They thlna. they can safelysay that THREE-FOURTHS
I also claim in combination with the loose and shifting main :�W��:��[=:' ed V:::c:e��rf:N;� ;�Jr�tt;��:t
WK.
D.
BISHOP.
wheels, and main cogged ¥ear, the pinions, b, permanently arranged
of all the European Patents secured to American citizens are pro
on the sha.ft, d, so that saId loose and shifting wheels will, when on
THE EXAMINATION OF INVENTIONS.
cured through their agency.
either side ?f machin� mesh, ,!ith said pinions as set forth, which
ever end of the maclune goes toremost.
Persons having conceived an idea which they think may be patent Inventors will do well to bear in mind that the English law does not
I also claim banging the reel blades, to the reel shaft, by means of able, are advised to make a sketch or model of their invention, and limit
the issue of patents to inventors. Any one can take out a pat
the crossed arms, and adjustable heads, hubs, or sockets for the
n
miniShing the circumference of' the reel, submit it to us, with a full description, for advice. The points 01 ent there.
��b�g:�t�!I� ��a���rr�e��
novelty are carefully examined, and a written reply, corresponding Circulars of information concerning the proper course to be pursued
41,747.- Screw Wrench.-George C. Taft, Worcester, with the facts, Is promptly sent, free of cbarge. Address MUNN .I: In obtaining patents in foreign countries througb MUNN .I: CO'S
Mass. , aSSignor to Thomas H. D odge, Nashua, N. H. : CO., No. 37 Park Row, New York.
Agency, the requirements of diffenmt Government Patent Offices, 40.,
I claim the combination in a wrench in which the strain is trans
ferred from the ferrule to the shank as described, of one or more .As an evidence of the confidence reposed in their Agency by in may be had, gratis, upon application at the prinCipal office, No. 37
ventors
throughout
the
country,
Messrs.
MUNN
&
CO.
would
state
grooves, b, with perpendicular rear and bevelled or inclined front
Park: Row, New York, or any of the branch offices.
o i s
o
orm, that they have acted as agents for more than TWENTY THOUSAND
���h: :��:ite���s�'t�:;:-n��fI� � ��J ?o� i:� ��g��::Ps��1��
SEARCHES OF THE RECORDS.
inventors
!
In
fact,
the
publishers
of
this
paper
have
become
identified
Having access to all the offiCial records at WasWngton, pertaiulng to
41, 748. -Grain-dryer.-Henry Wood, Montreal, C. E. ;
with
the
whole
brotherhood
of
inventors
and
patentees,
at
home
and
George Henry Fonrdrinier, Lyn, C. W. ; and Marga
the sale and transfer of patents, MESSRS. MUNN .I: CO., are at all tim""
ret L. Haselden, Montreal, C. E . , executrix of abroad. Thousands of inventors for whom they have taken out pat ready to make examinations as to titles, ownership, or assi&nment"
ents have addressed to them most flattering testimonials for the ser of patents. Fees moderate.
Richard Haselden deceased :
We claim, first, The employment or use for the purpose of drying vices rendered them ; and the wealth which has inured to the'individ
grain of a cylinder, B, revolving on wheels,
a', and hubs, a*, secured uals whose patents were secured through this office, and afterwards
INVITATION TO INVENTORS.
f
t
��� ri;l!;�� :�6������gr�1g:����t;/g:��rn����E�:� �::!r��e�: lliustrated in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, would amount to man.!' Invento1'll who come to New York should not fail to pay a visit to
Second, The steam coils, C, andjacket, E, arranged in combination mllllons of dollars I Messrs. MUNN .I: CO. would state tbat they the extensive offices of MUNN .I: CO. They will find a large collection
with the perforated cylinder, B, rotated by
means of the friction nevel" had a more efficient corps of Draughtsmen and Specification of models (several hundred) of various inventions, which will afford
!g�l���i:." and with the louvers, }" in the manner and for the purpose Writers
than those employed at present in their extensive offices, and them much Interest. The whole establishment Is one of great interei!t
tw����w!��r�����dC��}:d�s;f����dwft��a�::i��E:'s���,�h�1 that they are prepared to attend to patent business of all kinds in the to Inventors, and is undoubtedly the most spacious and best arranced
m
b
in the world.
in
t���e lu�s���t��11y P��:;e,�a:pecifl��: the manner quickest time and on the most liberal terms.
ro� �h�The
��t1
MUNN .I: CO. wish It to be distinctly undentood that ",ey do not
Fourth,
comj>artment, G*1 in combination with the cooler G, PRELIMINARY EXAMINATIONS AT THE PATENT OFFICE. speculate
or traflie in patents, under any eireumstances ; but that
elevator, J, and Chimney, H, or
Its
equivalent
constructed
and
operat
in
ing the manner and for the purpose subit&ntially as describeQ.
The service which Mes81's. MUNN .I: CO. render gratuitously upon they devote their whole time and energies to the intel-eats of tholr
examining an in�ention does not extend to a search at the Patent Clients.
RE-ISSUES.
copms OF PATENT CLAIMS.
Office, to see if a like invention has been preaented there; but is an
MESSRS. MUNN .I: CO., bavlng access to ail the patents granted
1,623.-Folding C h air. -Joh n A'LWilliam F., & Isaac N. opinion baaed upon what knowledge they may aequlre of a similar
Invention from the records In their Home Office. But for a ree of $6, since the rebuilchng of the Patent Office, after,the lire of I836, oan Nr·
Dann, New Haven, Conn. patented Jan. 6, 1863 :
We claim the combInation of bent or curved arms, with the cross accompanied with a model, or drawing and description, they have a ulsh the clalms of any patent granted since that date, for $1.
x,

_ . _ _

_ . . . _ . _

. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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THE VALIDITY OF PATENTS.

PerROns who are about purchasing patent property, or patentees
who �re about erecting extensive works for manufacturing under
their patents, should have their claims examined carefully by" com

petent attorneys, to see if they are not likely to infringe some exist
ing patent, before making large investments. Written opinions on
the validity of patenUJ, after carefUl examination into the facts, can

be bad for a reasonable remunera.tion. The price for such scrvices is
always settled upon in advjl.nce, after knowin.g the nature of the in
vention and being informed of the points on which an opinion is so
icited.

For further particulars address llUNN .I: CO., No.

Row New York.

ASSIGNMENTS OF

37

Park

PATENTS.

The assignment of patents, and agreements between patentees and

manufacturers, carefully prepared and placed upon the records at
the Patent Office.

Addre .. ?dUNN .I: CO., at the Scientific American

Pat.ent Agency, No. 51 Park Row, New York.

for

S. S . , of Pa.-Use Hilton's Insoluble Cement

G.

sticking your glass letters on to your windows, it is a. good thing.
It can be had in stores.

P. S., of Va.-You should address H. C. B aird,

406 Wal-

nut street, Philadelphia, for a treatise on the slide rule.

ba8'nt got it, he can get it, or anything else in the book line.

If b e

Received.

At the Scientific American Office, o n account 01 Patent
OUice bUSiness, from Wednesday, Feb. 5, 18M, to Wednesday, March
2
2 , 1864 :-

:rI. B. C., of Pa., $16; H . & S. , of Pa.,
J. S., of Conn., $31 ; G. C., of Mich. , $25 ; H.
L., of Ky., $44 ; R. E. B., of MIch . , $16 ; J. P. A., of Wis., $16 ; F. M.,
of Mo., $25 ; G. & P., of Cal., $40 ; J. A. K., of Mo., $20 ; F. A. De M..,
J. D. McL., of N. Y. , $35 ;

$50 ; D. G., of Pa.,

$30 ;

of N. Y., $15 ; R. P. P. , of N. Y., $45 ; J. F. C., of N. Y., $22 ; H. & R.,
of Ohto, $50 ; D. P., of N. Y., $16 ; Mrs. S. A. M., of N. Y., $16 ; G. R. V"

E.,

of N. Y. , $20 ; E. T. S., of N. Y. , $41 ; A. S. S., of N. Y., $10 ; H. G.
of N. Y., $25 ; C. B. G., of Iowa, $16 ; A. E. W., of Ill., $16 ; R. F., of

It would require many columns to detail all the ways in which the
Inventor or Patentee may be served at our offices. We cordiaJy in
vite all who have anything to do with patent property or inventions
Park Row, New York, where
to call a.t our extensive offices, No.

Ohio, $16 ; T. D. H., of Conn., $16 ; E. 11-1., of Mich., $19 ; A. J. F., of

answered.

Conn., $20 ; E. C. A., of N. Y. , $22 ; H. W. G., of N. Y. , $16 ; J. McL.,

37

y questions regarding the Rights of Patentees, will be cheerfully

Communications and remittances by mail, and models by express
prepaid) should be &oddressed to MUNN .I; CO. No. 37 Park Row, New

York

Ind. , $20 ; P. .I; B., of Pa. , $16 ; S. .I: B., of Ind., $15 ; W. H. S., of
Vt., $26 ; B. 4: B., of Mass., $ 25 ; B. L., of Mich., $209 ; R. L. S., of
of OhlO, $20 ; E. H., of N. Y., $61 ; J. W. P., of Mass. , $20 ; J. G., of

N. Y., $16 ; W. W., of N. Y., $16 ; P. C., of N. Y., $25 ; G. K. W., of
Conn., $12 ; H. 11-1. , of Pa. , $16 ; O. M. F., of Pa. , $25 ; C. A. C., of Pa. ,

$25 ; W. B., of Mass., $25 ; O. W. K., of Wis. , $25 ; E. H. M., of Iowa.
$25 ; A. E. K., of Pa. • $16 ; W. C. H., of Ill., $25 ; W. D., of Cal., $20 ;

P. P., of N. H., $16 ; K . .I: S., of Ill., $16 ; D. R. W., of Iowa, $20 ; L.
W., of Conn., $22 ; J. H. T., of N. J., $16 ; A. M. W. of N. Y., $41 ; T.
W., of Mass .. $4.1 ; B. M. F., of N. Y., $16 ; E. B., of England,
H. J., of N. Y., $28 ; S . .I: B., of N. Y., $101,

$41 ;

W.

000

-MR.

SAMUEL

BARKER,

OF

NEW

•
York, ln hi8 life-time, invented a compound ma,
te.rial for tanning leather which was most superior, be left the secret
ot this compound to his wife alone. Call or send a stamp and get a elr
cular that has ample and conclusive vouchers. Buy, and make your
fortune. Address or apply to HARVEY BROWN 121 Nassau street
'
New York, from 10 to 12.
1*

A

--.--

Money

1 $1

TREATISE ON SUGAR MACHINERY-INCLUD

ing the process of producing sugar from tbe cane ; refininr
.
m Ol�t and loaf-sugarJ horne and co.IoDial ; the practical mode of de.
s!gmng, mat.tufactunn and erectmg the machinery, &c. ; with four
s
e
1 i
V
I
'
l
· 1 2NI
s
LD
· ;,
Od ln
to the laws of nature ; with numerous illustrations By H. B. WU.
son. 1 Vol., Bvo., $2,50. Imported and for sale by
'
11 2
JOHN WILE I' , !l36 Broadway, New York.

8
�!f.l� �8 � �lf J� li1i\tt"f ¥�C. � :'?Jf�

I RON

PLANER FOR

'Y0rceRte:.;, MaRS.

yl;, :!l'a't���

SALE.-MANUFACTURED

Salem, Ohio.

IN

Has been used but little. Planes 4X feet long
Address C. R. &- J. u. TABER:

26j� Inches WIde, and 24 inches hi&,h.

11 4*

! FULL SET OF THE PARKER WATER WHEEL
.L"l.. Patterns for sale. Apply to JAMES T. SUTTON .I; CO. , Frank.
lin Iron Works, Philadelphia, Pa.
11 2*

T UCK' S

CELEBRATED

PATENT

ELASTIC PACK

ing, 109 John street. New York. H.Tomlinson, Sole Agent. Cau..
tion-AI Round Rubber and Duck, or similar Packing, not stamped
I
"Tuck's Patent" is spurious, and the sellers and 'purcbasers are equally liable with the manufacturer therefor.
·
1*

T HOMSON'S

PATENTED IMPROVEMENTS ON THE

Barometer. Rights for sale. Farmers may now be supplied with
real weather-glasses for a single dollar, warranted to be as reliable as
the most expensive barometers that are made. Applicants for patent
i
e h
Ot
represen
.
p
T
s
a
t
co
.
o

��

1�a��:; Y �� �6� o��W ;���rD�d �: � ��lh
I MPORTANT TO CARPENTERS AND WOOD

WORK

ers.-Talpey's Patent Self-feeding Hand-sawing Machine saves 1&
bor, timber, time, and money. This is the unanimous testimony of
hundreds who are using them. Descripti.ve circulars Bent on apphca·
11 5*
tion to IWAG .I: HAMPSON, 96 Maiden Lane, New York.

Persons having remitted money to this office will please to examine

_

--==-_ ,::.:-.-=-===---=-__-_-:--=-=::: :-__-=-:=:=_ =-==-=--===---=::::==_---==_-= =--==_

S. D . , of Conn.-The question of lubricating valves

and pistons of steam engines will soon be discussed in the SCIEN

IPIO AMBRICA..N.

It tends to injure a steam boUer to refUl it hn·

the above llat to see that their initials appear in it and if they have
not received an acknowledgment by mail, and their initials are not to

be found In this list, they will please notify us Immediately, stating
the amount and how it was sent, whether by mail or express.

mediately after blowing off in winter ; the abrupt contraction of

Specifications and drawings and models belonging to

t would injure the dues to burn them out whether the boUer is

Offioe, from Wednesday, Feb. 25, 1864, to Wednesday, March 2, 1864 :

the iron, from a high to a comparatively low temperature weakens

full or not ; the heat must be so intense to affect the scale that the
:tiue is burnt

t:

'-ore it is removed.

The deposit you mention can be

removed by using a sti ff wire brush with short handles linked to

gether 1ike a chain, this can be employed in the shortest turns.

It

will take some tIme to do it thoroughly if the fiues have been
neglected.

An eel as thick as a man'! thumb and of proportionate

parties with the following initials have been forwarded to the Patent
J. D. McL., of N. Y. ; H. G. E., of N. Y. ; D. A. G., of N. Y. ; E. C.

A., of N. Y. ; L. W., of Conn. ; E. R., of N. Y. ; A. M. W., of N. Y. ;
E. T. S., of N. Y. ;

E. B.,

of England ;

H. .I: S.,

of Pa. ; O. M. F., t f

Pa. ; W. H. F. , of Pa. ; D. G., of Pa. ; J. B., of Ohio ; C. A. C., of Pa. ;

R.

F., of Ind. ; F. :M., of Mo. ; J. C . , of N. J. ; O. W. 1(., of Wis. ; E

H. M., of Iowa ; W. C. H., of Ill. ; A . J. F., of Vt. ; G. C . , of Mich. ;

length must be a singular fish ; we could not account for the pres

W. B., of Mass. ; G. 'V. M., of !l1ass. ; B. 4: B., of Mass. ; G. K. W., of

hUI.

Hanover (2 cases) ; F. A. J. , of Prussta.

ence of it anywhere, much less in a spring on the top oC a rocky
The eel must have been a water snake.

E. L., of Mass.-Gas stoves are in quite extensive use,

Conn. ; P. C.,

of N. Y. ; W. H. J., of N. Y. ; A.

and it seems to be generally supposed that they are servIceable in

TO

warming rooms, but we have never known of any careful experi

ments being made to ascertain whether a room is heated more
uiekly by means of the stove than it is by burning the sam� quan-

tity oC gas in the open air.

In both cases the combustion would

probably be perfect, and the absolute amount of heat generated
would be the same.

As, however, heat accompanied by light-in

tense heat-passes more freely through diathermic bodies than

eat of low temperature, the stove would cause a larger quantity of

heat to b e absorbed by the air, a correspondingly less quantity
passing through the air iDtO the walls.

But the principal advant.

age of the stove is probably to prevent the heat from rising to the
upper part of the room, as it does in the upward current produced

by an open burner.

Gas burned in a stove, as well as in an open

jet, not only exhausts the oxygen from the air, but generates in its

place carbonic aCId, and if a large jet were burned a long time in

a small room it migbt prove fatal to the (occupants ; but w e have
:pever lleq.rd of a case of death from this oause.

PA.TENT

OUR

p.,

of Kingdom of

READERS.

---

C LA.IM s . -Persons desiring the claim of any In-

vention which has been patented within thlrty'"yea.rs, can obtain a

copy by addressing a note to thiS office, stating the name of the pat.

entee and date of patent, when known, and enclosing II as fee for
copying.

We can also furnish a sketch of any patented machine

issued since 1853, to accompany the claim, on receipt of $2.

Address

M UNN .I: CO. • Patent Solicitors, No. 31 Park Row. New York.

INVARIABLE

RULE .-It Is an established rule of this office

to stop sending the paper when the time for which It was pre·paid
has expired.

MODELS

are required to accompany applications for Pat

( nts under the new law, the same as formerly, except on design pat
('nts, when two good drawings are all that are required to accompany
the petition, specification and oath, except the Government fee.

0, P, B" of Ind,-Trees grow by a deposit of new mat. RECEIPTS,-When money is paid at the office for sub
ter each year between the bark an4 the wood aU round the trunk

'lhis deposit is made in the form of cells, and those
which are deposited in the" spring have their cross walls absorbed
and form minute tubes extending the whole length of the tree.
and branches.

But those which are formed late in the season become fil1ed with

solid matter.

scriptions, a receipt for It will always be given ; but when subscribers
first paper a

funds.

When a tree is cut down it is easy to ascertain its age

y counting these yearly rings. An estimate formed by counting
the rings in an inch oC section near the bark, and multiplying these

the number of inches in the semi.diameter, would mislead, as

he rings are generally broader near the center.

O. S. D.

Mass.-You can procure photographic gun-

cotton of Seely &:: Boltwood,244 Canal street, this city,

They would

doubtless make some for you, to order, by Baron von Lenk's pro�
ess.

C . R. L., of N. Y.-If you will look on another page of
thlS Journ&.l you will see an artic . e called "A. hint worth :r:emem
beling."

You can draw an inference from that whether your ma�

chln� Is worth patenting or not.

p.

E. H . ,

·

of

Cal.-W!J do not now know where you can

procur� a good rOCk-drilling machine.

There are none now on sale

�n this 'market, so far as we can ascertain.

of, A� 14!lC" of Mich.-Address Wilcox & Hall, Miqdle"
town, Oonn�, for �lvan1zed cast\ngs of malleable or cast-iron.

oJ, R, L . , of N.

Y • .:...The
.
safety valve was nrst Invented

by Papin III 1700, who applied it to a cookillg lIjachine for <Ilge.tlng
pones, meats, 4c.

A. 8., of N, J.-Your small boiler is not safe over 25
pOllnds on tho square inch.

Slippery elm will sometimes remove

icale from boilers ; in others spent tan bark has been found useful.

Th� nature of boiler scale varies with the locality ; what might be a

roo<!

...orlptlon

p

anotber.

In one O&8e would · be 'utterly

worthless

Pure rain water is decidedly the best if you can get it.

In

J, W., of Canada.-We perceive nothing new In your
IiQggestions.

Vessels with compartments, and a rudder at each

end are now In use. Propellers at the sides are old.
for

mail, they may consider the arrival of the

acknowledgement of our reception of their

Thus each year's growth of the tree Is an envelope,

the inner portion of which Is porous, while the outer portion is
solid wood.

by
bona-.fide

remit their money

Fog signals

Indieatln& the direction of movement for vessels are employed.

RATES

OF

ADVERTISING.

TWENTY·FIVE CENTS per line for each and every Insertion, pay·

ableJn advance.

To enable all to understand how to calculate the

aqlount they must send when they wish advertisements published,
we will explain that ten words average one line.

Engravings

will not

be admitted into our advertising columns. and, as heretofore, the

publishers reserve to themselves the right to reject any advertisement

they may deem objectionable.

TWENTY-FIVE

CENTS !- THE

YANKEE

KNIFE

Clea.ner illustrated in this number of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN
is one of the most profitable enterprises that can be embarked in.
i
i
i
i
)
e
i
e
e
e
l
and is all cast iron except the rubber which IS of wood. Sold at twen
ty-five cents it will prove not only popular but a speedy r�turn for the
capital inter�sted. Samples sent by express on rece t of 26 cents.
ulars address EGBERT P, WATSO , Box 7'I3, N w

�� ���f����� ��d��� ���:�l �it� y�� i�� �� !� �� ��bJ���
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PATENT

RIGH'f

FOR

i

SALE. - McDONALD'S

sprew wrenCh, the best in the Un�ted States or el€ewhere. It is
a time-saving TOQI. It is particularly aqap.;te« to the use of Engineers
Machinists and Plu.mbers. It will open wider,- easier and quicker than
any wrench in use. Being simple in construction it is not liable to get
out of order. See engraving in No. 2, Vol. 10, SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN.
Person8 wishing to buy the entire right or take an interest in the
manufacture can apply personally or address the undersigned who
will show the wrench or send descriptive circulars on application.
JOHN MORRISON, Park Hotel, New York. or at Dubuque, Iowa.
1*

J UST

WHAT

EVERYBODY

WANTS.-OUR

NEW

Pocket Album (for soldier and civilian), holding 16 pictures, Is
the cheapest and best Pocket Album ever offered to the public.
Sent by mall to any address post-paid on receipt of twent -five cents.
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Sprlnllfield, Mass.

o WOOLEN MANUFACTURERS.-PARTIES
.
T

WISH

ing a double-fillin� stop motIOn for power looms will please address C. A. OTTERSON, Clinton, Mass.
1*

OF BOILERS. -H . N. WINANS, NEW
S CALING
York:-Your Powder proved hIghly satisfactory. I think it a.
, a
i
h
i
0
�6���:1� \� \V! s�14o��g£i���fl��J�:g� ��e tt������ in my
1 1 2*

ANTI-INCRUSTATION.

a
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be
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e
H. N. WINANS, New York.
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B OLT-H EADING

11 2*

MACHINE.-THE UNDERSIGNED

wish to purchase tbe best bolt-heading machine in the country.
Address S . .I: M. PENNOCK .I; CO., Kennett Square, Pa.
11 2*

-SHOE AND SHIPS' SPIKES MACHINES. H ORSE
G. Hutchinson,
Canada
wishes to corre�
�ty�:, H.
s�\� �akld��! ���Gananoque,
���c:. Machines andWeat,
Machines for m
n
g
e

?�

s

l

HAMMERMEN AND FURNACEMEN.
WANTED
Wantoo. two hammermen to forge heavy shafts, cranks

and
other forgings, with steam hammers. Also two furnacemeJ) to work:
the furnaces for heatin forgings. None but good workmen need
appl as none .other �u be em IOyed. The hi he8t wages and steady
'
'
han ca. Address, encI
o
c n ii
r
i
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�
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�
��E ���:��il!� � r��cl� �� � ����
D RAFTING INSTRUMENTS FOR ENGINEERS, SUR

veyors, Architects, Machinists, and Schools Engineers' and
Surveyors' transits, levels, compasses, and chains, Chesterman's Meme
s
n s
e
I
.
c
b
t
.
. e h
ic
and Illustrated catalogues gratis.
11 10"
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TEMPLETON ON STEAM AND THE STEAM ENGIN E .

T HE

PRACTICAL EXAMINATOR, O R STEAM AND

THE STEAM ENGINE ; with Instructive Reference. relatl....
thereto. Arranged for the use of Engineers, Students, and othen.
By William Templeton. Engineer. In one voI., I2m o. , price SEVENTY.
to
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the high commendation it has receive from men competent t
d
l
a
r
re
t
e
e
dO
e
d
It to t e consideration of the Engineering Pro ession with very great
confidence.
My New Catalogue of Practical and Sclentl1lc Books, contain·
r a a
k
ce
n
8
e
y
t
postage at the pUb cation price. HE RY CAREY BAIRD, Industrial
l--ublisher, 406 Walnut street, Phlladelphia.
10 3
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N. WINANS

NEW YORK.-I USED YOUR ....

•
CRUSTATION.'POWDER in our five Boilers with entire sat..
faction, and believe every pound judiciously u[l.ed wtll save from n....
t s
O
s
ll
t
I
.
e
o
,
J
Pltal, Jacksonville. Ills.
10 JOt

t��:;�� �� :�� 'tr��� i:t :c?;. �:':�:B [J�� ����::r ����\:�
H ARRISON'S

GRIST

MILLS-20

30,

$400,

36 A�D

•

with all the in...
Inches diameter, at $100, $200, $300 and
ern improvements. Also, Portable and Stati9n"ry Steam En'Jines of
all sizes, suitable for said mills. Also Bolters, Elevat()l'S, lJi��t�q', '"
Apply to S. C. HILLS, No. 12 Pla�t street, New Yorl!;,
41

G UN

AND

PISTOL SCnEWS.-COMSTOCK

LYOJI

New

.I; CO. , l!anufactur.ers (Ofilce, ' )'4 lieej[man street,
Yo"'"
are always prepared to furnish Gun and Pistol Screws to sampl,
Machine Screws, and Ketal
Screws to :fit th� U. S. Musket. Sewing
.
Screws generally, of the best qu��y, at short notice.
18 :15

NILE EXPLORERS, CAPTAIN8 SPEKE AND
T HE
GRANT, with Ukenesses, including their AfricanS-An Afi1cau.

t
e
e
'
I
o
st
,
e
n
M
of-The Breath of Life-Wonders of Creation-The Microscope
Monads, Birds, Physiological and Stellar 'Wonders, in March No.
Phrenological Journal, 15 cts. FOWLER .I: WELLS, New York. 10 I

W��;: �����i� �:� b�1:fn�r� �:��� �J��� ��� ��

To

C

INVENTORS, MANUFA TURERS,

&c.-AN EX

PERIENCED PATENT AGENT, just closing an engagemeat
will undertake the Sale of a Good Patent. or Manufactured Article 1
Merit. Good reference. Ao\dr�.a :A. B. HOLMES, Do""';oc, loll.....
10 JOt
with all partJeul.....

..

lc
FOR THE INTRODUCTION AND SALE 01'
;��:, �� ��\��ls � ��h�� I��) tf:1 �!!f xg;�!r :' �l [�� ��; AGENCY
PATENT INVENTIONS.-Inventorsand manufaclllfera dooirou
havlnl( their Inventions Introduced into this country and .b.... d,

�'i�I¥Mu 'lJJi�1 c;: � ��'\f.:' :��; �b"� 'Wa���:� .:7.

© 1864 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.

of
WIll dnd It to their interest to .8114 descriptive, Illustrated
or . reular. to A. SCHELLER,9;1I BQwery, New York.

< -2!l1<, &11
11.3*
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A

VALUABLE
PATENTEES

WORK
AND

FOR

INVENTORS

MANUFACTURERS.

F OR

SALE.-A MACHINE-SHOP AND IRON FOUN

DRY now in successful operation in t.l�e city of Chicago, Ill.
The machine tools are all nearly new ana III first-rate order. The
foundry is capable of makin� three tuns castings per day, and is fully
p
r
i
C
O
::f����·d :�g�tr;;;��� �7- �'���e��; n;�r bs\�;·�l ln!fn�s :�� �eri�;lI
machinery, which ii the class of work the shop has been engaged lD
for the last twelve 'years. This is an excellent opening for any party
wishing to engage III a business ready made, as the shop bas a good
r
n
n
s
C
t6������ t���u���ld�ii;�fSre::��ki·or s'�fA;;i����i o;�n:�o�s%�:�ci
change his location. For particulars address Post-office Box I,m,
8 4*
Chicago, Ill.

The publishers of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN have just prepared
with much care, a pamphlet of information about Patents antI the
Patent Laws, which ought to be in the hands of every iD.ventor. and
l
e
u
¥t�e�l;:;��e� �}s�h�fu:r� ��kU�;i�r b:��tt�� uE����;�d �t�����:
In'l��e ��g�����
f
��f£�� ��lCe°riJ::�tAct of 1861-Practical Inc
structions to Inventors, how to obtain Letters Patent, also about
Models-Designs-Caveats-Trade-marks-Assignments--Revenue Tax
Extensions-Interferences-Infringements-Appeals-Re-issu�s of
Defective Patents-Validity of Patents-Abandonment of In'YentH.>ns
Best )Iode of Introd ucing them-Imp'ortance of the SpeClficatlOD
o WIRE DRAWERS.-I have patented and brought
Who are entitled to Patents-What wIll prevent the grantin� of a T into practical operation, a Machine for Pointing '''ire i n �he
Patent-Patents i n Canada and European Patents-Schedule ot Pat Coil for drawin�, without the use of files or emery, and for pointmg
ent Fees ; also a variety of miscellaneous items on patent law ques :t.ll kinds and SIzes of wire where a perfect taper is required.
tions.
C. JILLSON, Worcester, Mass. 9 8*
It has been the design of th e publishers to not only furnish, in con
venient form for preservation, a synopsis of the PATENT LA w and
PRA CTICE , b llt to answer a great variety of questions which have
ACHINERY, SLIDE LATHES, IRON PLANING
been put to them from time to time during their practice of upwards M :Machines, Upright Drills, Bolt-cutting Machines, Chucks, &c.
t
w
t
i
few desirable si es at Philadelphia Machinery Depot, 135 North 3d
z
t�e8�V�bf�h:r�;:ill :r�i:t��ri i�r:i�d�he�c;:���� �y�ri� g��:g�g!i Astr£et,
8 4*
Philadelphia, Pa., CHARL:ES H. S'\IITH.
o f l�d���:�lg��s��eo���
bfishers of the SCIENTIFIC AME RICAN, No.
7 Park How, New York.
FOR TESTING THE QUALITY OF
H YDROMETERS
milk. Tells the percentage above the standard for pure mi!k,
or detects the presence of ,vater, and also the amount of water lDO LIVER'S PATENT DRYING KILN, FOR SEASON t�0��i1�os��:ig.ozld��s�x�Y���Ml�E�nSi>.,iW�r�:��, �::.ts,
ING and Drying Lumber, the only process that will season 8 4*
horoughly without checking. Carpenters, Carriage M akers, Coopers,
Cabinet l'Ilakers, Car Builders, Gun Stock Manufacturers, Sash and
Blind Manufacturers, Agricultural Machine Manufacturers, and all P ECK'S PATENT DROP PRESS FOR FORGING PUR
e
h
n
POSES.-All sizes manufactured by M I LO PECK & C O. , New
����:i�8i� c����?n ��g��iO�:�i�hi�� �i1� f�: s�I�1���i"n�nil��nh7�}��� Haven,
9 12*
Conn.
to heat in such a manner as to etfectually prevent it from checking.
H. 'V. OLIVER, Patentee, Box 934, New Haven, Conn., or S. C.
10 2*
LEWIS, Whitneyville, Conn.
NEW YORK EMERY WHEEL COMPANY ARE
T HE
prepared to fill all orders for their improved Emery Whe�ls.
Sample wheels sent on receipt of price as per circular. For cuttmg
NICHOLSON'S MANUAL OF BOOKBlNDING.
a grmding a wheel will save its cost in one day's work. Smyrna
MANUAL OF THE ART OF BOOKBINDING ; emery by the keg, warranted pure and best quality. Otfice....51 Beek.
9 3*
Containing full Instructions in the different branches of For man street , .New York.
A
warding, Gilding, and Fi nishing. Also, the Art of Marbling Book
edges and Paper. The whole desurned for the Practical Workman, the
AMES H ORNER & CO., MANUFACTURERS OF CAST
Amateur, and the Book-collector. By James B. Nicholson, of the
and sizeg.
widely·kno NO Philadelphia bookbinding firm of Pawson & Nicholson. J St eel and Files. Orders solicited for all kinds, shapes
7 6n...*
Fully illustrated by ornamental designs for the sides and backs of Office and Warehouse, 28 Cli if stre et, New York.
books, drawings of tools, machines. and processes in Bookbinding,
i
���a¥fo�lia�e a�rB��Eo�T����� �Bf��S.InS��: h�· 'n!;W��.�! ��
postage.
CONTENTS :-INTRODUCTION, Sketch of the Progress of Bookbinding.
PART I.-Sheet \Vork. PART H.-Forwarding, the Edp-es, MarbJing,
Gildin'!' �he Edges, Covering, Half-Binding, Blank-Bindmg, Boarding,
Cloth Work. PART IlL-Ornamental Art, FinishIng, Taste and De
sign, Style. Gilding, Illuminated Binding, Blind Tooling, Antique,
Coloring, Marbling, Unifonu Colors, Gold Marble. Landscape, etc.,
Inlaid Ornaments, Harmollr of Colors, Pasting Down, &c., Stamp or
perfecy
't
O
o
l
���
s �bi�' ���� s�m!� t� ����gc�rl��to�s� ;���Fc�\ �����
------Q- My New Catalogue sent free to any address. Any book on my
lI.t sent free of postage at the blic�tton price. llENRY CAREY
ATES'S PATENT GRAVITATING STEA}f AND VA
BAIRD. Industnal Publisher, 406 W·alnu street, Philadelphia.
B
C U U M GAUGE. -Particular attention paid to repairing and
10 2
testing Steam Gauges and other Engine Room Instruments. K EEN,
ufacturers. Otfice-l97 Green
C ONJUGAL
RESEMBLANCES,
WHERE
LOVE BROTHER & C O . , Proprietors and Mantory
begins and ends-Woman's Wages-Matrimony in the way wich street, New York City ; Manufac -40 Wayne street, Jersey
9 4*
Money-Its nature, use and abuse-Ethnology, Skulls and national City.
character of the English, Scotch, Germ an, }<�rench. Sclavon, Finnish,
Circassian, etc.-The Colored Chaplain-Rev. H. M . Turner-His like
POSITIVE REMEDY AND NO
ness, and a sketch of character-in the March No. Phrenological INCRUSTATION-A
injury. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send for circular. H. N. WI
Journal, 15 cents, or $1 50 a year. FOWLER & WELL'S, 308 Broad- NANS,
7 4*
Wall
street,
New
York.
11
10 2
way, New York.

SMITH
&
BUTLER,
ORNAMENTAL
ELECTRO
TYPERS. - Medallions and Ornaments in Copper, Brass, and
Bronze copied. Bronze and Gilt Ornaments for Sale. 183 William
street, New York.

10 2*

R OUND
AND
SQUARE
MATCH
MACHINES,
Woolen Cards, Rag Pickers, &c., Manufactured by RICHARD�

BON .I; C

10 IS*

O., Athol Depot, Mas..

A

MERICAN NEEDLE COMPANY,

442 BROADWAY,

. ..
THE CHEAPEST MODE OF INTRODUCING

INVENTIONS.
INVENTORS AND CONSTRUCTORS OF NEW AND

useful Contrivances or Machines, of whatever kind, can have thefT
inventions illustrated and described in the columnl!l of the SCIEN.
TI FIC AMERICAN on payment of " reasonable charge for the en.
graving.

charge is made for the publication, and the cuts are furni8hed
soon as they have
wish it understOOd, however, that no second�hand
or poor engravings, such as patentees often get executed by inex.
perienced artists for printing circulars and handbills from, (an be
admitted into these pages. We also reserve the right to accept or
reject such subjects as are presented for publication. And it Is not
our desire to receive orders for engravini' and publishing any but
good Inventions or Machines, and such as do not meet our approba.
tion in this respect, we i1ha11 decline to publish.
For further particulars addressNo

to the party for whom they are executed as
been used. We

_

lroliN & CO.,

Publishers of the SCIENTIFIC A MERICAN,
No. 37 Park Row, New York City.

O IL !

OIL ! OIL

For Railroads, Steamers, and for machinery and Burning
Improve� Engine and Signal Oil, indorsed and recom.:
the hIghest authority lD the United States Thii on
l?oises�es by
qualities yitally �sseI!tial for lubricating and burning, and.
found m no other OIl.
� IS ortered to the public upon the m 08t reU
able, �hC?rough and pra�tICal te.�t.
Our mORt skillful engineeril and
machIlllsts pronouf?,ce.lt su erlOr to aI?-d cheaper than any other,
the . only: oil tba� IS
8;1r cases reliable and will not gum. and
The
SCientific American," atter
several
tests, pron ounces it " !uperior
to any other they have ever used for machinery."
For
sale
only
b¥
the Inventor and Manufacturer, F. S. PEASE, No. 61 Main
street,
Buffalo, N. Y.
N. B.-Reliable orders fllled for any part of the United States and
Canada.
P:EASE'S
mended

lD

1 13*

(;m l!NITED STATES MUSKETS, ENFIELD
C and AustrIan
RIfles, and for the Shells of Rifted Cannon, prompt�
ly su�plied in any quantities and warranted to pass Governm en
in
spect!on. Also secon�
quality cones of above models, and conest fOl"
��fJ:cl�n���, ����1�Ck�?w.e�� COLE, BROTHER & TILDEN,
�e�.�!B.-Also
manufacture every description of improved Reed Machillery.
ONES F

3 10*

B

ISULPHID E OF CARBON,

CHEMICALLY PURE

for sale in quantities from one to fifty earbovl!!
A.ddress DU'
B?Ii�P' PARMELEE, Chemist,
22 East 41st street, ".�w Yorl<.

P AGE'S

WILL BURN 300
bushels lime per day,
three cords wood or 1� iron coal
or soft. Address C. D. with
PAGE, Grand RapIds,
Mich.
4 13*

hard

PATENTED LIME KILN

f

H

OLSKE & KNEELAND, MODEL }fAKERS.

Working Models, and ExperimentaPATl Ma
order
and
Munn & Co., SCIENTIFIC E Center
Office. Elm
6tf

ENT Office Models,
chinery, made to
at 100 Walker street, between
York. Refer to
AM R ICAN

New

York, J. 'V. Bartlett. Needle manufacturers for all the
M chines. Bartlett' s Burnished Hand Needles .
Bartlett's Burnished Needles a wonderful improvement FAN BLOWERS-DIMPFEVS, ALDEN'S, }fcKEN
over others for sewing machine or hand sewing."-MME. DEMOREST.
and others, for steamboats,
Works" Founderles Smtth
7 4* Shops,ZIE'S
Hackle, Gill, Comb, C ard Pins, &c., &c.
Jewelers, <l:c., on h and for saleIrOll
by LEACH
BROTH ERS 86
Liberty street, New York.
S Iii<'

New
Sewing a
" We find

t

OF FUEL TO PARTIES USING STEAM.
SAVING
DAMPER REGULATORS.
V ULCANIZED RUBBERT HEEyes,COLOR
OF YOUR EYES. Language of Bl ue
Guaranteed to effect a great savmg III fuel and give the most
Black Eyes, Brown Eyes, Hazle Eyes, Gray Eyes, Green perfect
regularity
of power. For sale by the subscribers, who have
'S
Eyes,
and
the
Eyes
of
Celebrated
Persons-Poetry
established their exclusive right to manufacture damper regulators, Ptg�i,\'g , t�A't�����:gSI1';"\�'j,\'R:��1f�I¥��W
EGE�l¥:'
�l��eC���:�The bright black eye, the melting blue,
using diaphragms of flexible vessels of any kind. C L RK '
No. 5 Park Place, Ne'UY k &c. Dir���n�OWlte�'Etil���b o��b�f &n �)fp�\?n io th'o
RE.GULATQR
AND

I cannot choose between the two ;
But th at is dearest aU the while,
Which wears for us the sweetest smile.
and much more on the same subject, in the Phrenological JoumR.e 0 �� 50 a year. Address fc,oJV
r
r
£>:fu:� WEft�, �)jr��w�y� 3�� :0 .

A

STEAM

FIRE

COMPA.NY,

S PATE�T

��

! ! ! OF SUPERIOR FINISH AND
T HERMOMETERS
accuracy, for the use of manufacturers, chemists, brewers, G ROVER &
thermometers manufacted by
,
l
t

�:�{;�! �:e���:� ��

� .
�
�)�ARt�S
The trade supplied.
79 11 13 4*
" JERKS," OR CONVULSIONS, WHEN UNDER
T- HE
religious exercises-Wonderful phenomena in France-Causes
explained-A change of Heart-The Future American-White, Red, WM. CLEVELAND HICKS, CIVIL AND MECHANI.
or-Brown-which ! What we want-Fruit growing-Aunt Nabby, or
CAL Engineer, 480 Broadway, New York.
t
u er
ar
e ur
t�a�h ¥��:n�, �fs;� tf �\�:griun;� :it�t G���t3�I�{!g J!{����
Rain at a Funeral-Trying Fortunes, etc., in March No. Phrenologi P ORTABLE STEAM ENGINES-COMBINING THE
cal Journal. Only 15 cts., or $1 50 a year. FOWLER <I: WELLS,
maximum of efficiency, durability and economy with the mini10 2
SOB Broadway, New York.
r
e h
0
w
:�� i�ari 4& tet�� i� ���: 11��ar���fe���i�?a�t��; �:�� s�?� �
NEW YORK STATE BUSINESS DIRECTORY, 1864.
large stock on hand ready for immediate application.
Descriptive

circulars sent on application. Address J. C.
Professional Mass.
N w p s, c P ORTABLE STEAM ENGINES OF ALL SIZES,
ON
hand and built to order. Send for descrIption and our prices,
de��b1�s�$4.� PSON &: CO., Directories Publishers, No. 91 Washing
and gel the best, cheapest, and most economical En�ne made.
ton street, Boston, M�ss., and 78 State street, Albany, N. Y.
HOAG .I; HAMPSON, 96 Malden Lane, N.Y.
5 10 '
� C A UTION.-The Public are hereby cautioned against paying
MONEY IN ADVANCE, for AdvertIsements, to any person lepresenting
blmself to be our agent, as such persons are in no way connected
W HAT
EVERY ONE OUGHT TO HAVE-ONE OF
with Ui, u.Jl4 should be treated as imposters.
Parr's Tool Chests, fitted with complete sets of tools, sharpen
Ow ligon'" lIevo, "ik for money in advance of publicatiou. 9 6*
ed and set ready for use and packed in cases for shipping, suitable
for mechanics, amateurs, farmers and boys.
Prices trom $2 to $35
each, and containing from 8 to 92 tools, accordin� to size. To be ob
tained of all respectable hardware dealers or shIpped on receipt of
price by the manufucturer, GEORGE PARR, Butt'alo, N.Y. Send for
25 14*
q[J�prlp�ive circular. ""
IS 80.-'flJJ<J BEST WASH ING 4�P WRINGING
ITMACHINES
are IIndaF /4, Van Auken's Patents. S,end for circulars to Amsterdam, N. '2".
8 �*
ONTAINING THE NAMES, BUSINESSES AND AD

TEAM ENGINES

Manufacturers and
of Insurance, Railroad and
Offices,
e s aper A a-

AND

BOILERS

OF EVERY DE

Sal e
S SCRIPTIOJof i Shafting ; Pull.ys an4 Machinists' Tools, for
9 20*
by C. GAY, 29 Doane:street, BQston, Ma.ss,

H NING Machinery new and secon<l-h31111, all built on the most
Wood Clothing I/.nd W OODRUFF'S PATENT PORTABLE BA1l-0METERS.
Improved sv.tem. All kinds of Steel'pointedPins,
The 'best cheapes�, and only perfectly portable Barom.et.er.
Sole Agent for
Leather F'illetting. Hackles, Gills, and Gill
and $20. Sent to any address, and safe carria gij
Grimston's Patent Self-a$Ung Ballin� Machine. Al so, the Excelsior Pricesa $5,e $8.'$12/ $15
i
ents wanted.
e
g
i�gJ�: S��l��.· \\rttbt��te��;;g��\�. �1.
��::�;
::g:f�� h:r���}�&����.1l�
l B8jt1si }�N1Ji�J��s?wi���� s�
��12g4*
6
8
10
9 6*
nery Mercbant. Leeds. England,
-----Also just published A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON MECHAN1CAO
PATENTED JAN. 26TH, 1 864,
'J'L
OODWORTH
PLANERS-IRON
FRAMES
SCALE SELF-REGISTERING W Plane 18 to 24 inches w i de , at $120 o $150. For s;lle by S. C.
DOUBLE
t
SCIENTIFIC AMERI'
CALIPERS--Dlustrated In Vol. 10, No. 9, ofvery
M ORSE'S
a
HILLS, No,. 12 Platt street, New York.
low ; or a re
One half or the whole Right for sale,
CAN
be licensed to manufacture. Address WM. A.
�ponBible party would
4*
j10RSE, Boston, Mass.
9
MESSIEURS LES INVENTEUR8.-1\.VIS IMPORTEMP, FLAX AND JUTE PREPARING AND SPIN

--��-- -..-.

Aprefllreraient nous
qui

AND MACHINISTS ARE SCIENTIFI
ENGINEERS
natale.
nous
C4I..I..V prepared for all the duties in Marine Engineering, for peu vent nous addresser
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Pumps-Adapted to
of
styles are the Direct Action
Steam
Balance Wheel Pump,
entirely
tities at a light lift.
sale a Nos. 55
Beekman

PIPE FOR

SALE.-WE HAVE ON HAND
-INCH
',200 feet of New Cast·lron Sock et-pipe, 18 Inch. Internal
IS about
e
r
to
a i ce
f,��:. a�d �����:n r���l;/: :r:��!:e :r � /b;. ei:����e�����
Parties wishing to purc�ase the whole or a portion ot the above, wiH

please address, LOWELL GAS·LIGHT COMPANY, Lowell, Mass.O. E. CUS HING, Agent.
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HEELER & WILSON'S HIGHEST PREMIUM SEW

W ING MACHINES and Foote'. Patent Umbrella Stands,
506
Broadway, New York.
17 S/j
RON PLANERS,

ENGINE LATHES,

DRILLS AND

I other machinists' tools, of superior quallty, on hand and finish
ing, for sale low. For description and price addre.s NEW HAVEN
MANUFACTURING COMPANY, New Haven. Conn.
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Improved WindoW"

Sash

Stop.

This engraving represents a very ingenious device
for sustain ng window sashes at any desired point.
It is simple and novel in its arrangement, and will,
properly made, work well.

In the engraving one side

of the window jamb is broken away showing a spiral
grooved

cylinder, A, and a small roller, B.

are the principal parts of the invention.

These

The roller

runs loosely on an arm let into the sash, and travels
on a metallic track or guide, C.

The cylinder has a

scratching, through the wax, lines of the proper for m
to produce the desired picture, and pouring nitric
acid over the plate. Wherever the plate was covered

by the wax it would be protected from the action of
the acid ; but in the lines where the wax was scratched
away, the acid would dissolve the plate, forming chan 
nels similar to those m ade by the burin of the en

graver and with a great saving of time and labor.
The principal difficulty with this process has been,
that as the acid dissolved its way downward into the

to be removed as tnany times as there were variations
But by M. Vial's process

of 'shade in the engraving.

the copper is deposited first in the finest lines, while
the action of the acid continues longest in those
Thus the depth of the engraving

which are widest.

is proportioned exactly to the breadth and thickness
of the ink-mark, and this by a single immersion of
The process occupies but five

the plate in the bath.
minutes.

The copper is removed by ammonia before

the plate is used for printing.

Old engravings may be reproduced by this process
work sideways nnder the wax,
bearing in metallic plates on each end, and at the plate it would also
channels as well as deepening by transferring the picture to the steel plate, or the
bottom there is a spring fastened to the bearing in thus widening the
that this must necessarily design may be first drawn upon paper and then trans
uch a m anner that the revolutions of the cylinder them. It has seemed
in etching, and that the ferred.
acid
of
action
the
wind it up ; these are too small to be shown clear- always be
To

FOOT-ROT

PREVENT

IN

North

SHEEP.-The

British Agriculturist says that, thirty years ago, Pro
fessor Dick showed that,

in the great majority of

cases, this disease results from the hoofs not being
On hard, grav

properly and regularly worn down.

elly pastures the foot-rot seldom occurs.

On solt

and rich pastures the disease may be prevented by
paring the feet of the whole flock every six or eight
weeks.
•
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VOLUME X.-NEW SERIES.
The publishers of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN respectfully giv '
notice that the Tenth Volume (New Series) commenced on the first
of January.

This journal

was

establisbed

in 184.5,

and Is

un

doubtedly the most widely circulated and influential publication of
the kind in the world.

In commencing the new volume the publish

ers desire to call special attention to its; claims as

A JO URNAL OF P OP ULAR SCIENCE.
In this respect it stands unrIvaled.

It not only finds its way to a

most every wou:shop in the country, as the earnest friend of the
mechanic and artizan, but it is found in the counting.room of the
manufacturer and the merchant ; also in the library and the house
The publishers feel warranted in saying that no other jouma

hold.

now published contains an equal amount of useful information ' while
it is their aim to present all subjects in the most popular and
tlve manner.

�ttrac.

'fhe SCIEYrTFIC AMERICAN Is published once a week, In conve.

nient form for binding, and each number Contains sixteen pages of
useful reading matter, illustrated with

N UMER O US SPLENlJID ENGRA VINGS

of all th e latest and best inventIOns of the day. This feature of
the
. worthy
journal IS
of special note. Every number contains from five

to ten original engravings of mechanical inventions relating to every
These engravings are executed by artists

�

dep rtment of the arts.

speCIally employed on the p�per, and are universally acknowledged
to
.
be superlOr to anything of the kind produced in this country
.

�

The ubli'hers of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN promise
to preseBt,
.
a durmg preeedmg years, all the latest improvements In
Steam En.
glDeerl g, war Vessels, Ordnance-military and naval-Fire-a
rm 8 ,
Mechamcs, Tools, ManufactUring Machinery, Farm Implements,
Wood-working Machinery, Water-Wheels, Pumps and other Hydraulic

�

DAVIS'S WINDOW SASH STOP.
There is also a vertical slot be tween the two
frames of the window in which a roller attached to
.y.

diffi culty was in the natnre of things i nsurm ountable.
But this difficulty a ppears to ha,'e been completely
overcome by a French invention which is one of the

the sash works ; so that the lateral impulse, which is
ever been made in this deli
given to the sash by the spiral groove in moving the , most beautiful that has
he i nventor is Monsieur E. Vi al, of Paris,
sash up and down, will not tend to make it work ' cate art. T
The operation of this and he gave a full account of his invention in a paper
hard or draw out of place.
device is very easily seen : when the sash is down,
the spring is wound up, and the act of raising it
causes the cylinder to revolve and aid the upward
m ovement.

It will be seen that the spiral on the

read before the Society of Arts, in L ondon, on Feb.

The
frame being uninjured by fixtures of any kind.
invention was patented through the Scientific Amerlcan Patent Agency on Oct. 6th, 1863, by John Davis,

GREAT ntPROVEMENT IN ENGRAVING.

of nitric acid.

By the action of the steel the copper

is reduced from the sulphate, and all portions of the

acid soaks away the ink, and dissolves the steel

forming channels beneath the lines.

But as the aci

d

soaks away the ink it is followed by the copper solu
tion, and a coating of metallic copper is deposited
w ithin the lines, protecting them from the further ac

tnes of hfe are pursued.

From Its commencement the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN has
been the
earnest advocate of the rights of American Inventors and the

REPERTOR Y OF A.J.lIERICAN PA TENTS.

�

whatever , as in Its columns there is published a weekly Official Lis t

the edges of the lines, all action of the acids upon

the sides of the channels is prevented, and as the
acid continues its work longest towards the middle
is precisely the form desired by the engraver.

In the old method it was necessary to remove the
work which we have regarded as u"'urmountable. plate from the bath as soon as the finest lines were
As heretofore practiced, this process consisted in etched, and to cover these parts with wax to prevent
the further action of the aCid ; and the plate required
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Claims " of all patents granted at the U. S. Patent Office.

'J:HE PRAC:nCAL RECIPES

alone are oft-times worth more to the subscriber than the amount of
a whole year's subSCription.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Two volumes of tbe SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN are published each
year, at
W ench, or $3 per annum, with correspondingly low terms

$1
$1

to Clubs j

will pay for four months' subscription. The numbers for
one year, when bound in a volume, constitute a work of 832 pages ot
u eful information, which every one ought to possess. A new volume
_
will commence on the first of January, 1863.

�

(J] ub Rates.

Five Copies, for Slx Months . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S6
Ten Copies, for Six Months . . . . . . .

. . . . . . .

....

. . . . . .

. . . . . . . II

Ten Copies, for Twelve Months . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

As the copper is deposited first at

lng with acids there has been one obstacle to perfect

ocvering the plate with a thin coating of wax, then

:

; ��

of the

of the line, the channels are made of " V" form, which
In the process of engraving metallic plates by et\lh

�

plate, and the plate is then plunged into a saturated

A drawing is made with a greasy ink on a steel

of Council Hill Statiop Ill. ; further information can tion of the acid.

be had by addressing him at that place.

�

In this important department, so Vitally connected with all the
.
o the country, no other journal can lay any claim
great mterests

spring as it becomes weaker the pitch is slower, and steel plate not protected by the ink are instantly
When the covered with a coating of metallic copper, which pro
the cylinder revolves with more ease.
sash is checked at any point it remains there suppqrted tects the steel from the action of the nitric aci d. The
There
by the cylinder and cannot possibly get away.
is nothing visib!e outwardly, the appearance of the

Apparatus, Household Utensils, Electric, Chemical and
Mathematic I
Instrume ts, Flying }fachines and other Curious InventionsbeSld S
all the varIed articles designed to lighten the labor of mankind
t
O IY In t�e shop and warehouse, but in every place where the
i d .

4 th, 1864.

cylinder is not of the same pitch throughout its solution of sulphate of copper containing 1 0 per cent

length, but that near the top it becomes quicker ;
thIs Is to compensate for the relaxed power of the

�

Fifteen Copies, for Twelve Months . . . . • • • • • • •

. . . . . . . . • • ••

34

Twenty Copies, for Twelve Months . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 40

For all clubs of Twenty and over, the yearly subscription i.lt only

$2 00.

Names can be sent in at different times and from different

Post-offices.

Specimen copies will be sent gratIs to any part of the

countrj·.

Canadian subscribers will please to remit 25 Jents extra OD each

year's subscriptien to pre-pay postage.
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37 Park Row, New York.
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